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The Polyhedra! Structure of Certain Combinatorial Optimization Problems 

with Application to a Naval Defense Problem 

by 

Youngho Lee 

Hanif D. Sherali, Chairman 

(ABSTRACT) 

This research deals with a study of the polyhedral structure of three important combinatorial 

optimization problems, namely, the generalized upper bounding (GUB) constrained knapsack 

problem, the set partitioning problem, and the quadratic zero-one programming problem, and 

applies related techniques to solve a practical combinatorial naval defense problem. 

in Part | of this research effort, we present new results on the polyhedral structure of the 

foregoing combinatorial optimization problems. First, we characterize a new family of facets 

for the GUB constrained knapsack polytope. This family of facets is obtained by sequential 

and simultaneous lifting procedures of minimal GUB cover inequalities. Second, we develop 

a new family of cutting planes for the set partitioning polytope for deleting any fractional basic 

feasible solutions to its underlying linear programming relaxation. We also show that all the 

Known classes of valid inequalities belong to this family of cutting planes, and hence, this 

provides a unifying framework for a broad class of such valid inequalities. Finally, we present 

a new class of facets for the boolean quadric polytope, obtained by applying a simultaneous 

lifting procedure. 

The strong valid inequalities developed in Part |, such as facets and cutting planes, can be 

implemented for obtaining exact and approximate solutions for various combinatorial opti- 

mization problems in the context of a branch-and-cut procedure. In particular, facets and valid 

cutting planes developed for the GUB constrained knapsack polytope and the set partitioning 

polytope can be directly used in generating tight linear programming relaxations for a certain



scheduling polytope that arises from a combinatorial naval defense problem. Furthermore, 

these tight formulations are intended not only to develop exact solution algorithms, but also 

to design powerful heuristics that provide good quality solutions within a reasonable amount 

of computational effort. 

Accordingly, in Part ll of this dissertation, we present an application of such polyhedral results 

in order to construct effective approximate and exact algorithms for solving a naval defense 

problem. tn this problem, the objective is to schedule a set of illuminators in order to strike 

a given set of targets using surface-to-air missiles in naval battle-group engagement scenar- 

ios. The problem is conceptualized as a production floor shop scheduling problem of mini- 

mizing the total weighted flow time subject to time-window job availability and 

machine-downtime unavailability side constraints. A polynomial-time algorithm is developed 

for the case when ail the job processing times are equal (and unity without loss of generality) 

and the data are all integer. For the general case of scheduling jobs with unequal processing 

times, we develop three alternative formulations and analyze their relative strengths by com- 

paring their respective linear programming relaxations. The special structures inherent in a 

particular strong zero-one integer programming model of the problem enable us to derive 

some classes of strong valid inequalities from the facets of the GUB constrained knapsack 

polytope and the set-packing polytope. Furthermore, these special structures enable us to 

construct several effective approximate and exact algorithms that provide solutions within 

specified tolerances of optimality, with an effort that admits real-time processing in the naval 

battle-group engagement scenario. Computational results are presented using suitable real- 

istic test data.
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Introduction: Motivation and Objective 

In this research effort, we study the polyhedral structure of the convex hull of feasible 

solutions for various important classes of combinatorial optimization problems and 

the application of polyhedral combinatorics procedures to develop effective approxi- 

mate and exact solution algorithms for specific problem instances. Accordingly, Part 

| of this research deals with new results on the polyhedral structure of three impor- 

tant combinatorial optimization problems. These problems are the generalized upper 

bounding (GUB) constrained knapsack problem, the set partitioning problem, and the 

quadratic zero-one programming problem. In Part Il of this research, we develop ef- 

fective approximate and exact algorithms for solving a combinatorial naval defense 

problem. 

Combinatorial optimization problems abound in many practical real-world applica- 

tions (see Nemhauser and Wolsey, 1988, Parker and Rardin, 1988, and Salkin, 1975). 

These applications include operational problems that arise in the context of distrib- 

ution, production scheduling, machine sequencing, location-allocation, and facility 

maintenance situations, planning problems such as capital budgeting and production 

planning, as well as design problems such as communication network design, circuit 

design, and the design of production systems. 

Although pure cutting plane algorithms have been developed to handle such combi- 

natorial optimization problems, branch-and-bound algorithms based on linear pro- 

gramming relaxations have enjoyed a far greater success in effectively solving 

practical instances of such problems. However, in the last 10-15 years, there has 
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been considerable progress in using cutting planes in combination with the branch- 

and-bound procedure for certain classes of zero-one integer programming problems. 

An example of these problems is the symmetric traveling salesman problem (see 

Crowder et al., 1983, Johnson et al., 1985, and Lawler et al., 1985). As demonstrated 

by Padberg and Rinaldi (1987, 1991), cutting planes play a key role in the development 

of effective algorithms of this type, known as branch-and-cut algorithms. For pure 

zero-one integer programming problems, one way of generating such cutting planes 

is to use the facets of the knapsack problem obtained by considering each constraint 

separately. This approach was successfully implemented by Crowder et al.(1983) for 

solving large-scale pure zero-one integer programming problems without any special 

structures. A similar approach was used by Van Roy and Wolsey (1987) for zero-one 

mixed integer programming problems. The success of such algorithms strongly de- 

pends on the strength or tightness of the reformulated linear programming repre- 

sentation obtained by adding strong cutting planes or auxiliary variables during the 

branching process. Consequently, for the last fifteen years, most of the research ef- 

fort in the area of combinatorial optimization has concentrated on investigating the 

polyhedral structure of various problems in an attempt to find new families of strong 

cutting planes or facet-defining inequalities. Several remarkable advances have been 

reported and implemented along with the development of the theory of polyhedral 

combinatorics. (For a survey of polyhedral combinatorics results, see Bachem and 

Grotschel, 1982, Nemhauser and Wolsey, 1988, and Pulleyblank, 1983.) 

In particular, the development of new polyhedral results for various combinatorial 

optimization problems has identified some crucial and critical facial structures of 

various combinatorial optimization problems. A list of important polyhedral results 

in the literature includes those for the knapsack polytope (Balas, 1975, Balas and 
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Zemel, 1979, Gottlieb and Rao, 1988, Hammer et al., 1975, Laurent, 1989, Padberg, 

1979, 1980, and Wolsey, 1975), the traveling salesman polytope (Lawler et al., 1985, 

and Nemhauser and Wolsey, 1988 for a survey), the vertex packing polytope 

(Nemhauser and Trotter, 1974, 1975, Padberg, 1973, 1979, 1980, Picard and 

Queyranne, 1977, and Trotter, 1975), the set packing polytope (Balas and Padberg, 

1976, Balas and Zemel, 1977, Chvatal, 1975, Hammer, 1975, Laurent, 1989, and 

Padberg, 1973, 1979, 1980), the set covering polytope (Balas and Ng, 1989 and 

Cornuejols and Sassano, 1989), the set partitioning polytope (Balas, 1977), the gen- 

eralized assignment polytope (Gottlieb and Rao, 1990.a, 1990.b), the cut polytope 

(Barahona et al., 1985, Barahona and Mahjoub, 1986, Deza and Laurent, 1988, 1989.a, 

1989.b, Deza et al., 1989, Simone, 1989, 1990, and Simone et al., 1989), the quadric 

polytope (Padberg, 1989 and Boros and Hammer, 1990), and the fixed-charge network 

problem (see Nemhauser and Wolsey, 1988 for a survey). The main theme of these 

polyhedral results is to use the structure of coefficients in the constraints to derive 

strong valid inequalities for the convex hull of feasible solutions. One of the main 

tools for deriving these strong valid inequalities is to use sequential and simultane- 

ous lifting procedures that lift lower dimensional valid inequalities (facets) into higher 

dimensional valid inequalities (facets) (see Padberg, 1975, Wolsey, 1976, and Zemel, 

1980). However, the determination of families of these combinatorial strong valid in- 

equalities is more of an art than a formal methodology. Hence, most results in this 

research direction are restricted to finding classes of facets for specific well- 

structured zero-one integer programming problems. 

Although polyhedral results for the foregoing problems have been successfully im- 

plemented in the context of branch-and-cut algorithms, more generally applicable 

techniques for tightening the formulation and providing strong valid inequalities for 
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generally structured problems have also deservedly received more attention for the 

last five years. In this research vein, Sherali and Adams (1989, 1990) have developed 

a new reformulation-linearization-technique (RLT) that can be used to tighten the 

formulation of linear and polynomial zero-one mixed integer programming problems. 

Moreover, Sherali and Adams show how one can readily construct a hierarchy of 

linear relaxations leading to the convex hull representation for such problems. 

Through the projection process, the RLT procedure produces an implicit algebraic 

representation of the convex hull of any given zero-one (mixed) integer programming 

problems that can be exploited to derive facets. Following this work, Lovasz and 

Schrijver (1989) have also proposed a similar hierarchy for pure zero-one integer 

programming problems. However, due to the computational burden of the inherent 

projection process, it may be prohibitive to obtain explicit representations of the re- 

sulting linear relaxations. Similarly, Balas et al.(1991) present another implicit hier- 

archy of relaxations for zero-one (mixed) integer programming problems. They 

implement a sequential convexification procedure that is known to be a special con- 

struct of Sherali and Adams (1989). Based on this procedure, Balas et al. describe 

and test a finitely convergent cutting plane algorithm. However, although these RLT 

based algorithms provide promising computational results, the analysis and identifi- 

cation of the polyhedral structure of general combinatorial optimization problems re- 

mains an open question for research. 

Motivated by these observations, this dissertation aims to investigate the use of 

RLT-based methods to analyze and obtain strong valid inequalities, including facet- 

defining inequalities. Consequently, the principal objective of this research effort is 

to study the polyhedral structure of three important combinatorial optimization prob- 

lems, namely, the GUB constrained knapsack problem, the set partitioning problem, 
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and the quadratic zero-one programming problem, and to apply related techniques 

for solving a practical combinatorial naval defense problem. 

In Part | of this research effort, we present new results on the polyhedral structure 

of the foregoing combinatorial optimization problems. First, we characterize a new 

family of facets for the GUB constrained knapsack polytope. This family of facets is 

obtained by sequential and simultaneous lifting procedures of minimal GUB cover 

inequalities. Second, we develop a new family of cutting planes for the set partition- 

ing polytope, which delete any fractional basic feasible solutions to its underlying 

linear programming relaxation. We also show that all the known classes of valid in- 

equalities belong to this family of cutting planes, and hence, this provides a unifying 

framework for a broad class of such inequalities. Finally, we present a new class of 

facets for the boolean quadric polytope, obtained by applying a simultaneous lifting 

procedure. This new class of facets subsumes the well-known facets of Padberg’s 

(1988) as special cases. 

The strong valid inequalities developed in Part |, such as facets and cutting planes, 

can be implemented for obtaining exact and approximate solutions for various com- 

binatorial optimization problems in the context of a branch-and-cut procedure. In 

particular, facets and valid cutting planes developed for the GUB constrained 

knapsack polytope and the set partitioning polytope can be directly used for gener- 

ating tight linear programming relaxations for a certain scheduling polytope that 

arises from a combinatorial naval defense problem. 

Accordingly, in Part Il of this dissertation, we apply the polyhedral results of Part | in 

order to construct effective approximate and exact algorithms for solving a combina- 
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torial naval defense problem. This problem seeks to schedule a set of illuminators 

in order to strike a given set of targets using surface-to-air missiles in a naval 

battle-group engagement scenario. The problem is conceptualized as a production 

floor shop scheduling problem of minimizing the total weighted flow time, subject to 

time-window job availability and machine-downtime unavailability side constraints. 

A polynomial-time algorithm is developed for the case when all the job processing 

times are equal (and unity without loss of generality), and the data are all integer. 

For the general case of scheduling jobs with unequal processing times, we develop 

three alternative formulations and analyze their relative strengths by comparing their 

respective linear programming relaxations. The special structures inherent in a par- 

ticular strong zero-one integer programming model of the problem enable us to 

derive some classes of strong valid inequalities from the facets of the GUB con- 

strained knapsack polytope and the set-packing polytope. Furthermore, these special 

structures enable us to construct several effective approximate and exact algorithms 

that provide solutions within specified tolerances of optimality, with an effort that ad- 

mits real-time processing in the naval battle-group engagement scenario. Promising 

computational results are presented using suitable realistic test data. 
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The Polyhedral Structure of Combinatorial 

Optimization Problems 

1. Sequential and Simultaneous Liftings of Minimal Cover 

Inequalities for GUB Constrained Knapsack Polytopes 

1.1. Introduction 

Consider the generalized upper bounding (GUB) constrained, or multiple-choice, 

knapsack problem defined as follows. 

GKP: Minimize { > ox, : >> ax, 2b, x) S1VieM, xe(0,1) V jeN}, 
jeN leMjeN, JEN; 

where the data are all integer, N={1,....n}, M={1,....m}, and where U N, =N, with 

Nif\N; = @ for i,jeM, i#j. Johnson and Padberg (1981) show that any GUB 

knapsack problem with arbitrarily signed coefficients b and a,, jeN, can be equiv- 

alently transformed into a form with b > 0, and withO<a,<bVjeN. Hence, without 

loss of generality, we will also assume that b > 0 and that O0<a;<bVjeN. Note that 

if IN| = 1 VieM, then problem GKP is the ordinary 0-1 knapsack problem. 

There are many useful applications of model GKP. As suggested in Sinha and 

Zoltners (1979), this model is appropriate for capital budgeting problems having a 
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single resource, and where the investment opportunities are divided into disjoint 

subsets. Balintify et al. (1978) identify another application in menu planning for de- 

termining what food items should be selected from various daily menu courses in 

order to maximize an individual’s food preference, subject to a calorie constraint. 

More importantly, model GKP frequently arises as a subset of large-scale real-world 

0-1 integer programming problems. As demonstrated in the results of Crowder et al. 

(1983) and Hoffman and Padberg (1991), even a partial knowledge of the polyhedral 

structure of ordinary and GUB constrained knapsack polytopes can significantly en- 

hance the overall performance of branch-and-cut algorithms. Moreover, Martin and 

Schrage (1985), and Hoffman and Padberg (1991) present logical implications that can 

be derived from GUB constrained knapsack polytopes in the context of coefficient- | 

reductions for 0-1 integer programming problems. In the same spirit, model GKP can 

also be used to generate classes of valid inequalities for certain scheduling polytopes 

(see Sherali and Lee, 1990, and Wolsey, 1990), in order to tighten their underlying 

linear programming relaxations. In this regard, Wolsey (1990) defines a “GUB cover” 

inequality for problem GKP, and presents some implementations of GUB cover ine- 

qualities for solving machine sequencing problems, generalized assignment prob- 

lems, and variable-upper-bounded flow problems with GUB constraints. However, 

we will be concerned in this chapter with the polyhedral properties of convex hull of 

solutions feasible to problem GKP through an extension of the well-known minimal 

cover inequalities for the ordinary 0-1 knapsack polytope. 

The following is an outline of this chapter. In Section 2, we present a class of valid 

inequalities for problem GKP obtained by an extension of the minimal cover inequal- 

ities for the ordinary knapsack polytope. We also develop a necessary and sufficient 

condition for such an inequality to define a facet of a lower dimensional polytope. 
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Subsequently, in Section 3, we develop a sequential lifting procedure in order to ob- 

tain a family of facets. The sequential lifting procedure developed herein computes 

lifted coefficients of the variables in each GUB set simultaneously, in contrast with the 

usual sequential lifting procedure that lifts only one variable at a time. Moreover, we 

show that this sequential lifting procedure can be implemented in polynomial time 

of complexity O(nm). In Section 4, we use the Reformulation-Linearization-Technique 

of Sherali and Adams (1990) to easily characterize facets obtainable through a si- 

multaneous lifting procedure. This characterization enables us to derive lower and 

upper bounds on the lifted coefficients. In Section 5, for the special case of the ordi- 

nary knapsack polytope, we use this analysis to further tighten a known lower bound 

on the coefficients of lifted facets derived from minimal covers. In Section 6, we 

develop a generalization of the GUB cover inequality and discuss its implementation. 

Finally, Section 7 concludes this chapter. 

1.2. Valid Inequalities from Minimal GUB Covers 

Denote the constraint set of model GKP as 

X = (xe): ) Yay 2b, x <1 VieM). 
feMjeN, jeN; 

We start by introducing some _ notation. For KCN, let Mx = {ieM 

jeN, for some j eK}. Also, fork éN, we denote M,, simply as M,. For each ieM, 

define a key index j(i) such that j(i) € argmax(a,). Similarly, given any BN, for each 
jeN 

ie Ms, define a key index je(i) such that ja(i) ¢ argmax (a). For ACM, denote A, = 
jeNiNB 

{j(i) : ie A}. Similarly, for B SN, denote B, = { je(i): ie Me}, and let BL = B- B,. 

The Polyhedral Structure of Combinatorial Optimization Problems 9



Let us suppose that for each ke N 

a, + » aii) = b. (1.1) 

le(M—M,) 

Otherwise, x, = 0 in every feasible solution to X. Denoting the convex hull operation 

by conv(.), let GUBKP = conv(X), and let dim(GUBKP) be the dimension of GUBKP, 

which is the maximum number of affinely independent points in GUBKP minus one. 

Proposition 1.1 dim(GUBKP) = n—|M,|, where Mp = {ie M: SS aj < b}. 
) pe(M —i 

Proof. By the definition of Mo, we must have 5) x, = 1 for each ie Mo. Hence, it 
je Nj 

follows that dim(GUBKP) < n— |M,]. To prove that dim(GUBKP) = n—|M4], it suffices 

to show that there exist n — |M,| + 1 affinely independent points in GUBKP. 

For each i e (M—M)), we construct a set of feasible points in GUBKP as follows. For 

each keN,, construct x*%={ x, =1, x, =1 forj=j(p), Vpe(M-—i), x,;=0 other- 

wise }, and let x°. = {x,=1 forj=j(p), Vp e(M-— i), x, =90 otherwise }. Similarly, for 

each ie My, we construct a set of feasible points in GUBKP as follows. For each 

keN, construct x*°={ x =1,x,=1 forj=j(p), VopeM—i, x,;=0 otherwise }. 

Then, the total number of distinct feasible points thus constructed is n — |Mo| +7. Let 

X be the set of these distinct points xi, indexed by j = 1,...,9 —|M.| +1. Without loss 

of generality, let xn-!Mol+1 = {x,=1forjeN,, x; =0 otherwise}. 

Construct a matrix D whose row vectors are xi — xr /Mol+1, | = 1,....n —|Moj. Then D 

can be readily seen to possess a block-diagonal structure, with the rows corre- 
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sponding to each block being linearly independent. Hence, x’, j = 1,...,m — [Mo] + 1, 

are affinely independent. This completes the proof. # 

Suppose that dim(GUBKP) is less than n, i.e., [Mo] 21. Then, we can write each in- 

equality constraint i € My as an equality constraint. That is, for each ie Myo, we have 

that Xmini = 1— > x where jmin(i) € argmin(a;). By replacing the variable Xjminiy 
j © (Nj — jmin(i)) jJeNj 

for i € My, and retaining the inequality constraints of the form >» “<1 for ie Mo, 
j € (Nj — jming)) 

we get a full dimensional subpolytope of dimension of n—|M,|. Hence, without loss 

of generality, we can assume henceforth that GUBKP is a full dimensional polytope. 

Now, for a given HEN, define X(H) = X () {xe(0,1)": x =1, Vie My}. In a manner 

similar to the proof of Proposition 1.1, we have the following holding true. 

Corollary 1.1. Suppose that GUBKP is full dimensional. Then, for any ACM, 

dim(conv(X(UJN))) =| U Ni. # 
leA ie(M — A) 

A facet of an n-dimensional polytope is a maximal proper face, or, equivalently, a face 

of dimension n-1. The inequality LX) 2 %, denoted as 7mx>7, is a facet defining 

inequality if (i) xeGUBKP implies zx > m, i.e., zx > 2 is valid for GUBKP, and (ii) there 

exist exactly n affinely independent vertices x' of GUBKP satisfying zx' = 7, i=1,...,n. 

Since GUBKP is a full dimensional polytope, there exist a set of facets uniquely de- 

fined up to a positive scalar multiple. Hence, the facet defining inequalities are 

themselves referred to as facets of GUBKP. 

The following two propositions can be readily established. 
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Proposition 1.2 For each j e N_, the inequality x, => 0 is a facet of GUBKP. 

Proposition 1.3 The GUB constraints }> x; < 1,ieM, are facets of GUBKP. 
je Nj 

We now define a generalization of the well-known minimal cover inequality of Balas 

lt (1975). We will say that a set K L] Ni, for some QEM, is called a GUB cover of X 
ie Q 

iff YS ag < b- 1, where K =N—K. A GUB cover K is called a minimal GUB 
je MK 

cover of Xif aw + min(aj) > b. Accordingly, we define a minimal GUB cover 
ie MK $e MK . 

inequality as 

21. | (1.2) 
jek 

By the definition of a minimal GUB cover, it follows that the minimal GUB cover ine- 

quality (1.2) is a valid inequality for GUBKP. 

For a minimal GUB cover K, we define R = {j eK: a > max(a))}. An extension of 

the minimal GUB cover K of X, denoted by E(K), is defined as E(K) = K (JS, where 

S=U N,. 

le MR 

Proposition 1.4 If K is a minimal GUB cover of X, then the inequality defined as 

>, x) = 1+ [Mal (1.3) 
} € E(K) 

is a valid inequality for GUBKP. Moreover, this inequality dominates the minimal 

GUB cover inequality if R # @. 
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Proof. Suppose that there exists a x € X such that 2% <|Mal. From the definition 

of E(K), the largest |Ma| coefficients a; among {a; : je E(K),} are the {aj: j¢S,}. But 

dao <b implies that even with such a solution x={x,=1 for jeS., x}=1 for 

ie (K-S)., x; = 0 otherwise}, we cannot obtain a feasible solution to X, a contra- 

diction. Hence, the inequality (1.3) must always hold true for any xeX. Moreover, 

note that the inequality (1.3) can be represented as 2X 2it 2 (1 — x;). Since 
je ie MR e Ni 

> xX < 1, for each ie Mp, the inequality (1.3) dominates the minimal GUB cover 
Je Nj 

inequality if R # ¢, and this completes the proof. = 

The idea of using strong minimal covers to generate nondominated extensions as for 

the case of the ordinary knapsack problem can be readily extended to the GUB con- 

strained situation as follows. We will! cali a minimal GUB cover K strong if either 

E(K) =N, or else no set of the form S = U N; for any peMg is a cover, where 
te(MK ~ Mj4) U fp} 

j. € argmax(a;). That is, a set KEN is a strong GUB cover of X if K is a minimal GUB 
jeK 

cover for which, if E(K)#N, then a,+ >> aw = b VpeMm. Hence, a minimal 
ie(ME(K) — P 

GUB cover K is strong if there exists no minimal GUB cover of the same size as K 

whose extension strictly contains that of K. 

We now consider another strengthening procedure for the minimal GUB cover ine- 

quality. 

Proposition 1.5 If K is a minimal GUB cover, and (K;, K,) is a partition of K with 

K. # @ such that 

max (>. ax): » x S11 VieM,, x, € (01) VjeK} <b— ) aw — 1, (1.4) 

eK, —— JeN/ Ke be Mx 
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then the following inequality 

>» x) 24 (1.5) 
jek, 

is valid for GUBKP and dominates the minimal GUB cover inequality $>x;>1. More- 
jek 

over, if min(a) + ¥ aq > b, then the inequality (1.5) is a facet of conv(X(K2, K)) where 
jER4 jemi 

X(Ka, K) = X 7 {xe(0,1)* {xX = 0 VjeKa, Xia) = 1 VieMyz}. 

Proof. (i) It is readily shown that the inequality (1.5) is valid for GUBKP. (ii) Since 

min(aj) + Yaw 2b, the unit vectors e,, for jeK:, are feasible to conv(X(K:, K)), and 
JEN ieMK 

moreover, they satisfy (1.5) as an equality, and are linearly independent. Hence, the 

inequality (1.5) is a facet of conv(X(Kz, K)). This completes the proof. = 

Note that the condition (1.4) of Proposition 1.5 can be restated as &° max (aj) + 
ieMka JEeNnj 2 

2% a <b. Furthermore, if no such partition with Ke#@ exists, ie., if min(a) + 
ieMg je 

>» a = b, then we have the following result. 
le Mg 

Proposition 1.6 For a minimal GUB cover K, the minimal GUB cover inequality (1.2) 

is a facet of conv(X(K)) if and only if min(a) + 2 a = b. 
sé je MK 

Proof. Suppose that the minimal GUB cover inequality is a facet of conv(X(K)). Then, 

by the structure of (1.2), there must exist |K} unit vectors e;, one for each j e K, which 

belong to conv(X(K)). Hence, we have that a>b— > aw for all jeK, and so, 
ie MK 

min(a;) + > aw 2b. Conversely, if min(a;) + > aw 2b, then the unit vectors e,, 
& ie MK e ie MK 

je K, are feasible to conv(X(K)), satisfying (1.2) as an equality, and are linearly inde- 

pendent. Hence, the valid inequality (1.2) is a facet of conv(X(K)). This completes the 

proof. = 
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Example 1.1 Consider the following example, where X = {x e(0,1)®: x;+5x,+x,+ 

5X4 + Xs + BXg+ Xp +3Xe > 9, Xi +X2 < 1, X%3 + Xa < 1, Xs + Xe S 1, Xr + Xe < 1}. 

Since for all ie M, X Bim = 9 the convex hull of X is a full dimensional polytope 
pe(M—i 

by Proposition 1.1. A GUB cover is given by K = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, where K, = {2, 4, 

6} and K_ = {1, 3, 5}. A minimal GUB cover is given by K = {1, 2, 3, 4} and a minimal 

GUB cover inequality is X1+x.+x,+x, 2 1. This minimal GUB cover does not ad- 

mit any extension. However, consider a partition of K such that K, = {2, 4} and K, 

= {1, 3}. Then a strengthened minimal GUB cover inequality of the form (1.5) is 

X.+X4 > 1, which is a facet of conv(X(Kz, K)), where X(K,,K) = X() {xe(0,1)* : 

X1 =X; = 0, Xe = Xe = 1}. Note that the foregoing minimal cover is not strong, since an 

extension of the foregoing minimal GUB cover K = {3, 4, 5, 6} is E(K) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 

5, 6} > {1, 2, 3, 4}, and the extended inequality of the type (1.3) is x,+ x2+ x, 

+X4+X%s5 +X => 2. This minimal GUB cover K={3, 4, 5, 6} can be verified to be 

strong. Moreover, since min(a)) + ZA =9= 0, by Proposition 1.6, the corre- 

sponding minimal GUB cover inequality x,+x,+x%s+xX,21 is a facet of 

conv(X(K)) = X () {xe(0,1)®: x, = 1, X= 1}. 

We now consider the association between canonical facets and the inequalities (1.5) 

of GUBKP. 

Proposition 1.7 If for some HEN, the inequality }>x,>1 is a facet of GUBKP, then 
jeH 

there exists a GUB cover K (HSK) such that within K, H is a minimal set satisfying 

2 max(a) + 3) ag <b. 
ieMy JeNi-H ieMix 
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Proof. Since >'x;2> 1 is valid for GUBKP, we have that 3) a, < b—1, which can be 
jeH JeHy 

restated as Y) aw + DS max(a)< b-—1. Since S ays b-—1,K=U Nisa 
ieM ~ My ieMy Je(Ni — H) leM — My ieMy 

GUB cover set that contains H and satisfies the condition of the proposition. If H is 

not minimal, then there exists an seH such that H’ =H —s satisfies the condition of 

the proposition. Then, by Proposition 1.5, }>x;2>1 is valid for GUBKP. Since 
jsH’ 

> x; 2 1 strictly dominates }°x; > 1, we have a contradiction, and this completes the 
jeH’ jeH 

proof. 

1.3. Sequentially Lifted Facets from Minimal GUB Covers 

We now consider a polynomial-time strengthening procedure which sequentially lifts 

a given minimal GUB cover inequality. This sequential lifting procedure actually 

conducts a simultaneous lifting of the minimal GUB cover inequality using each GUB 

set of variables N,, in turn, for p €e Mg, where K is a minimal GUB cover of X. Noting 

that the minimal GUB cover inequality (1.2) is valid for conv(X(K)), we obtain a tighter 

valid inequality. In particular, if the condition of Proposition 1.6 holds, then we show 

that the resulting inequality is a facet of GUBKP. 

Let us begin by defining some notation. For a given p e Mg, define 7', for t = j(p), as 

n= min) 4:xeX, 4 =0 VjeN,) 
ek (1.6) 

Le Me le Mx ie (Mz —P) 

and define ¢*, for each s € (N, — j(p)), as 
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C= min{) x :xeX, xX,= 1} 

sek (1.7) 
= mint » Xi(i) : » aii) *j(i) = b ~— ds — » Fjiiy » ici) E {0,1) V j e My}. 

ie Mx le Mx ie (Mz—p) 

Since K is a minimal GUB cover of X, and since GUBKP is full dimensional, and by 

(1.1), note that 1<t<|Mx| and1<¢*<y7't V se(N, —t). 

Proposition 1.8 (i) For a given minimal GUB cover K of X, the following inequality, 

defined for some peMg as 

»% + » OgXg + OX, 2 1 + HH (1.8) 
jek se(N,—t) 

where t=j(p), is a valid inequality for GUBKP for any a<yt-—1 and for any 

a2—Ct+a+1 Vse(N,—t). 

(ii) Moreover, if «=7'-—1, o=”'-—C* Vse(N,—t), and min(aj) + > aj =b, then 
sé jleMK 

the inequality (1.8) is a facet of conv(X(K — N,)). 

Proof. (i) Since the minimal GUB cover inequality (1.2) is valid for GUBKP, and since 

(1.8) coincides with (1.2) when x, = 1 and x, =0 forse(N,—t), it is sufficient to show 

for establishing the validity of (1.8) that if xeX and has x, = 1 for any s e (N, —t), or if 

xeX and has x, = 0 V jeN,, then such X and x satisfy (1.8). That is, SX+a, > 1+, 
jek 

and ©}x, > 1+a,. By the definition of the quantities a, and «,, in the first case, we 
jek 

have, using (1.7), that x;+oa, > (°—C*+a+1 21+, and in the second case, 
jek 
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we have, using (1.6), that ).x; > yt > 1+, Hence, the inequality (1.8) is valid for 
jeK 

GUBKP. 

(ii) Since the minimal GUB cover inequality (1.2) is a facet of conv(X(K)) by Proposi- 

tion 1.6, and since conv(X(K)) is of full dimension |K| by Corollary 1.1, there exist |K| 

linearly independent vertices of conv(X(K)), indexed by x, j=1,...,/K], which satisfy 

the inequality (1.2) as an equality. Since xi, —=1, forieMz, j=1,...,{|K], these 

vertices also satisfy the inequality (1.8) as an equality and moreover, these vertices 

belong to X(K —N,). Now, for each se (N, —t), let x* be a solution of (1.7) such that 

¢*= > xt. Note that x*e X(K—N,). Also, for t=j(p), let xt be a solution of (1.6) such 
jeK 

that ‘= > xt, and note that xte X(K —N,). Moreover, x* and x satisfy the inequality 
jeK 

(1.8) as an equality when a, = yt— C*, and a, =n — 1. 

By Corollary 1.1, we have that dim(conv(X(K—N,))) = |KUN,|. Let X= { 

(x), 1) for j =1,..., |K], (x, 1), (x*, 1) for s e (N, —t) } be the set of vectors obtained by 

adding a new component having value 1 to each vector x/, xt, and x* in the collection 

as shown. Let us show that the vectors in X are linearly independent. On the con- 

trary, suppose that these vectors are linearly dependent. Then, there exists a set of 

multipliers { (/,, for j =1,..., |K]), 64 (us, for s e(N,—t))} #0 such that 

IK| IK] 

Yate + Yo wR =o and Yarht Yo w=0 (1.9) 
j=1 se (N, —t) j=4 se(N, — t) 

Since for each se(N,—t), x8=0, x,=0 for j =1,...,|K], and x!=1, it follows that 

uy =0 V¥se(N,—t). Now, if 6,=0, then by the linear independence of x’, j= 1,...,|K], 

we would have A, = 0, V j=1,...,]K], a contradiction. Hence, without loss of generality, 
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Ik IK] 

suppose that 6,=—1, so that (1.9) becomes xt = ¥ijjx' and ¥4;=1. Now, since 
j=1 j=1 

Ik| 
xi=0, xi=1 for j =1,..., |K], it follows that )°/,=0, which is a contradiction. Hence, 

j=1 

the vectors {(xi, for j=1,...,|K]), xt (x* for se(N,—t))} are affinely independent. 

This completes the proof. 

Proposition 1.9 Let K be a minimal GUB cover such that the corresponding minimal 

GUB cover inequality (1.2) gives a facet of conv(X(K)). Let Mz = {i ..., i} be arbitrarily 

ordered, where k= |Mg|. Let M(q)= {i,...,i32Mz, and let N(q) =U N; for 
em(q 

q=1,...,k. For q=0, let M(q)=N(q)=@. Let qe{0,....k-—1} and suppose that 

> aX; =o is valid for GUBKP and is a facet of conv(X(K — N(q))). Consider i,.:. 
jeK U N(q) 

Denote t = j(i,.,), and compute 

t , , 
n (qa) = min{ » ax): xEX, x, = 0 VjeN, |, (1.10) 

JeK U N@Q) 

Also, for each seN(i,.,) — t, compute 

C(q) = min{ » OjX) : XEX, Xs = I}. (1.11) 

jeK UN@) 

Then, 

Sax t >) @—C(a)xe + (nq) — ag) = nq) (1-12) 
jeK U NQ) se(Ni 9 

is (i) valid for GUBKP, and (ii) is a facet of conv(X(K — N(q + 1))). = 

The proof of Proposition 1.9 follows the same argument used in the proof of Proposi- 

tion 1.8. Note that if q=0, then '(q) =7' and ¢%(q) = ¢*, as given by (1.6) and (1.7), 

respectively. 
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Remark 1.1 By Proposition 1.9, we can inductively construct a class of facets for 

GUBKP that can be obtained from the minimal GUB cover inequality via the above 

sequential lifting procedure. For the case of the ordinary knapsack polytope, Balas 

and Zemel! (1978) exhibit that the sequential lifting procedure of Padberg (1975) that 

lifts one variable at a time, obtains a facet when applied to a minimal cover inequality 

which is a facet of the lower dimensional polytope. However, as shown in Proposition 

1.8, in the presence of GUB constraints, we need to lift all the variables in each GUB 

constraint simultaneously in order to obtain a lifted inequality. Also, note that the 

sequence in which the GUB constraints are considered determines the coefficients 

of the lifted facet. In this sense, the lifting procedure of Proposition 1.9 remains a 

sequential lifting procedure. 

Now, suppose that a sequentially lifted inequality obtained from a minimal GUB cover 

inequality is given by dix, + 2) yx, —- La(1—%x) 2 1. This is of the form 
jek jeK_ jeky 

jeK_ jeK jeK, jeK, 

The derivation of the coefficients a, of this lifted inequality requires the solution of a 

sequence of GUB constrained 0-1 knapsack problems. Furthermore, the values of the 

coefficients depend on the sequence in which the indices ieMgz are considered. For 

each ieMg, let «;’ denote the value of a, when i =i), i.e., when i is taken to be the first 

index in Mg. In other words, a,’ = 7t— 1 fort =j(i), and a,’ = 4'—¢* Vse(N,—t). The 

subproblem that determines these initial coefficients has a simpler structure than the 

subsequent GUB constrained knapsack problems that have to be solved to find the 
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other coefficients of the sequence, and due to this structure, the value of 7 and ¢* can 

be easily obtained, as shown in the following propositions. 

Proposition 1.10 Let K, be the index set of the h largest a, for ié Mx. For a minimal 

GUB cover K and allt e K,, 7t=h, where h is defined by 

Proof. The solution x to problem (1.6), given by x={ x%=1 VjeK,, x=0 

VY jeK—K;,}, is feasible by the definition of h, and is readily seen to yield 7t=h. m 

We have the following result analogous to Proposition 1.10. 

Proposition 1.11 Let K, be the index set of the h largest a,,, for ie Mx. For a mini- 

mal GUB cover K and any sé K_, ¢: = h, where h is defined by 

>, & = b—a,— » ajay > » ay. a 

ke K, le (Mz — My) keK,_, 

Note that for a given p e Mg, 6 > Ci? whenever ay < ay, for j1, j2eN,() K. 

Corollary 1.2 For a given pe Mi, if 7t=1, then C°-=1Vse(N,—t), where t = j(p). 

Proof. Follows from the fact that 1<¢*<7' VseN, —t. = 
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Corollary 1.3 Let t;e argmax(aq). If y= 1, then ¢’=1 ¥se(N —j(i)), ie Mg, and 
ie MK 

ni) = 4 V ie Mz. 

Proof. From (1.6), it follows that 1< il®<7n" VieMg. Using this fact along with Cor- 

ollary 1.2 establishes the required result. # 

The above two corollaries facilitate to identify a class of facets for GUBKP as shown 

in the following proposition. 

Proposition 1.12 If the minimal GUB cover inequality (1.2) is a facet of conv(X(K)), 

and if max(ai) +  am2b, where t,eargmax(a), then the minimal GUB cover 
& be MK — Mey ie MK 

inequality is a facet of GUBKP. 

Proof. Since max(ai) + S am2b, we have that 7*=1. By Corollary 1.3, all the 
Je teMK-—My 

coefficients in the lifted inequality of the form (1.8) are zeros. Examining (1.10), (1.11), 

and (1.12), we continue to obtain zeros for the lifted coefficients in Proposition 1.8, 

and so the minimal GUB cover inequality (1.2) is a facet of GUBKP. @® 

Example 1.2 Consider the following constraints of a GUB constrained knapsack 

problem, where X = {xe(0, 1)’: 2X1 + 4X2 + X3 + 2X4 + Xs + 2Xs +X, = 4, 

X + X21, XetX%yeS1, Xs t+ Xe <1, X71}. For a minimal GUB cover K= {1, 2, 3, 4}, 

the minimal GUB cover inequality is x, +xX2.+%X:+xX,21, which is a facet of 

conv(X(K)). Since t;=6 and 7° = 1, by Proposition 1.12, x: + X.+X3+X,>1 is a facet 

of conv(X). Note that K is a strong GUB cover. 
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Finally, we show that the readily obtained coefficients a’, jeK, provides bounds on the 

coefficients 8, jeK, of arbitrary valid inequalities (not necessarily sequentially lifted 

inequalities) that have unit coefficients for all jeK. 

Proposition 1.13 lf Sx + EBx- MBI -—x) = 1 is valid for GUBKP, then 
jeK jeK_ jeKy 

Bi < a’ VjeK,, and B,> a’, —(a’,— B,), where t=j(p) such that jeN, 1 K_, VpeMz 

Proof. Assume that for some teK., B. > a’. From Proposition 1.8, we have that 

a, = 7t— 1. Let x be an optimal solution of (1.6) such that 7! = 2X) Then, xeX, but 
je 

D+ DBR DBI XR) ant Bay t1-B< 
jek jeK_ jeK, 

and so, the inequality in the proposition is violated. Hence, B,< a’, VYteK,. For the 

case of f,, jeK_, suppose that for some peMg, and seN,, we have f, <a’, — (a: — B;) 

where t = j(p). Consider problem (1.7), and let xeX solve this problem. Then, since 

a’s— a’, = 1— 3, we have that 

> + DBR DBI -R)=Ot Beh < Sta’ a= 4, 
jek jeK_ JeK, 

and so the inequality in the proposition is again violated. This completes the 

proof. @ 

We now consider the task of efficiently computing the coefficients a, j¢K, of a se- 

quentially lifted facet (1.13). As mentioned earlier, the task of computing a; for jeK 
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involves the solution of a set of GUB constrained 0-1 knapsack problems. However, 

due to the special structure of these problems, we can easily obtain the coefficients 

a; for all jeK within a time complexity of O(n{Mx|) by adapting the procedure due to 

Zemel (1989) which was proposed for the ordinary knapsack problem. Toward this 

end, consider the following proposition. 

Proposition 1.14 Suppose that x is an optimal solution to the following problem with 

z= Z, and with all data integer valued. 

w(z) = max{ > ax, ; > ox < Zz, »x <1 VieM, xje(0,1) VjeN}. 
jeN jeN jeN, 

Then, X is an optimal solution to the following GUB constrained knapsack problem 

P(b): v(b) = min{) ox): > ax) > b, x, <1 VieM, xje(0,1) VieN} 
jeN jJeN jeN; 

for all b satisfying w(Z —1) <b < w(Z). 

Proof. Suppose that w(z—1)<b<w(z). Then, x is feasible to problem P(b) since 

>.a)X, = w(Z) => b. Now suppose that x is not optimal to P(b). Hence, there exists a 
jeN 

feasible solution x #X such that Dicx, < Yicx, — 1. Consequently, Yex,<Z—1, and 
jeN jeN jeN 

Dax; = b, and x<1VieM, which means that w(Z—1)2=b. This contradicts the 
JeN jeNj 

assumption that w(z — 1) <b, and completes the proof. = 

Proposition 1.15 Let the function w(z) and the Problem P(b) be as defined in Propo- 

sition 1.14, for any integers z and b. Then, v(b) = min{z: w(z) = b}. 
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Proof. Problem P(b) seeks the value vib) = min{z: Sicx<z, Sax, 2b, 
jeN jeN 

> % <1 V ieM, xje(0,1) V jeN}. Equivalently, v(b) = min { z: there exists x satisfying 
jeNj 

ex SZ, Yax, =b, ¥x<1 VieM, xe(0,1) VjeN}. Hence, we have _ that 
jeN jeN feNj 

v(b) = min{z: w(z) = b}. ® 

Suppose that we have a (partially) lifted inequality of the form 

»% + > ax — > a(t —Xx) 2 1. (1.14) 

jeK jeT_ jeT, 

We want to find a lifting of (1.14) with respect to the variables x, VjeN,, for some 

pe(Mz—M;). By Proposition 1.9, we have that for t=j(p), 

jeK jeT_ jeT, je(K UT) le(My — My — p) 

Dx) <1 VieM, xe(0,1) VjeN} , 
jen, 

and for each se(N, —t), we have, 

1+, —a,=min (yx + > 4 - > a(t — xj): » ajxj 2 b— a, — » Ajiiy» 
jeT_ jeK jel, je(K UT) te(Mz — My — p) 

>) S 1 VieM, x/¢(0,1) VjeN} 
jeN; 

Let L=KUT, L=N-L, and define 
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w,(z) = max {) ax »x + > ax, _ > a(t —X) < Z, 
jecCjeKCOfeCeT (1.15) 

>ox) S 1 YieM, xj6(0,1) VjeN}. 
jeN; 

By Proposition 1.15, we have that 

1+ 0, = min{z:w(z)=b— » aj}, and 
le(Mr — p) 

1+o,—a, = min{z:w(z)=b—a, — » aj}: 

ie(Mz— P) 

Hence, we can efficiently obtain the coefficients a, for jéeN,, by computing w.(z) effi- 

ciently for different pertinent values of z. Toward this end, consider the following re- 

cursive equation for computing the function w.(z). Note that 

WLU N,t2) = max {> ax, + >a : 
jel jeN, 

»% + ax _ > (1 _ X;) + » AgXs — a(1 _ Xt) < Z, 

JeK jeT_ jeT, se(N, — t) 

>.) <1 VieM, xje(0,1) VjeN} 
jeN; 

Equivalently, this yields, 

Wey n, (2) = max{ | max peas +w(z+oa,—as)], [a+ w_(z)]}. (1.16) 
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Hence, we can compute the coefficients a, for jeK by using the recursive equation 

(1.16). Consider the problem (1.15). Let Z be the smallest among the alternative op- 

timal solutions of max( w,(z)). Then, it follows that w.(z) = wiz) ¥z>z. For any 

minimal GUB cover K, to begin with, since wx(z) = w(]Mx|) for all z > |Mx|, we only 

need to compute w,(z) for z=1,...,|Mx|. Moreover, since a,—a,20 Vse(N, —t), we 

have recursively that the value in (1.16), for each L and N, thereafter, also remains a 

constant for z>|Mx|. Therefore, each function w(z} needs to be evaluated 

(recursively) via (1.16) only for z= 1, ..., [Mx]. Hence, the time complexity of comput- 

ing the lifted coefficients a,, for jéK, is O(n|Mx/). 

1.4. Simultaneously Lifted Facets from Minimal GUB Covers. 

We now consider an implementation of the Reformulation-Linearization-Technique 

(RLT) (see Sherali and Adams, 1990) to characterize a class of valid inequalities 

(facets) of GUBKP, obtainable via a simultaneous lifting of minimal GUB cover ine- 

qualities. Toward this end, define a set F corresponding to feasible solutions for GKP 

as 

F={JSN: ) a 2b, WONI<1 VieM} andlet F={JcN:J¢F} 
jed 

Then, as in Sherali and Adams (1990), we can write 

GUBKP =conv(X)= {x: x= » y, VIEN, 
JajeJd 

dy =, (1.17) 
JSN 

yj20, VJieF,y,=0VeF } 
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Using the standard projection operation, we obtain 

GUBKP={x: > mx, > mb 
jeN 

where (a, m1); k= 1,...,.K, are the extreme directions of IT} 

where [1 = {(z,m): Din; —- 7m 20 V JeF}. 
jeJ 

We now consider the characterization of a family of valid inequalities of GUBKP ob- 

tainable via a simultaneous lifting of the minimal GUB cover inequality. Recall that 

the minimal GUB cover inequality >>x,>1 is a valid inequality for conv(X(K)), and a 
jek 

facet for conv(X(K)) if min(a)) + > a 2b. We are interested in finding a lifted ine- 
e jeMK 

quality, which is a facet of GUBKP, and is of the form 3’x; + 3) mx, - di mx; 2 1 
jek jeK jeKy 

where x, =(1—x,;) V je N, and z, Vj eK are unrestricted in sign. This is of the form 

»% + > mx + > mx = 1+ > 4. (1.18) 

je K_ JeK, jeK jek, 

Consider a polyhedral set Iz, where Ix ={x, jeK : (zm) eM, 4=1Vjek, 

T= 1+ % nm}. Ig can be represented as follows, where m= {x,: j eK} 
JeK, 

Ng = {xz: > yett dm -NAK, V JeF}. (1.19) 

jeK, jeuNk 

Equivalently, we have, 
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W={ xm: » 7 — » ms |[J(/K| — 1, ¥ Je F}. 

je(K,-J) JesQK. 

Note that we need to consider only those Je F above, for which KJ = (J) K-) 

LU (K, — J) # . Hence, we have that 

Mz = {xz : » 7m — » m < \JMK| —1, VieF a Ki 4g}. (1.20) 
JeK,-J JeJNK_ 

Furthermore, note that we need to examine only the most restrictive constraints in 

(1.20). Toward this end, we define GUB(K) = {TSK: TT Ni} <1 VieMg. Now for 

any T e GUB(K), define the feasible extension of T as J(T) = {Je F :J=J,UT for 

some J,<K }, and let KT = (T()K_) U (K. — T). Accordingly, define 

Fy = {Te GUB(K) : J(T)#¢, and KT ¥ 9}. 

Then, we can restate (1.20) as follows. 

Iz = {zz: » ™ — » ms min {JJ(K[: JeJd(T)}}-—1 V TeF,} (1.21) 

jeK,-T je TN K_ 

We now consider an explicit representation of the minimization problem in (1.21). 

Note that T € Fy if and only if (i) JTMN | <1 forieMz ie. T ¢ GUB(K), (i) > a 
je Ky 

+ Ya > b, ie. J(T) #¢, and (iii) KT # o. Hence, for each TeFx, we can represent 
jeT 

the minimization problem in (1.21), denoted by AGUBKP(T), as follows. 
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AGUBKP(T): Minimize { yy: ay; > b— >a) y, € (0,1) Vj eK,} 
j eK, jeK, jéeT 

Note that 1 < v(AGUBKP(T)) < |Mx], where v(P) denotes the optimal objective value 

of the corresponding problem P. Of course, AGUBKP is an easy problem inthe sense 

that we can readily compute v(AGUBKP(T)) for each T € Fy, using a greedy proce- 

dure. Letb = b ~ 223 If b is less than or equal to max(aj), then v(AGUBKP(T)) = 

1. Otherwise, if b is less than or equal to the sum of the first two largest a;’s for 

jeK,, then v(AGUBKP(T)) = 2, and so on. Hence the time complexity of solving 

AGUBKP is O(|M|log|M|). Let N(T) = v(AGUBKP(T)) — 1. Then, we have 

Tz = (mg : » mm » m < NT) Y TeFQ. (1.22) 
JeK,-T ie TN K_ 

Proposition 1.16 For a minimal GUB cover K, the inequality (1.18) is a valid ine- 

quality for GUBKP if and only if mz eTz, where m = {n,:j eK}, and Iz is given by 

(1.22). 

Proof. 2x = is valid for GUBKP if and only if min{ zx: xeX}2>. Equivalently, 

by (1.17), min{zx: x eX} > 2 holds if and only if 

min{ > my ( » yy): y= ys 2O0VJeF, y,=OVJeF} > 0. 
jen Jajed JN 

The above condition is equivalent to requiring that 

min{ > yy (Dm): we 1, yy2O0VJ EF} Sm, 
Jer jed Jer 
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which in turn is equivalent to 

> 2%. VJeF. 
Jed 

Consequently, zx > 7m is valid for GUBKP if and only if (2, m) eT. Hence, noting the 

form of (1.18) and the derivation of (1.22), we have that (1.18) is valid for GUBKP if 

and only if zz e x, where [1g is given by (1.22). This completes the proof. = 

Proposition 1.17 Let K be a minimal GUB cover such that min(a) + ¥ aw 2b, and 
ye le Me 

let Iz be given by (1.22). Then, the inequality (1.18) having 1+ 3) 2 >0 is a facet of 
jek 

GUBKP if and only if (z;, j eK) is a vertex of Iz with 1+ 2% > 0. 
jeKy 

Proof. From Sherali and Adams (1990), we know that zx > 1 is a facet of GUBKP if 

and only if z is an extreme point of IT,, where 

M,={n:) m2 1, We). (1.23) 
jed 

Hence, (1.18) with 2 = 7, for j eK is a facet of GUBKP if and only if the scaled parti- 

tioned vector z, where 

’ jek), ( Ty = 

(4+) %) (1+ > 7) 
j eK, j eK, 

m= {( = , jeK)} (1.24) 

is an extreme point of (1.23). 
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Now, for each j eK, the set J(j) = {j} L) K. © F by the hypothesis of the theorem, and 

the corresponding constraints of (1.23) are linearly independent and are binding at 

the solution (1.24). The latter |K| linearly independent equality constraints appear as 

_ > for j eK (1.25) 
teK, 

and so determine the 7, j eK, uniquely in terms of 7, | eK,. Now, (1.24) is a vertex 

of (1.23) if and only if it is feasible to (1.23), and there exist some |K| hyperplanes 

binding from (1.23) which are linearly independent in combination with (1.25). This 

happens if and only if {7,, j eK} is an extreme point of the set obtained by imposing 

(1.25) on (1.23), i.e., the set 

{mz: >. m2t+lS KIC) m— 1) ¥Je Fh. (1.26) 
je JNK teK, 

This holds if and only if (z), j ¢K) is feasible to (1.26), and there exist some |Kj linearly 

independent hyperplanes that are binding at (2, jeK). Feasibility of z to (1.26) re- 

quires from (1.24) that 

_ dF 
es 

og yn (1+) %) (1+ Ta 
teK, teK, 

> 14 (J K|\{—— - 1} V JeF. 

That is, we must have 
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> 21+ R-WAKI Wer. (1.27) 
jes QK teK, 

Note by (1.19) that (1.27) is equivalent to requiring that zz belongs to IIx. Moreover, 

an inequality in (1.26) is binding at z if and only if the corresponding inequality in 

(1.27) is binding. Also, a collection of (K| linearly independent equations from (1.26) 

give z as the unique solution if and only if the corresponding [K| equations from (1.27) 

give z as the unique solution, since from (1.24), there is a 1-1 correspondence be- 

tween z and % according to 

A 
Te _ Tt _ 

(%) =——==—_ VjeK} and {% = ——=— VjeK}. 
(4+ >) (1- > my) 

jeK, jeK, 

Hence, z is an extreme point of (1.26) if and only if zz is an extreme point of Iz with 

1+ 3) % > 0, and this completes the proof. = 
jeKy | 

Example 1.3 Consider the following example to illustrate the above simultaneous 

lifting procedure. Let X = {x ](0,1)® 2 x4 + Xe + QXs + X4 + Xs + 2Xg + X7 + Xe t+ 3X S 

4, Xi + X2+ Xai, Met Xs t Xs 1, Xr + Xs +X <1}. A minimal GUB cover inequality 

iS Xy4+X.+ Xs. + Xe +X%s+ Xs S 1, which is a facet of conv(X(K)), where K = {7, 8, 9}. 

For this minimal cover, we have that Fx = [¢, {7}, {8}], thereby leading to the fol- 

lowing computations. 
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T KT > 3 v(AGUBKP(T)) | Inequalities 

of Mz in (1.22) 

  

  

  

p 9 0 2 My < 1 

q 7,9 1 2 Tq — 77 < 1 

8 8,9 1 2 Ng — Me <1               
The point (0, 0, 1) is the only vertex of Iz with 1+ 2 m=2>0. Hence, x + x2 + Xs 

JeK+ 

+ X4+ Xs + Xe + Xo > 2 is the only facet obtainable from the minimal GUB cover ine- 

quality by the lifting procedure. 

Lower and Upper Bounds on the Lifted Coefficients x, for j e K Under Proposition 1.17 

We now derive lower and upper bounds for the coefficients of lifted facets (1.18), un- 

der the conditions assumed in Proposition 1.17. 

To begin with, let us consider the lifted coefficients m, for te K,. Since GUBKP is a 

full dimensional polytope, it follows that for any teK,, we have T =(K, —t)eFx, and 

from (1.22), we directly have that m < N(K, —t). Hence, from (1.6), an upper bound 

UB, on 2, is given by 

UB,=N(K,—-th=7'-1  foreachteK,. 

Now, for given lower bounds LB, on z, Vse(N, — t), where p = M,, let us derive a lower 

bound LB, on m Toward this end, examine any T é Fx such that téT. Then, from 

(1.22), we have that 
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> ™- > 4 <N(T) VTeFy 2 t¢T. (1.28) 
jeK,-T jeTQ K_ 

From (1.28), since t e (K, — T), we have that 

m<NT)-E > m- ) nm) YTeF, 3 t€T. (1.29) 
jeK,~-T-t Je TAK 

Note that (1.29) is comprised of ail the constraints of Iz that contain 2. Since at any 

vertex of Ilz, at least one of (1.29) must be binding, we have that 

m=min {NT)-E > m- > mJ]: TeFatéT). — (1.30) 
JeK,-T-t JeTHK. 

For all TeF, at¢T, define (T) = S' a4 - Ym WT) = YS m- Ym Then 
je(Ky -T) JeTN K. je(Ky -T-1) jeT) K 

equation (1.30) reads 

m, = min{N(T) — v(T): TeF,, téT} (1.31) 

For any TeFya téT, if (T + tleFx, then we have that 0(T) = v(T + t)h< N(T + t) by (1.28). 

On the other hand, if (T+t)€Fx, then, there exists some seT{])N, and wT) = 

v(T+t-—s)—2z,<N(T+t—s)—72,. Hence, from (1.31), we have 

m = min{ min(N(T) — N(T +t)], min[N(T) —N(T +t—s)+72,]} 
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where T, = {TeF,: téT and (T+ t)eFx}, T. ={TeFx: téT and there exists some 

se(N,—t)(|T where p=M,}. Hence, for given lower bounds LB, on 2, for 

se(N, — t), a lower bound LB; on 2m, for teK,, is given by 

LB, = min{ min(N(T) — N(T + t)], min N(T) —N(T +t—s) +LB,]} (1.32) 

Next, let us derive lower and upper bounds on the lifted coefficients 72,, for any 

seK_. From (1.22), we have that when T=({s}U{K,—t}, where t=j(M,), 

™ — %< N(T). Hence, we have z, > m- N(T). Consequently, for a given lower 

bound LB, on m, teK., a lower bound LB, for any seK_ is given by 

LB, = LB, — N(K, —t +s) where t = j(Mg). (1.33) 

Remark 1.2 Note that the lower bounds (1.32) and (1.33) are conditional bounds, 

each being determined based on lower bounds on the other. These conditional 

bounds are useful if we restrict the class of facets to have prescribed lower bounds 

on the z, or the z, coefficients. Otherwise, we need to derive unconditional lower 

bounds LB; VjeK. Toward this end, we derive an unconditional lower bound of zero 

on m, WteK,, as follows. From Johnson and Padberg (Proposition 2.1, 1981), since 

the inequality (1.18) is a facet of GUBKP and since |My] > 1 (otherwise, dim(GUBKP) 

<n), it can be readily shown that the following inequality 

> 2 + ding, + > » Ca _ ™))2, <s IMicf — 1 (1.34) 

jeK, jeK, leMz je{N, — jd} 

is a facet of the convex hull of the polytope. 
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Z = conv{ze(0,1)": )) az <b, ) 2,<1 VieM) 
leMjeN; jeN; 

where for all ieM, Ay = aw, aj) = Aw — a V je{N — j()}, and b=b+ Ya. Since the 
jeNy 

constraints of the polytope Z have all nonnegative coefficients, we have that all the 

coefficients of the facet (1.34) are nonnegative (Hammer et al., 1975). Accordingly, for 

each teK., we have 

m20, andm—z,20, Vse(N,—t), where p =M, (1.35) 

From (1.35), we have a valid lower bound of zero on x, VteK,. Consequently, from 

(1.33), we have that LB, = — N(K, —t+s) Vse(N,—t), where p=M,. @ 

Finally, let us derive an upper bound UB, for any given seK_. Note from (1.22) that 

the collection of constraints defining Iz that contain the coefficient z, are given by 

n> ) m- >. m-N(T) VTeFy 9 seT. (1.36) 
je(K,-T) — je(T~s)  K_ 

Again, at any vertex of Ilz, since at teast one of (1.36) must be binding, we have that 

m=max{ ) m—- ), m-N(T): TeFy 9 seT). (1.37) 
Je(K,-T) — Je(T-s)  K_ 

Now, in (1.37), if (T — s)eFx, we have from (1.22) that 

> ™- >) 4 <NT-5). 
je(K, —T) je(T—s)QK_ 
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On the other hand, if (T — s)€Fx, then N(T — s) = oo, and so the foregoing inequality 

holds for all TeFk aseT. Furthermore, for any TeF, aseT, we also have 

(T—s+t)eFx, where t=j(M,). Consequently, from (1.22), the corresponding con- 

straint for T’ =(T —s+t)eF, yields 

[> m- mal > m— DD mltms NT) +m <N(T)+UB, 
je(K,-T) —— je(T—s) M K_ je(K,—-T))  jeT' K_ 

Note that if KT’ = (K,—T’) U(T’ 1 K_) = ¢, we simply have N(T’) =0 in that case. 

Combining the Jast two inequalities, we may write for any TeF, 3 seT, and t =j(M,), 

[ > m- >, mi) < min(N(T-s), NT-s+t)+UB}. 
Je(K,-T) — fe(T-s) M K_ 

Substituting this in (1.37) above, we obtain the following upper bound UB, on 2, for 

any seK_. 

UB, = _ max { min{N(T —s), N(T —s+t) + UB,} — N(T)}, (1.38) 
TeF, a seT 

where t = j(M,). 

Example 1.4 Consider the following constraints of a GUB constrained knapsack 

problem, where X& {xe(0,1)': 2x; + Sxe+ 2X3 + 3X4+ Xs + BXe+ X7 + OXst 2X9 + 2Xi0 

+ 2X14 + 2X12 S 16, Xi + X21, Xo + XS 1, Xs + Xe S 1, Xr + Xe 1, XPS 1, XS 1, Xn <1, 

Xi 1}. For a minimal GUB cover K={9, 10, 11, 12}, the minimal GUB cover ine- 

quality is Xo + X10 + X11 + Xi = 1, which is a facet of conv(X(K)) by Proposition 1.6. Note 
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that K, = {2, 4, 6, 8} and K_ = {1, 3, 5, 7}. We consider a facet of the form (1.18) with 

nm > 0 VjeK_. 

We now derive lower and upper bounds on the coefficient m, where {2}eK,. Since 

n? = 4, we have that UB, = 77 -—1=3. Furthermore, the set T; = {T: TeF, a {2}¢T and 

(T + {2})eF,}, is given by T, = {(3, 6, 8), (4, 6, B)}. Also the set T,={T: TeF, 5 

{2}¢T and {1}eT} is given by T. = { (1, 4, 8), (1, 4, 8), (1, 6, 8), (1, 3, 5, 8), (1, 3, 6, 7), 

(1, 3, 6, 8), (4, 4, 5, 8), (2, 4, 6, 7), (1, 4, 6, 8)}. Hence, by (1.32), conditioned on 

LB, = 0, a lower bound LB, can be computed as follows. 

LB, = min{ min{N(T) — N(T + {2})], min[N(T) — N(T + (2} — (1) + 0} = 1 

Next, let us select {1}eK_, and illustrate the computation of an upper bound on the 

coefficient 2, in any lifted facet (1.18). Now, the set T’ = {T: TeF, 3 {1}eT} is given 

by {(1, 4, 8), (1, 4, 8), (1, 6, 8), (1, 3, 5, 8), (1, 3, 6, 7), (1, 3, 6, 8), (1, 4, 5, 8), (1, 4, 6, 7), 

(1, 4, 6, 8)}. Since UB, = 3, we have that by (1.38), 

UB, = max{ min{N(T — {1}), N(T — (1} + (2}) +3} — N(T)} =2. 

Hence, we have that O<2,<2 and 1<72,<3 in any lifted facet (1.18) having 2, > 0. 

Note that we can also compute an unconditional lower bound LB,, taking LB, =0. By 

(1.33), LB; = 0 — N(K, — {2} + {1}) =—2. Hence, a set of unconditional bounds on x, 

and m, are given by -2<2,<2 andQ<m<3. 

1.5. A Special Case: the Zero-One Knapsack Polytope 

Consider a special case of GUBKP with JN] =1 VieM, which represents the ordinary 

knapsack polytope, denoted by KP. That is, KP =conv{xe(0,1)" : }{ax;>b}, where 
jeN 
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the data are all integer, N={1,....n}, b>0O, O<ajscb VjeN, and $)a; => b for all 
j#k 

keN. Recall that the minimal (GUB) cover inequality }ix;>1 is a facet of 
jeK 

conv(KP(K)), where KP(K) = KP () {xe(0, 1)": x; =1, VjeK}. Our interest is in char- 

acterizing a (simultaneously) lifted facet, as in Balas and Zemel (1978), of the form 

Sixt Dom S14) om (1.39) 
ieK leK JeK 

where K is a minimal (GUB) cover of KP. Toward this end, in the spirit of (1.21) and 

Problem AGUBKP(T), we define 

f(@) = min{) y, ; > ay, > b+0}—1, 
jeK jek 

where b=b— Ya, 
jek 

By Proposition 1.17, we have that (1.39) is a facet of KP if and only if (z, jeK) is an 

extreme point of IIg with 1+ >) > 0, where 
jeK 

Mg={ng: ) 4 )) a) VTE) (1.40) 
Je(K -T) je(K -T) 

and where Fy ={TCK: © a >b}. 
JeK UT 

This is precisely Balas and Zemel’s (1978) characterization of simultaneously lifted 

facets obtainable from minimal cover inequalities. We now derive upper and lower 

bounds on z;, jeK, for such facets of KP. 
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Upper bound UB, on 7, teK 

From (1.40), by examining T = K — {t}eFx, we directly have that 2 < f(a,). Hence, an 

upper bound UB, on z, is given by 

UB, = f(a,) for each teK. 

Note that UB, is the same as Balas and Zemel’s upper bound on m, teK. 

Lower bound LB, on 7, teK 

Balas and Zemel (1978) derive the following lower bound, denoted by LBBZ;: 

LBB2, =h VteS,, 

where letting E(K) denote the extension of K as before, we have S,=E(K), and 

S, = {te(E(K) —K) : aj <a< ¥ aj}, where K, is the index set of the h largest a; 
jeKp jeKn +4 

for jeéK. Note that UB, = LBBZ, or LBBZ, + 1. 

We now construct a tighter lower bound on 7 Consider any teK, and let us examine 

any TeF, such that t¢T. From (1.40), we have that 

7m < f( » aj) — » m VTeF,, {t}¢T. (1.41) 

je(K —T) je(K -T {t}) 

But since at an extreme point of Iz, at least one of (1.41) must be binding, we have 

that 
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m=min(( > aj)- > =: TeFk 2 {¢T), 
Je(K -T) je(K -T—~ {t}) 

given other zx, values. Consequently, we get 

LB=min{( > a)—-( a): Tek 9 {t}T}. (1.42) 
je(K -T) je(K -T- {t)) 

Proposition 1.18 LB,>LBBZ, VteK. 

Proof. By the monotone increasing nature of the function f, it follows that LB, >0 

VteK. Since LBBZ,=0 for teE(K), the result holds trivially for this case. Hence, 

suppose that te(E(K) — K). Consider any TeF, with téT, and examine two cases. 

Case (i): a= >a. It follows that LBBZ,=h=f(a,—b)+1. But we have, defining 
jeKh 

b=b—¥a,—a,>0, that 
jeT 

f( > aj) — f( > aj) = min{) y, > ay; >b+ ay — min{) y, ; > ay, 2 b} 

je(K -T) je(K —T- {t)) jeK — jeK jeK eK (1.43) 

= ming) yj: ) ay, >a} = fla,—b) +1. 
jeK jeK 

This implies from (1.42) that LB, > LBB2Z,. 
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Case (ii) : Ya<a< 3 a, In this case, we have, LBBZ,=h =f(a,—b). Let A be 
jeKh jeKn +4 

the amount that needs to be subtracted from a, so that a,p— A= }\a;. Then, using the 
jeKp 

monotone increasing nature of the function f and following (1.43), we have that 

( > ay-f >) a) = > a-ay-« > a) 
je(K ~T) je(K ~T- (t)) je(K ~T) je(K -T— {t}) (1.44) 

> f(a, — A—b)+ 1 = f(a, — b). 

Hence from (1.42) and (1.44), we have that LB, > LBBZ,. Therefore, the result holds for 

any te(E(K) — K) as well, and this completes the proof. = 

Example 1.5 Consider KP = conv{xe(0, 1)*: 3x; + 3x2 + 3x3; + 2x%,>7}. Let K={1, 2}, 

so that E(K) = {1, 2, 3} and b=2. Consider t = {4} €E(K). Note that {TeF, : t€éT} = 

{3}. Hence, from (1.42), we have that LB, = f(a.) — f(0) = f(a.) = UB, = 1 > LBBZ, = 0. 

Note, however, that K is not a strong cover, as evidenced by the (strong) minimal 

cover K’ = {3, 4}. Otherwise, by the definition of a strong cover, we would have had 

for any teE(K), if it exists, that UB, = f(a.) = 0, and so LB, = 0 = LBBZ, as well. 

Example 1.6 Consider KP = conv{xe(0, 1)4: 3x, + 3x2 + 3x3 + 4x, => 7}. The minimal 

cover K={1, 2, 3} is a strong cover for KP. Since b=3, K= {4}, and for 

t = {4}e(E(K) — K), we have that {TeFx: téT}=¢, this gives LB,= f(a,)—f(0) = 

f(a.) = UB, = 2. However, LBBZ,= 1 < LB,. 
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1.6. A Generalization of the GUB Cover 

Motivated by the strengthening procedure of Proposition 1.5, we can suggest an al- 

ternative, more general, definition of the GUB cover set in order to obtain a family of 

a valid inequalities for GUBKP. 

A set CEN is called a cover set of X if >) a, S$ b—1, where C=N-C. Acover set 
pec, 

C is called a minimal cover set of X if no proper subset of C is a cover set, i.e., for 

keC, Sa > b, where D=C + {k}. Accordingly, we define a minimal cover ine- 
je Dy 

quality as 

> x 21 (1.45) 
jec 

By the definition of the cover set, inequality (1.45) is valid for GUBKP. For a minimal 

cover set C, we define R= {jeC: a> max{aj}}. An extension of a minimal cover set 

C , denoted by E(C), is defined as E(C) = CUS, where S = U Ni. 

Remark 1.3. Observe that we can obtain a minimal cover C from a given minimal 

GUB cover K by the strengthening procedure of Proposition 1.5. In addition, the 

definition of a cover set here is precisely equivalent to the definition of “"GUB cover” 

in Wolsey (1990). However, Wolsey (1990) was interested in characterizing valid ine- 

qualities for GUB constrained problems, without in particular, studying the generation 

of facets for GUBKP. 

Proposition 1.19 If C is a minimal cover set of X, then 
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> x) = 1+ 1Mal (1.46) 
Je EC) 

is a valid inequality for GUBKP, which dominates the minimal cover inequality 

whenever R # @. 

Proof. Suppose that there exists a solution Xe X such that ¥*° x;<|Mae]. By the de- 
Je EC) 

finition of E(C), the largest [Ma | coefficients a) among {a,: j € E(C),} are the coeffi- 

cients {a): jeR,}. But 3) a)<b implies that even with such a solution x = {x;= 1 
_ jecy 

VjeR., x=1 Vje(C—S),}, we cannot obtain a feasible solution to X by the defi- 

nition of a cover set C. Hence, the inequality (1.46) must always hold. Moreover, note 

that the inequality (1.46) can be represented as )}x,>1+ 3) (1- DY x) Since 
jec ie Mr je (Nj —C) 

> x, <1 for all ie Me, the inequality (1.46) dominates the cover inequality (1.45), 
je (Nj-C) 

and this completes the proof. = 

We now consider the association between canonical facets and the minimal cover 

inequalities of GUBKP. A similar result for the ordinary knapsack problem appears 

in Balas (1975). 

Proposition 1.20 If 5\x;>1 is a facet of GUBKP, then H is a minimal cover of X. 
jeH 

Proof. Since LX > 1 is valid for GUBKP, we have that a aj <b—1. This implies that 
je je 

H is a cover set. If H is not a minimal cover, then there exists some keH such that 

(H-k) is a cover, or that } 2 re = 1 is valid. Since this strictly dominates the given 

inequality, we have a contradiction, and this completes the proof. @ 
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Example 1.7 Consider the following example, where X = {xe (0,1)? 

Xy + SX2 + Xy +  SX4 tb Xp + 2Xe + X7 + 2Xe SO, Xi tX. S 1, Xa$Xs S 1, XstXe < 1, 

Xr + Xs < 1}. Since ; np aj > b for all ie M, the convex hull of X is a full dimen- 

sional polytope. A cover Cis given by {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, where C, = {2, 4, 6}, C. = 

{1, 3, 5}, C, = {8}, and C_ = {7}. The corresponding cover inequality (1.45) is 

Xi + Xp + Xe + Xe + Xs + Xe > 1. A minimal cover C is given by {2, 4}, and the corre- 

sponding minimal cover inequality is x.+x, = 1. Note that this cover has no exten- 

sion. However, among minimal covers of X, a minimal cover C = {4, 5, 6} has an 

extension E(C) = {1, 2, 4, 5, 6}, and the corresponding extended inequality (1.46) is 

Xp + Xo t+ Xe t Xp t Xe S 2. 

1.7. Summary and Recommendations for Further Research 

In this chapter, we have presented a new class of valid inequalities for problem GKP 

obtained by an extension of minimal cover inequalities defined for the ordinary 

knapsack polytope. We have also developed a necessary and sufficient condition for 

such an inequality to define a facet of a lower dimensional polytope. Subsequently, 

we have developed a sequential lifting procedure in order to obtain a family of facets. 

The sequential lifting procedure developed herein computes lifted coefficients of the 

variables in each GUB set simultaneously, in contrast with the usual sequential lifting 

procedure that lifts only one variable at a time. Moreover, we have shown that this 

sequential lifting procedure can be implemented in polynomial time of complexity 

O(mn), where n is the number of variables and m (<n) is the number of GUB con- 

straints. Following this, we have used the RLT procedure to easily characterize fac- 

ets obtainable through a simultaneous lifting procedure. This characterization 

enables us to derive lower and upper bounds on the lifted coefficients. Particularly, 
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for the special case of the ordinary knapsack polytope, we have used this analysis to 

further tighten a known lower bound on the coefficients of lifted facets derived from 

minimal covers. Finally, we have developed a generalization of the GUB cover ine- 

quality and discussed its implementation. 

Although we have shown that our proposed lower bound dominates the lower bound 

of Balas and Zemel (1979) for the case of the ordinary knapsack polytope, its rudi- 

mentary derivation requires an enumeration of all the feasible subsets, a task that 

involves too much effort in the worst case. Consequently, a further extension of this 

research might be the development of an efficient procedure for computing such 

bounds, which continue to dominate the bounds of Balas and Zemel for the case of 

the ordinary knapsack polytope. 
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2. The Polyhedral Structure of the Set Partitioning 

Polytope 

2.1. Introduction 

The set partitioning problem can be stated as follows. 

SP: Minimize {cx: Ax = e, x,=0 or 1 VjeN} 

where A = (ai) is an mxn matrix of 0’s and 1’s, e is an m vector of 1’s, N=({1,...,n}, 

and M={1,....m}. We will denote by a; the jth column of A, and assume that A has 

no zero rows or columns. We assume that rank(A) = m <_ n and that SP is feasible. 

Problem SP has been extensively investigated by several researchers for the last 30 

years because of its simple combinatorial structure and its numerous practical ap- 

plications. Among the applications described in the literature are crew scheduling, 

truck scheduling, information retrieval, circuit design, capacity balancing, capital in- 

vestment, facility location, political districting, and radio communication planning. 

(See Balas and Padberg, 1976 for a survey.) Other applications of problem SP are 

given by Garfinkel and Nemhauser (1972), Salkin (1975), Fisher and Kedia (1990), and 

Chan and Yano (1992). Two well-known approaches to problem SP are implicit enu- 

meration and simplex based cutting plane methods. (See Balas and Padberg, 1976 for 

a survey of these algorithms.) Particularly, as observed by Chan and Yano (1992), 

SETPAR (Marsten et al., 1979), a linear programming based branch-and-bound code, 

is still the most popular tool of solving problem SP among practitioners. However, 
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in this research effort, we are mainly concerned with the polyhedral structure of the 

convex hull of feasible solutions to problem SP, denoted by SPP, and the develop- 

ment of new classes of cutting planes. 

Denoting the convex hull by “conv,” define 

SPP = conv{xeR": Ax=e, x,=Oor 1 VjeN} 

as the set partitioning polytope, and denote the continuous (linear programming) re- 

laxation of SPP by 

SPP = {xeR": Ax=e, x,20 VjeN}. 

The following is an outline of this chapter. Recently, Sherali and Adams (1990) have 

proposed a new reformulation-linearization-technique (RLT), for generating a hierar- 

chy of relaxations for linear and polynomial zero-one programming problems, span- 

ning the spectrum from the continuous relaxation to the convex hull representation. 

By specializing the application of this technique to the set partitioning polytope, we 

are able to derive polyhedral representations for this problem. Similar to the pure 

zero-one programming case, we multiply the problem constraints with d-degree 

polynomial factors composed of the n binary variables and their complements, for 

some fixed de{0,...,n}, where the zero-degree factors are taken as unity. We then 

linearize the resulting polynomial program through a suitable redefinition of vari- 

ables. By exploiting the set partitioning structure, namely, zero-one coefficients of 

the constraint matrix A with unit right hand sides, in Section 2, we can obtain an ex- 

plicit representation of the polyhedral structure of various levels of the above hierar- 

chy for the SPP. Using this result, we show in Section 3 that all of Balas’ valid 
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inequalities for the set partitioning polytope (1977) can be readily obtained. More 

importantly, in Section 4, we derive a family of cutting planes, which delete any ob- 

tained fractional basic feasible solution to the underlying linear programming relaxa- 

tion SPP. Finally, Section 5 concludes this chapter. 

2.2. A Hierarchy of Relaxations for the Set Partitioning Polytope 

We define some notation. 

M, = {ieM: ax=1}, Mk = M—My KEN. 

Ni = {keN: ay = 13, N, = N—N,, ieM. 

Using this notation, problem SP can be restated as follows. 

SP: Minimize dcx 

ye 

subject to 

dYxy=t VieM (2.1) 
JeN, 

x; binary V jeN (2.2) 

Now, for any de{0,...,n}, define the (nonnegative) polynomial factors of degree d as 

F4(J,, Jo) = 0 x (1 — x)) for each J,, JEN such that J, (\Jo=@, |, Uda] =d. (2.3) 
uy Eup 

Any (J,, Jz) satisfying the condition in (2.3) is said to be of order d. For example, for 

n=2 and d=2, these factors are x1X2, Xi(1 — X2), (1 — X1)X2, (1 — x1)(1 — x2). For con- 
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venience, we will take F.(6, ¢) = 1, and accordingly, assume products over null sets 

to be unity. For a given de{0,...,n}, we define Fy(J) = F.(J, d). 

With these factors, let us construct a relaxation SPP; of SPP, for any given 

6e{0,...,n}, using the following two steps. 

STEP 1. For all de{0,..., 6}, multiply each of the equalities (2.1), by each of the fac- 

tors F,(J) of degree d. Include the constraints representing nonnegativity of all pos- 

sible factors Fi(J;, Jz) of degree d, d=1,..., min(6+1,n). Using the identity x? = x, 

and so x1 —x,;)=0 for each binary variable x,, j=1,...,n, this gives the following set 

of constraints. 

LIN JIF)+ D> Fags +)) = Fy(d) VieM], VICN aN) =d, d=0,...,6 (24) 
je(N; — ¥) 

Fy(dq, J) 20, (J.J) of order d, d=1,..., min(d + 1, n) (2.5) 

STEP 2. Linearize the constraints in (2.4) and (2.5) by substituting the following var- 

lables for the corresponding nonlinear terms for each JCN, wy = 11x, where we as- 

sume the notation that w, = x, for j=1,...,n, and w,=1. Furthermore, denoting by 

fa(J) and fa(J1, J2) the respective linearized forms of the polynomial expressions F,(J) 

and F,(J,, J2) under such a substitution, we obtain the following polyhedral set SPP,, 

where 

SPP; = { (x,w): 
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CIN, 1 Jlfy(J) + » fan (J +]) = fod) VieM], YICN alJJ=d,d=0,.,6 (2.6) 
Je(Nj — J) 

fy(d,, Jo) = Q, (J, Jo) of order d, d = AT yeeey min(é +1, n) i. (2.7) 

Remark 2.1. Note that for the case 6 =0, using the fact that fi(@, 6) = 1, and that 

f,(j, 6) =x, and f,(¢, j) =(1 — x) for j=1,...,n, it follows that SPP, given by (2.6) and 

(2.7) is SPP. Also note that for any de{1,.., 6}, 

falas Jo) = fgg dr + ks da) + fag (Ja, Je +k) 

where keN — (J, U Je). Hence, for any de{1,...,n — 1}, the (d+ 1)th-order nonnegativity 

constraints of (2.7) imply the nonnegativity of the (d)th-order constraints. 

Remark 2.2 For a given de{0,...,n}, denote by 

SPPps = {x : (x,w)eSPP5} 

the projection of the set SPP; onto the space of the original variables x. According 

to Sherali and Adams (1990), we can easily show that for 6 =0,...,n, the sets SPP», 

represent a sequence of nested, valid relaxations leading up to the convex hull rep- 

resentation. That is, 

SPP = SPPp,SSPPpq _ 1).--GSPPp,SSPPq = SPP. 
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Due to the structure of the set partitioning polytope, we can further reduce the size 

of the constraints (2.7) of SPP;, de{0,....n}. Toward this end, consider the following 

set of constraints associated with SPP,, de{0,...,n}. 

fy(J) 0, WIEN alJ[=d, d=1,.., min(d +14, n) (2.8) 

Proposition 2.1 For any deN, the constraints (2.6) and (2.8) imply the constraints 

(2.7) in SPP,. 

Proof. Consider problem SPP; for déN. We will use induction on |J,| to prove the 

theorem. Accordingly, consider any de{1,..., min(éd + 1, n)}. 

(a) If |J2f = 0, then fa(J,, J2) = fa(J1) is implied by (2.8). Next, suppose that |J.| = 1, say, 

J2={k}eEN. Then 

fold do CM (124) Te = fa aCd4) — folds + (10) (2.9) 

where [ F(x) ], denotes the linearized term of the polynomial F(x) as defined at Step 

2 of the RLT procedure. For some ieM;, we have a constraint in (2.6) as follows. 

[Fa —1(J1) (Xk + 2% ~ Fa_a(Ja)he = 0 or, 

eNi~ 

fla H{K) +0) xy Fa ay) = fy). (2.10) 
je(N; — {k}) 

From (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10), it follows that 
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fa(Jy, Jo) = [ » XFy (aI 
Je(Nj — (K}) 

= » fa(S4 + {j}) + » fg-1Wy) 2 0. . 
je(Ny — {k} ~ Jy) Je(Ni— {KYM 44 

Hence, it follows that fa(J,, Jz) > O. 

(b) Assume that fi(J1,J2)20 is implied by the constraints (2.6) and (2.8) for 

|J2| = 1,....(p — 1). Consider the case of |J,] =p, where p>2, and suppose that keu. 

Hence, we can write 

falJi,J2) = [IIx Il 1—x) (1-x . 
Jed, | Jets (0) ) W~%) I 

For some ie€M,, we have the set partitioning constraint,x,+ 3° x,=1. Since (2.6) 
jetNi — (K}) 

includes constraints obtained by multiplying the foregoing constraint with all factors 

Fu(J), JJ| = 0,1,..., 6, and since dix; aut"! — xj) is a linear combination of such factors, 
eJq Jeo — 

it follows that (2.6) gives 

[( » x) TT X) 
je(N— (8 

(1-x)IL =((1 — Xi) TT TT (1—X))u = falda, Jo). I 
Je(Jz — {k}) je(Jz — {k}) 

Letting J’, = (Jz — {k}), the left-hand-side of the above equation is comprised of terms 

of the type fring +1,m(41 U {j}, J’2) for JEN — {k} 3 jéJ1 U J’2, and of the type fu(J1, J’2) for 

jeN, — {k} 3 jeJ,, and zeroes in case je(Ni — {k})(] J’: Since |J’2] =(p — 1), the in- 

duction hypothesis implies that all these terms are nonnegative. Hence, fa(J;, Jz) = 0 

is also implied, and this completes the proof. # 
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Remark 2.3. By Remark 2.1, note that we only need fp(J1, Jz) > O V(di, U2) of order 

D = min(6é + 1, n) in (2.7) to obtain the same representation of SPP;. Hence, the con- 

straints (2.6) and (2.7) can be further reduced by deleting the remaining (redundant) 

constraints. Then, as evident in the proof of Proposition 2.1, we only need fp > 0 and 

fp-.(J) >0, where D = min(é + 1, n), in (2.8) for obtaining the same representation of 

SPP;. However, for the simplicity of analysis, we include the redundant nonnegativity 

constraints, fa(J) > 0, for de(1,...,D — 2), as well in the formulation, since these con- 

straints will be treated implicitly. 

By Proposition 2.1, the relaxation SPP,, de{0,...,.n}, can be restated as follows. 

SPP; = { (xX,w) : 

CIN, 0 Jlfy(J) + » fgaa(d +i) = fy(J) VieM], YJEN 5 |JJ=d, d=0,..,6 (2.11) 
je(Nj — 9) 

fy(J) =OVJEN a [JJ =d, d=4,..., min(d +4, n) }. (2.12) 

The special structure of SPP; stated in this form lends itself to a further reduction in 

size by deleting certain null variables and the resulting trivial constraints. Consider 

the following Proposition to explicitly identify such null variables. 

Proposition 2.2 Consider any JN, |J|] =de {1,...,6}, and define Mj) =U) Mx. Then 
keJ 

fani(J + j) =O in (2.11) VjeNi -J VieM,. Moreover, if |Jf) Ni} >1 for any ieM,, then 

fa(J) = 0 also. 

Proof. Consider the constraint (2.11) for any ieM,, and any JN, |J|= de {0,..., d}. 

Since |Jf)Ji} 21, the nonnegativity constraints (2.12) imply that fy..(J + j) =0, 

VjeN,—J VieMy. Moreover, if |J [Ni] > 1, then we also have form (2.11) and (2.12) 

that f(J) =0. This completes the proof. = 
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Hence, we can delete these null variables along with any resulting trivial constraints. 

In order to explicitly represent these zero variables and the resulting trivial con- 

straints, we define some notation. For any JEN, let 

Mj=M—UM = M,= {ieM:N J = 9} 
je je 

Nik = {jeN, : a ay = 0}, ieM, . 

Nig = N Nip ieM, . 

jeJ 

Hence, M, represents the set of rows in M not containing any variables from the set 

J, and Nis represents the variables in row i which do not simultaneously appear with 

any variables from J in any row of SP. Then, by Proposition 2.2, we have that 

SPP; = {(x,w): 

dxy=t View (2.13) 
jeN; 

[ > wymaw VieMy], VISNaWl=d, d=1,..4 (2.14) 
teN, 

[wy 20, Wy yy 20 VteN, y, VieMy], VWIENaWl=dd=1,.,6}. (2.15) 

where wy, and Wyy, are the linearized terms for the products Thx and IT Xi respec- 

tively. 

Note that SPP, can be obtained by multiplying the exponential number of polynomial 

factors with the constraints, and subsequently linearizing these resulting constraints. 
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Hence, it may be impractical to obtain an explicit representation for SPP,. However, 

using the structure of SPP, we can further reduce the size of the constraints in SPP,. 

Let G be an intersection graph of SPP. The vertex set of G is N and vertices i and j 

are connected by the edge (i, j) if and only if alfa) #0. Without loss of generality, we 

assume that G is connected. Otherwise, the following results are valid for each 

component of G. We also assume that G is not a complete graph. (If G is a complete 

graph, then the problem SP is trivial.) A subset V of N is called an independent set 

of G if no two vertices of V are adjacent in G. An independent set is maximal if G has 

no independent set V’ with |V’} > [V]. The number of vertices in a maximal inde- 

pendent set of G is called the independence number of G, denoted by a(G). Then, 

we have 1 < a(G) <n. 

Since ¥’x, < a(G) VxeSPP, we have that [[x)=0 VJEN 5 |J| > a(G), ie., f,(J) = 0, 
jeN jeJ 

p= a(G)+1,...,n. Hence, we have the following result. 

Proposition 2.3 Let a(G) be the independence number of the intersection graph of 

SPP. Then, SPP = SPPpye. 

Remark 2.4 In a GUB constrained zero-one programming problem, where all the 

variables appear in the union of the GUB constraints, we can obtain a compact rep- 

resentation of the convex hull representation by constructing the relaxation SPPimg), 

where |Mg] is the total number of GUB constraints. However, this might also be pro- 

hibitively expensive. One practical way of implementing the hierarchy of relaxations 

is to build a family of cutting planes. We can easily obtain a family of cutting planes 
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from the first-order relaxation SPP;. Then, the higher order RLT formulations can be 

used to strengthen this class of inequalities. This is addressed next. 

2.3. A Family of Valid Inequalities for the Set Partitioning Polytope 

Consider the first-order RLT formulation SPP, of SPP, given by (2.13) - (2.15), as fol- 

lows. Note that in this relaxation, wi is the linearized term for the product x;x,. We 

will denote wy, to be wy if j<k and w, otherwise. 

SPP, = { (x,w): 

x= 1 VieM (2.16) 
jeN; 

> Mo = % VieM, WkeN (2.17) 
JEN; x 

[x,20, Wyy2 0 VjeNi,, VieM,], VkeN \, (2.18) 

Note that (2.17) are the constraints of type (2.14), and (2.18) is the set of nonnegativity 

constraints of type (2.15). Since every feasible solution x of SPP,, is feasible to SPP, 

we have that SPP»,cSPP. Hence, letting v(P) denote the optimal objective function 

value for any problem P, v(SP,) > v(SP), where SP, : Minimize { cx : (x,w) satisfies 

(2.16), (2.17), (2.18) }, and where SP is the linear programming relaxation of SP. 

Similarly, by (2.13) and (2.14), we can write the second-order (6 = 2) RLT formulation 

SPP, of SPP as follows. Note here that wy is the linearized term for the product 

XXX, for j<k<1, and where the indices are not necessarily so arranged, we simply 

write this product term aS Wx. 

SPP, = { (x,w): 

yx =1 VieM (2.19) 
jen; 
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Mo = %& VieMy Wken (2.20) 
jeNi x 

> Wey = Way VieM AM, Vk<leN 9. (2.21) 
fe(QNie Nid 

[x = 0, Wl) = 0, Wk) >0 V je(Nix a Nips Vie(M, 7 M) 1, Vk <leN }. (2.22) 

Here again, (2.20) and (2.21) are the constraints (2.14) written for |J]= 1 and 2 re- 

spectively, and (2.22) are the nonnegativity constraints (2.15). 

We now construct a class of valid inequalities implied by the constraints (2.17) as 

follows. 

Proposition 2.4 For every keN andieM,, the inequalities 

%— > x <0 (2.23) 

are satisfied by all x e SPP. 

Proof. For each keN, consider the constraint (2.17). By the nonnegativity constraint 

(2.18), we have that Wy < x. V jeNi.. Moreover, given any ieNie for ieM,, consider 

the constraint (2.17). Since jeNinv we have that keN,; for some 1eMe. Hence, we 

have that wy» <x; all jeNix for all ieM,. Hence, the constraint (2.17) implies that 

Xx = DY Ww S Dx. Hence, it follows that x.— }>x,<0. This completes the 
jeNik JENi ke jeNik 

proof. @ 
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Remark 2.5 The inequality (2.23) asserts that when x, = 1 at least one of the vari- 

ables x,, je Nix, must be one. Note that the inequality (2.23) is called an e/ementary 

inequality by Balas (1977) for the set partitioning problem. This class of elementary 

inequalities is building blocks for constructing certain types of strong valid inequal- 

ities. Balas develops strengthening procedures and composition rules to generate 

some valid inequalities from elementary inequalities. We will show that these 

strengthening procedures are implied by SPP, and SPP,. Consequently, we can 

generalize Balas’ approach to build an extended family of strong valid inequalities, 

which can be obtained from the first-order RLT formulation of SPP, and then succes- 

sively strengthened by higher order RLT formulations of SPP. All of Balas’ strong 

valid inequalities can be shown to be subsumed by such a family of strong valid ine- 

qualities. 

We now consider a strengthening procedure for tightening the formulation of SPP,, 

which consequently tightens the elementary inequality (2.23). Toward this end, for 

each keN, define L(k) to be the index set of those columns orthogonal to a,, and by 

L(k) its complement, i.e. , 

L(k) = {jeN: aja, = O}=U Nix» Lk) =N—L(k). 
leM, 

By Proposition 2.2, we have that Wy» =0 for jeL(k) for each keN. Moreover, the 

structure of the set partitioning problem implies that there may exist some jeL{k) for 

which x,=1 implies that xj;=0, and vice versa. We want to systematically find in- 

dices jeL(k) such that x +x,;<1 for any vertex x of SPP. From SPP,, we have that 

Wy = 0 for all feasible solutions if and only if x.+x;<1 for any vertex x of SPP. For 

a given keN, let N@ = { jeL(k): x, =0, ¥ xe{Ax=e, x,=1, xje(0,1) VjeN}. As might 
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be expected, finding the set N? is as hard as finding an optimal solution to SP. How- 

ever, we Can easily construct a subset of N? for some keN as follows. 

Recall the following constraints (2.21) of SPP.: 

Wiki) = » W (ki) Vie M, M7 M,, Yk<leN. 

Je(QNig OND 

The logical structure of the constraints (2.21) can be used to find a subset of the set 

Ne. For a given keN, we define Zu) for some leL(k) as 

: Z (kl) = maximu m{ Wit) : W«kl) = » Wkly VieM, M7 M, 

le(Nik Nid (2.24) 

By its structure, Zq = 1 or 0 because if Wa) > 0, then Wa, can be assigned to be 1. 

Hence, if Za) =0, then Wa, = 0, i.e., leN% Therefore, we can delete Wy, from the first- 

order RLT formulation. 

The above procedure for detecting a set of zero Way’s generalizes Balas’ two proce- 

dures for strengthening elementary inequalities. We show below that these two pro- 

cedures are trivial sufficient conditions for the optimal solution of (2.24) to be zero. 

Toward this end, consider the following proposition. 

Proposition 2.5 For keN, ieM,, and QGN,,, the following inequality 
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x — > x) S 0 (2.25) 
jeQ 

is valid for SPP if and only if Way = 0 VjEeNin — Q. 

Proof. Suppose that (2.25) is valid for SPP. Then, the inequality x, - }> Wg» < 0 is valid 
jeQ 

for SPP;. From equation (2.17), we have that wg =0 for all je(Ni,x—Q) because 

Wyn 2 0 Vj, k. On the other hand, if wg = 0 for all je(Ni. — Q), then the equality (2.17) 

becomes )\ Wg, =X. This implies that x, — 3°x,; <0 is valid for SPP and this completes 
jeQ jeQ 

the proof. ™ 

We now consider Balas’ strengthening procedures. 

Proposition 2.6 (Proposition 3.1, Balas, 1977) For some keN, let the index sets 

QicNix ieMk, be such that the inequalities x, — 5x, <0, ieM, are satisfied by all 
jeQj 

xeP. For each je LU Q,, define Q(j) = U Q,\{j} and for ieM,, let T, = {jeQ; : 
he Mk heMk 3jeQn 

Q,SQ(j) for some heM,}. Then, the inequalities x.— > x, <0 VieM, are satisfied by 
je QT] 

all xeSPP. @ 

By Proposition 2.5, we have that w.=0 V jeNi.—Q. Hence, for the simplicity of 

analysis, let us suppose that Q,=Nix. Since for any leT,, ieM, we have 

Q,€Q(l) for some heM,, we then have that Nae()Ni=@, which implies that 

Way = d Waxy =0. Hence, Proposition 2.6 is a trivial sufficient condition to guar- 
JENnK IM Nh! 

antee that Za) = 0 in (2.24). 
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Example 2.1 (Example 3.1 in Balas, 1977) Consider the following numerical example, 

i.e., the set partitioning polytope with coefficient matrix A ( where the blanks are ze- 

ros.) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

1 1 1 $1 1 = 1 1 1 

2 1 1 1 1 1 

3 1 1 1 #1 1 1 

4 1 1 14 1 1 1 

5 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 

Consider the strengthening procedure of Proposition 2.6 to strengthen the inequality 

X1 — X3 — Xz SO associated with Na,, where for k=1, M, = { 3,4,5}, and Nar = { 3,12 

}, Nar = {3,4} , and Ns, = {3,4,5,12}. We have that Q(3) = {4,5,12} , Q(12) = {3,4,5}, 

and we find that N4;GQ(12). Hence, T; = {12}, and the above inequality can be re- 

placed by x;— x;< 0. 

We now consider the equality of type (2.20) for k=1. 

X= Wy 3 + Wy 42 for i=3 

Xq = Wy 3 + Wy 4 for i=4 

Xq = Wy 3g Wy gg FW 5 + Wy 40 for i=5 

Consider the form of equality (2.21) for |= 12 in the corresponding second-order RLT 

formulation. Since Mz = {1,2,4}, we have that My (\ Mi = {4} and Naw = {1, 9, 14, 

13, 14}, Nas = {3, 4}. Therefore, Nai2()Nas= oo. Hence, the inequality of type (2.21) 

for k=1 and |=12 is 
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W412 = » Wy,42,;=0. 8 
lENg 4 1) Na, 12 - 

Remark 2.6 For notational convenience, we can rewrite the system (2.24) as 

Fw=0. lf rank(F) = |Me() Ml =|U (Nix Nid] + 1, then the unique solution of the 
ie(Mq 7 MI) 

LP (2.24) is zero. Hence, Wm, = 0. The following example illustrates this case. 

Example 2.2 (Example 3.2 in Balas, 1977) Consider the following numerical example. 

12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 1 1 1 

2 1 1 

3 1 1 1 1 

4 1 1 1 

5 1 1 1 1 

6 1 1 1 1 

7 1 1 1 

For k=1, we have that M, = {3, 4, 5, 6, 7}, and Ng; = {2, 5, 7}, Nar = {2, 6, 8}, 

Ns: = {3, 5, 8}, Nes = {3, 4, 6}, and N74 = {4, 5, 7}. 

Any attempt to apply Balas’ first strengthening procedure fails to strengthen any of 

the elementary inequalities associated with k=1. On the other hand, we can apply 

the rule mentioned in Remark 2.6. The constraints (2.20) can be stated as follows: 

X= W429 + W457 Wy,7 
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X= Wy 2 + W165 + W1,8 

Xq = W135 + W15 + W498 

X= W1,3 + W414 + Wi,6 

Xq = Wy 4 + Wy 5 + Wy, 7. 

Consider the second-order constraints of type (2.21) for |=2 and k=1, where M, = 

{1, 2, 5, 6, 7}, so that M,(]) Mz = {5, 6, 7} and 

N54 M Ns. = {3} 

Net O Neo = {3, 4} 

Noa (N72 = {4} . 

Hence, the constraints of type (2.21) for k=1 and |=2 are 

W412 = W423 

Wi2= W103 + Wi 24 

Wi 2=Wi24- 

Since the rank of the corresponding matrix F in Remark 2.6 is 3, it follows that 

Wi2 = Wi23= Wi24=0. Hence, the elementary inequality associated with Na, 

X1 — Xz — Xs — Xx < O can be strengthened to x;—xs—x,<0. @ 

We now consider Balas’ second strengthening procedure. 

Proposition 2.7 (Proposition 3.2, Balas, 1977) Let the index sets Q,CN, ieM, keN, 

be such that the inequalities x, —~ 35x, <0, ieM, keN are satisfied by all xeSPP. For 
jeQix 

ieM,, KEN, define 
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Un = GEQi? Qe Qn, = 6 for some heM, 1) M}}. (2.26) 

Then, the inequalities x. — S x, <0, ieMy keN are satisfied by all xeSPP. m 
jeQix ix 

The foregoing strengthening procedure of Proposition 2.7 can be easily obtained be- 

cause condition (2.26) in Proposition 2.7 is a trivial sufficient condition for ensuring 

that the corresponding linear program (2.24) has an objective value zero, since it in- 

cludes the trivial constraints wg, = 0 for any jeUi. 

Remark 2.7. We have shown that Balas’ strengthening procedures for the elementary 

inequalities are an evident consequence of the second-order RLT formulation of SPP. 

Of course, higher order RLT formulations can be used for further strengthening the 

valid inequalities obtained from the first-order RLT formulation of SPP. For example, 

in the second-order RLT formulation of SPP, suppose that Wg» = Wy for some | and 

that Wg = Wyn for iEM, 1 Me) Mi. If Nik Nu Ni = @, then way =O and 
teNi kA NiO Nij 

consequently wy, = 0. In other words, for a given 6, we can tighten the formulation 

of SPP; by using the logical implications of the structure of SPP,,, for 

6 =1,...,a(G)—1. Also note that Balas’ strengthening procedures use only partial 

information regarding the logical implications of SPP, for tightening SPP,. On the 

other hand, if one has the facility to handle SPP, itself directly, then stronger relaxa- 

tions can be enforced via such an explicit representation of SPP2. 

Balas (1977) has also developed two composition rules that can be used to combine 

inequalities in a certain class (which contains as a subclass the elementary inequal- 

ities) into a new inequality belonging to the same class and stronger that the sum of 
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the inequalities from which it was obtained. The first type of composite inequality is 

of the form 

Xe »x <0 (2.27) 

JeS 

where ajaj=0 VjeS. This subclass of elementary inequalities is distinguished by 

the additional property that SCN,, for some ieM,. The first composition rule, given in 

the next proposition, generates a new inequality (2.27) from a pair of inequalities of 

type (2.23). This process can be sequentially applied to a pair of inequalities from the 

combined set (2.23) and (2.27) thus generated, provided that such a pair satisfies the 

requirement of the proposition. After stating Balas’ results, we show that the ine- 

qualities of type (2.27) are implied by the second-order RLT formulation of SPP. 

Proposition 2.8 (Proposition 5.1, Balas, 1977) Fork, heN, let S,CL(r), r=k, h, be such 

that heS,, kéS,, and that the inequalities 

X-— »% <0, r=k,h (2.28) 

jes, 

are satisfied by all xeP. Then all xeSPP satisfy the inequality 

X— »x <0 (2.29) 
jes 

where S = (S,\{h}) U [S, (} L(k)]. Furthermore, (2.29) is stronger than the sum of the 

two inequalities (2.28) if and only ifS, ()[S,UL(k)]#¢. & 
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We want to show that the composite inequality of type (2.29) is implied by the con- 

straints of SPP, (The statement regarding the relative strength of (2.28) is readily 

evident.) Since the inequalities of type (2.28) are valid for SPP, by Proposition 2.5, 

we have that wy = 0 for jeN.—S,. We then have the following first-order RLT formu- 

lation associated with the constraints (2.28). 

Xy = > Me = Wkh) + » Wijk) ( since heS, } 

jes, jeS,\{h} 

Xn = >on 
JeS, 

Hence, we have that 

The second-order RLT constraints of type (2.21) corresponding to (2.31) are 

Wh) = > oer) 
jeS,, 

Since Win = 0 for jéL(k) and Wan) = 0 for je(Si\{h}) by (2.32), it follows that 

Wekh) = W(kh) ¢ 
je(Sy 1) L(K) ~ [S,\{h}}) 

By substituting Wa, in (2.30), we have that 
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Xy = » W(jkh) + » W(jk) . (2.33) 

je(Sy M Uk) — [S,\{h}]) je(S,\{h}) 

SINCE Wykny SX; ANG Wywy S Xj, (2.33) implies that 

Xx » xj + » Xj - 

Je(Sq J L(k) ~ [S,\{h}]) je(S,\{h}) 

Equivalently, 

X= »% <0 
jeS 

where S = (S,\{h}) U (Sin (7) L(k)) . 

Hence, the valid inequality (2.29) is implied if we implement the second-order RLT 

formulation. 

Next, we state Balas’ second composition rule, which can be used to obtain all valid 

inequalities of type (2.29) for a certain index keN from the set of elementary inequal- 

ities (2.23) corresponding to the same index k. 

Proposition 2.9 (Proposition 5.2, Balas, 1977) For some keN, let the sets 

QiSNix ieMy, be such that the inequalities 
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x, — > < 0, ieM, (2.34) 
jeQ; 

are satisfied by all xeSPP, and let Q; =|} Q; . Then the inequality 
ieMk 

X- »x < 0, (2.35) 
jes 

where SCN — {k}, is satisfied by all xeSPP, if and only if 

date-a, VQEQ\S. » (2.36) 
JeQ 

Since (2.34) is valid for SPP, by Proposition 2.5, it follows that Wy, =O VjeNix — Qi 

VieM,. Hence, we may assume that Q, = Nix for the convenience of analysis. Note 

that since x;=>0 VjeS, the inequality (2.35) is trivially valid for SPP whenever x, = 0. 

If x, = 1, the inequality (2.35) is valid to SPP if and only if 

maximum{1—) x 2) xj=4, VieMy x€(0,1)} <0. (2.37) 
jes JeNiy 

Note that the condition (2.37) is equivalent to the condition (2.36) which states that 

there does not exist any feasible solution to SPP if x,.= 1 and x,=0 VjeS. Hence, we 

need to establish (2.37) with respect to an integer programming problem in order to 

construct a valid inequality of type (2.35) from the inequalities (2.34), a potentially 

exponential task. However, we would like to conjecture that a class of valid inequality 

of the form (2.35) that is derived from (2.34) is implied by SPP). 

In SPP,, we have the following (implied) constraints for some keN. 
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x = Wy VieM, (2.38) 
jeQ, 

x) = Wx VjEQo (2.39) 

We want to show that a valid inequality of type (2.35) can be obtained by surrogating 

the constraints (2.38) and (2.39). Let uw, and £; be the surrogate multipliers corre- 

sponding to each constraint (2.38) for ieMy, and each constraint (2.39) for jeQo, re- 

spectively. Using these multipliers, we have the following surrogate inequality. 

> AX, _ >> Ma) =0 
ieMy ieM, jeQ, 

jeQo JEeQo 

Hence, it follows that 

(CY H)xy ~ > Bx, + >B — » Hi)Wix SO (2.40) 
ieM, jEQg jeQg ieM; 1M, 

Suppose that (Zz, B) is a feasible solution satisfying the following linear system. 

Bi- >. 4, = 0 VieQ, (2.41) 
ieM, 1) My 

6,20, w,: unrestricted VieM, (2.42) 

Conjecture: In order to show that the inequality of type (2.35) can be constructed by 

this surrogation procedure, it is sufficient to show that there is some SCN\{k} such 
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that there exists a feasible solution (u, £8) of (2.41) and (2.42) such that £,= 1 for jeS 

and £;=0 for je(Q.—S), and Yui =1. Alternatively, using a surrogate of (2.38) and 
ieMy 

(2.39), we want to claim that there exists a feasible solution to the following system 

M. 

M={ unrestricted VieM: YS w=O0VjeS, YL wi =0 Vje(Q—S), Du =1}. 
ie(M 1 Mj) le(Mj 7) Mk) ieMy 

The above conjecture is illustrated by the following example. 

Example 2.3 Consider the following set-partitioning problem. 

SP: Maximize {  Xy+ X2+X3 + Xe + Xe Xer Xp Xe tb XeH Xr = 1, Xr + Xa + Xe t+ Xs = 1, 

Xr + Xe + Xs + Xe = 1, X1 + Xs + Xe + Xig = 1, Xi + Xe t+ Xe t+ Xun = 1, xje(0,1) j= 1,...,11 }. 

The optimal solution x of SP is 

(X4, Xo, Xq Xqs Xs Xgv X71 Xgs Xqe XqqQe Xqq) = (0, 1/2, 1/2, 1/2, 1/2, 1/2, 1/2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0). 

Note that no elementary inequality cuts off this optimal basic feasible solution x. 

However, the above procedure generates a valid inequality which cuts off x. We can 

construct SP, with respect to x, by adding the constraints (2.38) and (2.39) to SP. That 

is, 

SP,4(X): Maximize X41 + Xp +Xg + X4 + Xs + Xe 

subject to 
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X1 + Xo + Xo + X7 = 1 

X, + X3 + X4 + Xy = 1 

Xq + X4 + Xs + Xg = 1 

X4 + X5 + Xg t+ X4qg = 1 

X4 + Xp + Xgt Xq, = 1 

Xo = Wo 4 + Woe 

Xo = Wa4 + Wo5 + Wo9 

Xp = Wo5 + W409 

W243 Xq 

Wa 5 S X5 

Wa S Xs 

Wa9 S Xg 

Wa,10 S X40 

Wo, 20 k = 4,5,8,9,10 

xje(0,1), je{1,...,11}. 

The optimal solution of SP,(xz) is all integer. For example, using the optimal dual 

vector, we can construct the following surrogate inequality of type (2.35): 

Xp — Xg~ X4g SO (2.43) 

Moreover, we can construct an equivalent nonhomogeneous inequality by substitut- 

ing the set partitioning constraints, xg = 1 — xX, — X3 — X4, ANd Xig = 1 — X1 — Xs — Xe into 

(2.43) 
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2X, + Xo + X3 + X4 + Xs + X5 < 2. (2.44) 

It is easily shown that the inequality (2.44) is a lifting of the odd hole inequality for the 

underlying intersection graph G of SPP. = 

Remark 2.8 The above procedure of finding a class of valid inequalities can be easily 

extended for finding valid inequalities of the type }°x, — ix; <0, which can be ob- 
jeK jeS 

tained by surrogating the constraints of SPP). 

Remark 2.9 We remark here that an inequality of the type (2.35) can be obtained by 

using a surrogate inequality from SPP, and the integrality condition. If “<9, then 

the inequality (2.40) is implied by the nonnegativity restrictions. Hence, suppose that 

Hi > 0. For each jeQ,, define a; = Bi SB Since x, <1 VjeN, all a, > 1 can be re- 
ie Mk ieMy 

placed by 1 without cutting off any xeSPP. Hence we have a valid inequality for SPP 

as follows. 

X,— > aX — >» < 0 (2.45) 

jeQe jeQ, 

where Qr = {jeQy: O< aj < 1}, and Q, = {jeQo: a, > 1}. 

This further implies trivially an inequality of the form (2.35) as follows. 

X. — > _ »% < 0 (2.46) 

jeQe jeQ, 
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Evidently, a necessary condition for a valid inequality (2.35) or (2.46) to be maximal 

is that the set S is minimal (Q- Lj Q, is minimal). Finding a maximal inequality of the 

form (2.46) has a combinatorial nature. Hence, we want to find a cutting plane of the 

form (2.45) that cuts off a given fractional optimal basic feasible solution of SP. This 

issue will be addressed in the next Section. 

2.4. A Family of Cutting Planes for the Set Partitioning Polytope 

An inequality 

™X < Ro (2.47) 

satisfied by ail xeSPP is called a valid inequality for SPP. A valid inequality (2.47) is 

a cut, or cutting plane if it deletes some xeESPP\ASPP. 

Proposition 2.10 Let x = (x-, Xz), where F = { jeN : x is fractional } and F=N-—F, 

  

be a basic feasible solution of SPP with F#@. Then SPP, cuts off x. 

Proof. Suppose on the contrary that x remains feasible to SPP,, along with some 

associated value w of w. Since x is a basic feasible solution, there exists a basis B 

such that Bxg =e, where xg is the vector of basic variables corresponding to B. 

Hence, for any basic variable x,, keF, (B-'e), #1 where (B-te), is the kth element of 

B-te, 

Since (x, W) must satisfy (2.17), and since x,=0 implies that wg =0OVj, we have 

BW, = ex, VkeB, where Wk = ( Wy», j¢B ), and where jeB means that x, is basic. 

For each keB()F, since We =X. #0, and since W, = (B-'e)x,, the kth component of 
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B-‘e is equal to one, i.e., (Be), = 1 VkeB{) F # ¢, a contradiction. This completes 

the proof. @ 

Proposition 2.10 shows that there exists a family of cutting planes inherent in SPP,. 

We consider a procedure to generate a ciass of cutting planes, which cut off the 

fractional basic feasible solutions of SPP. For this purpose, we may write (2.17) and 

(2.18) as follows. 

Dw = Ex, w2>0, x 20. (2.48) 

Associating Lagrangian multiplier vectors z with respect to (2.48), we have by linear 

programming duality that xe SPP;(x) = { x : (x,w) is feasible to SPP, } if and only if 

(2.16) holds, x >0, and O= min{Ow: Dw=Ex, w2>0}, i.e., 

O = max { mEx: zePC } (2.49) 

where PC is a polyhedral cone defined as 

PC = {z:2D < 0, xz unrestricted } 

Hence, we have the following result. 

Proposition 2.11 Suppose that D has full row rank so that PC is a pointed cone with 

vertex at the origin. Let z, |=1,...,L be the set of generators of the polyhedral cone 

PC. Then (2.49) holds if and only if 

mEx < O VI =1,..,L. (2.50) 

In particular, for any ze PC , the inequality 
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FEx < 0 (2.51) 

is satisfied by all xe SPP. ® 

Consequently, any inequality (2.51) is a valid inequality for SPP. Note that the ine- 

quality (2.23) can be obtained by selecting a particular z that belongs to the 

polyhedral cone PC. Of course, a total enumeration of the inequalities (2.50) is pro- 

hibitive. But we can construct a separation problem that generates a strong valid 

inequality that cuts off x e SPP \SPP,. 

Separation Problem: Given a fractional basic feasible solution X = (Xr, X¢)e SPP, 

find an inequality of type (2.50) that cuts off x. 

We consider a linear programming problem to solve this separation problem, which 

attempts to generate a normalization inequality (2.51) with the most negative slack 

variables, and so in this sense, a deepest valid cut of this type. 

SPP projection: maximize { (n* — 1 )EX: (n* —x)D <0, 

> (at +7) < 1, 

Let (z+, z-) be an optimal solution of SPPorojection With a positive objective value. Then, 

~ 

we have the following cutting plane, which cuts off x where z= zx*—7z-, 

nEx <0. (2.52) 
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Conversely, if there exists a valid inequality zEx < 0 that cuts off x, then the inequality 

(2.52) generated from an optimal solution to SPPorojection Will also cut off x. Since the 

size of problem SPP, can be large, the construction of the above separation problem 

can be an ineffective procedure for finding a strong valid inequality of type (2.52). 

Hence, we need to devise a scheme to reduce the size of the problem SPP,, while 

maintaining the properties of the strong formulation. This issue will be addressed 

next. 

We now consider another RLT formulation of SPP. Let x be an optimal basic feasible 

solution to SPP. The motivation of the revised RLT formulation is based on the ob- 

servation that we can imagine as if the fractional variables are being treated as binary 

variables and the others as continuous, in an attempt to tighten the formulation. 

Consider the set of constraints generated via products with factors involving only the 

fractional variables x, jeF. Denote wi =X, Wyg=We iff < k and wy otherwise, 

Vj, KeF and va=xXxX, VjeF, keF. Then a first-order RLT formulation with this re- 

stricted set of products can be described as follows. 

yx at VieM (2.53) 
jeN; 

» Wak + » Vik = Xy Vv ie M,, V keF (2.54) 

jeN KA JEN RAE 

Wy 2 0 VieN, MF, keF (2.55) 

Won Ss % Vie NAF, keF (2.56) 
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Woy SX WIEN MF, keF (2.57) 

Woy =X +%—1 WieN MF, ker (2.58) 

V2 0 Vien MF, keF (2.59) 

Vesx WIEN F, keF (2.60) 

Vie SX WIEN, MF, keF (2.61) 

Vie ZX tX—1 VEN OF, keF (2.62) 

x, 20, VjeN (2.63) 

whereN, = U Nix. 

Proposition 2.12 The constraints (2.56), (2.57), (2.58), (2.61), and (2.62) are implied 

by (2.53), (2.54), (2.55), (2.59), (2.60) and (2.63). 

Proof. The constraints (2.56), (2.57) and (2.61) are implied by (2.54) and the 

nonnegativity constraints (2.55), (2.59). 

Next, consider (2.58) for jen F,keF. For any keF, we have that for any 

ieM, 3 j EN by (2.54), 

Way + » Wetky + » Vsk = Xe (2.64) 

teNi kf) F—} seNi x ()F 
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SINCE Wey S Xt ANd Vee S Xs, (2.64) implies that 

Wok) + » Xt + » Xs = Xy. (2.65) 

teNik AF | seNin NF 

By (2.53) and the nonnegativity constraints (2.63), we have that 

1=) x2 Xj + » X + » x 
leN; te(Nig VF — Gi) seNi MF 

Using this in (2.65), wj, = x; + X.— 1 VjeNx () F, keF and so, (2.58) is implied. In the 

same way, it can be shown that v;,. > x; + x. — 1 VjeN, ry F, keF. This completes the 

proof. @ 

By Proposition 2.12, we can delete the redundant inequalities, (2.56), (2.57), (2.58), 

(2.61), and (2.62). Hence, the revised first-order RLT formulation of SPP is to minimize 

{ Lox : (x,w) satisfies (2.53), (2.54), (2.55), (2.59), (2.60), (2.63) }. 
je 

Remark 2.10 As it turns out, in order to generate a tighter reformulation of SPP that 

cuts off the linear programming solution x, we can further restrict the multiplication 

of each fractional variable x,, keF, to a subset of the constraints in My. This is shown 

below. 

Suppose that we fix all the variables x, in F and examine the separable sets of con- 

straints produced thereby. Let S,,...,S, be the partition of F corresponding to the, 

say, p separable sets, 1,...,p, produced in this manner. Then we can multiply each 
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xeS, with each of the constraints in set t alone, and then construct all bound factor 

products (2.55), ..., (2.62) for all created product terms. The motivation is that the 

separable linear programs for each t produce fractional solutions, and so RLT can be 

used to eliminate these solutions. 

Suppose that a basic feasible solution X= (xX, Xz) solves SP. If Xz is fixed as above, 

the resulting surviving (nontrivial) constraint sets are of the type 

[ >. x=1 foris SAN 46), for t=1...p. (2.66) 
JeSSQN, 

Applying RLT on SPP by multiplying each x, jeéS,, with each constraint in set t, and 

then using Proposition 2.12 to eliminate redundant constraints, we obtain the follow- 

ing modified RLT formulation of SPP. 

dx =1 Viem 
jeN; 

[ ( » Waxy + > Vik = XV keS,), VieM, 9 SON #6), Vt =1,....p 

jeNi A) F ieN NE 

Way) 2 0 forjeN, MF, keS, t= 1... 
(2.67) 

Vie SX forjeN, MF, keS, t=1,...p 

Vix 2 O for je NAF, keS,, t = 1,...,p 

x; = 0, VjeN 

where Ni = U Nix VkeS,, t= 1,...,D. 

ieM 2 Nik St #o 
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Proposition 2.13 If x = ( X-, x7) is an optimal basic feasible solution to SP with 

F + $, then SPPa; cuts off x. 

Proof. Suppose on the contrary that x remains feasible to SPPar. By Proposition 

2.12, Wy =O VieF and V¥,=0VieF if X = 0, and Wy =X VieF, and v, = x, VieF. if 

X=1 VW jeF, after fixing x, =x, VjeF, this becomes equivalent to applying the RLT 

formulation to the reduced system (2.66) itself. 

Now consider the system (2.66) and let us examine the separable block of constraints 

for anyt e { 1,....p}. Denote xm = {xj: jeS,}. Since x is a basic feasible solution, this 

system is of the form B.xxn=e where e = ( 1,...,1 )*, and B, is nonsingular. Letting 

Wi = ( Wa, jeS: ) , VieS, we have by RLT that BW; = e x; for all i eS, Hence, 

W, = Br'eX, for all i eS,. 

But for each ieS, Wi =X, >0, implies that the corresponding component of Be'e is 

equal to one. Hence, Brie =e, a contradiction to the fact that x;,= Br'e is fractional. 

This completes the proof. = 

Corollary 2.14 If x is a unique optimal fractional basic feasible solution to SPP, then 

viSPPrr) > v(SPP), and so SPPa; generates a tighter lower bound. 

Proposition 2.13 shows that the modified RLT is a strong formulation that cuts off the 

obtained fractional optimal basic feasible solution to SPP, but the size of SPPai is 

greatly reduced as compared with that of SPP,. Of course, we can explicitly obtain a 

family of cutting planes through the corresponding separation problem, SPPorojection, AS 
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before. In this manner, we can generate a strong valid inequality, which cuts off the 

fractional optimal basic feasible solutions to SPP. 

2.5. Summary and Recommendations for Further Research 

In this chapter, we have developed a hierarchy of relaxations for the set partitioning 

polytope, ranging from the linear programming relaxation to the convex hull repre- 

sentation. This hierarchy of relaxations can be used to obtain a sequence of tight 

lower bounds. That is, for a given problem SP, letting v(SP;) = min { cx : xeSPPp5}, 

where SPP,, is a projection of the é6th-order relaxation SPP, onto the original x space, 

the lower bound v(SP,) approaches the optimal objective value of the problem SP 

when 6 approaches n. Moreover, for a fixed 6, v(SP;) can (in principle) be computed 

in polynomial time, as the optimum of some linear programming problem. However, 

the computational effort of evaluating v(SP;) grows exponentially with 6. | Further- 

more, we have developed a new family of cutting planes for the set partitioning 

polytope which delete any fractional basic feasible solutions to its underlying linear 

programming relaxation. We have also shown that all the known valid inequalities 

belong to this family of cutting planes, and hence, this provides a unifying framework 

for a broad class of such inequalities. Hence, a natural extension of this research is 

leading to the development of an effective computational procedure to incorporate 

these cutting planes in the context of a branch-and-cut algorithm. 
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3. A New Class of Lifted Facets for the Boolean Quadric 

Polytope 

3.1. Introduction 

We consider the unconstrained pseudo-boolean quadratic zero-one problem in n 

variables 

QP: Maximize { qx + > qyxixy? XE(0, 1), VjeN}, 
jeN 1si<j<n 

where all the data is rational and N= {1,..,n}. 

Problem QP can be used for the analysis of various combinatorial optimization prob- 

fems. As shown in Hammer (1979) and Hansen (1979), a large number of combina- 

torial optimization problems can be reformulated as problem QP such as vertex 

packing, maximum cut, quadratic assignment, and set partitioning problems, to name 

a few. It is also well known that the maximization of any pseudo-boolean polynomial 

function can be reduced to a quadratic case. Recent research on problem QP in- 

cludes the work of Adams and Dearing (1988), Adams et al. (1991), Barahona et al. 

(1989), Billionnet and Jaumard (1989), Boros et al. (1989), and Hammer et al. (1984), 

as well as that of Sherali and Adams (1986) for the constrained zero-one quadratic 

programming problem, and of Balas and Mazzola (1984.a, 1984.b) for general nonlin- 

ear zero-one programming problems. However, we are mainly concerned in this 
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chapter with the polyhedral structure of the convex hull of feasible solutions to prob- 

lem QP. 

Toward this end, we consider a linearization of problem QP. (See Hansen, 1979, for 

a survey on linearization techniques.) We linearize the quadratic terms xx; by intro- 

ducing new variables w, that are zero-one valued and satisfy the following well- 

known set of constraints. 

wy - X50 V1isi<jsn (3.1) 

Wy, —- x) S50 Visi<js<n (3.2) 

—WytxXtxs1 Visi<j<n (3.3) 

x,e(0, 1), VieN, w,20, Visi<jsn. (3.4) 

Then, problem QP becomes the following linear zero-one (mixed) integer program: 

Maximize (ax + » qijWij: (% W) satisfies (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4)}. 
jeN 1sl<jesn 

Accordingly, denoting the convex hull by “conv,” define 

QP” = conv{ (x, w)eR™: (x, w) satisfies (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4) } 

as the boolean quadric polytope, where no = n(n + 1)/2. 

Recent research on the polyhedral structure of QP" includes that of Padberg (1989) 

and Boros et al.(1990). More importantly, as observed by Simone (1989), results for 

the polyhedral structure of QP" can be directiy translated into those of the cut 
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polytope defined by Barahona and Mahjoub (1986), and vice versa. For the case of 

the cut polytope (cut cone), there is an extensive literature on several classes of valid 

inequalities and facets. (See Deza and Laurent, 1988, 1989a, 1989b, Deza et al., 1989, 

Simone, 1989, 1990, and Simone et al. 1989.) However, motivated by Padberg’s re- 

sults on the boolean quadric polytope, we develop a new class of lifted facets for the 

boolean quadric polytope. 

The following is an outline of this chapter. In Section 2, we implement the 

reformulation-linearization-technique (RLT) of Sherali and Adams (1990) in order to 

characterize the polyhedral structure of QP". This structure plays a key role in ob- 

taining a class of valid inequalities and facets. In Section 3, we develop a class of 

valid inequalities and facets, denoted by a product-form inequality, and show that the 

known classes of Padberg’s (1989) facets for QP", the clique inequalities, the cut ine- 

qualities, and the generalized cut inequalities, all belong to this product-form class 

of valid inequalities. In Section 4, we present a new explicit class of valid inequalities 

and facets obtained through the simultaneous lifting procedure applied to this fore- 

going class of inequalities. Section 5 concludes this chapter with some recommen- 

dations for further research. 

3.2. Polyhedral Structure of the Boolean Quadric Polytope 

in this section, we consider an implementation of the reformulation-linearization- 

technique (RLT) of Sherali and Adams (1990) for characterizing the polyhedral struc- 

ture of the quadric polytope. Toward this end, consider the n-th order nonlinear 

reformulation of the constraints (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4). 

NQP(n) = {xeR" : F,(J,J) 20 VWISN, J=N-—J} (3.5) 
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where F,(J, J) = Tix T1(1 — X;). 

In order to explicitly represent the quadratic terms, let us partition the constraints in 

(3.5) into the sets corresponding to {J = @, |J| = 1, |J] = 2}, and the remaining con- 

straints written for |J| =3,...,n, stated in this order below. 

1— ) x, + » xix; 2 » y, ee I |x [ |a-x,) 
jeN 1<i<j<n r=3 [\Jj=r tel sey 

x) — » we) y (2—r) | [x [| [a -») for j= Ayu 0 

1<si<j<n 3 |JJ=rajeJ ted = sed 

xx >) » [ [x] Ja-%0 for1<si<j<n 

BE I [a —X,)20 forJCN, |J] =3,...,n 

Next, let us consider a linearization of the n-th order polynomial reformulation 

NQP(n). Let f,(J,J) be a linearized expression of a nonnegative polynomial factor 

Fa(J, J) = Tx (1 ~— Xs), in which each polynomial term of the type IIx, has been re- 

placed by a single variable w,, VJCN. For example, a polynomial term x,x2x; is re- 

placed by wy. 
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Now, let us use the transformation y, =f,(J, J), VJSN, [J| =3,...,.n, whose inverse is 

given by w= Di ysus, VIN, |J] =3,...,.n. Writing the linearized set of constraints for 
Jed 

NQP(n), and substituting out wy, for 3 < |J| <n, in terms of ys, we obtain an equivalent 

linearized reformulation of (3.5), given by QP(n) = {(x,w) eR": (x,w,y) eZ"}, where the 

constraints of Z" are as follows. 

1— ) xt 2 wy 2 >yy ain?) aA y, (3.6) 
jeN <i<jgn r=3JJl=r 

~ ee med y (2—ny, forja4j.n (3.7) 
3 [Jl=rajed 

n n 

r=3 |J[=rajeJ 

y;20 ~~ for JEN, |J] =3,..., n 

Let m, 2, and x, represent dual multipliers associated with constraint (3.6), (3.7), and 

(3.8), respectively. Since QP" is a full dimensional polytope, using the projection op- 

eration (see, for example, Nemhauser and Wolsey, 1988 or Balas, 1992), we have 

n No. k k kK kK K k k 
QP = {(x, w)eR : > (as -_ 7; )x; + » (7 + Ty - Ri _ Tio) Wi < Tos VkeK} (3.9) 

jeN 14<si<j<sn 

where z*, keK, are extreme directions of the following polyhedral cone IT: 
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~(r—1)\(r—2 
= (e20; OO) 2-2) » Tj < 0 Y JON 3 |J| =r =3....,n }, 

jeJ i<jeJ 

where for JEN, (i < jeJ) = {(i, J: i<j, ied, jeu}. 

For the simplicity of analysis, consider the following transformation: 

Ao = To, A, =%— T Ay = 1% + 1 — My — Mo, 

with inverse ty = Ao qj = Ao _ Ai, Ty = Ao _ (A; + Aj + Ajj). 

Using the above transformation, we can restate (3.9) as follows. 

ni No. k k k QP"={(x,w)eR™®: ) Ak + Do diy < 46, VkeK) (3.10) 
jeN i<jeN 

where A*, keK, are extreme directions of the polyhedral cone A, given by 

Ashi DAt Dd. Ay < dy VIEN}. (3.11) 
jeJ l<j eJ 

Since QP’ is full dimensional, we have the following result due to Sherali and Adams 

(1990) concerning the polyhedral structure of QP". 

Proposition 3.1 The inequality SAjx,+ 3) Aywy <A is valid for QP" if and only if 
jeN 1si<jen 

A = (),, Ay, Ao) belongs to A, where A is a polyhedral cone given by (3.11). Further- 

more, this valid inequality is facet defining for QP* if and only if A =(A;, Aj, 40) is an 

extreme direction of the polyhedral cone A. & 
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Remark 3.1 Given J = (A,, Aj, Jo)eA that defines a facet of QP", let the support graph 

G(J) have nodes N(A) corresponding to indices of nonzero coefficients /,, and have 

edges A(A) corresponding to indices of nonzero 4, coefficients. By Padberg (1989, 

Lemma 1), we know that G(A) is connected. More importantly, by Theorem 3 (Lifting 

Theorem) of Padberg (1989), any facet of QP” (n’ <n) is a facet for QP", and con- 

versely, if |N(A)| =n’ <n, then the given facet of QP" is a facet for QP”. Hence, in- 

ductively, it is sufficient to study facets with |N(A)| =n, i.e., facets having all the 

indices appearing among its nonzero coefficients. Also note that all the facets of 

QP* for n<3 are trivially identified (Padberg, 1989). We henceforth assume that 

n> 4. 

3.3. A Product-Form Facet for the Boolean Quadric Polytope 

In this section, we consider a class of facets for QP" derived via nonpositive pseudo- 

boolean functions. A function of the form 

f(x) = >. ax, + » bijXiX; +C 

jeN 1<i<j<n 

is called a nonpositive quadratic pseudo-boolean function (NQPBF) if maximum {f(x) : 

xe(0, 1)"} = 0, where a, and b, are rational for all i,j and C is a constant. For any given 

NQPBF f, after linearizing the quadratic term xix, in the function f, let L[f] denote the 

following inequality 

jeN 1si<j<sn 
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Clearly, the inequality (3.12) corresponding to a NQPBF is valid for QP". However, by 

Proposition 3.1, in order to show that the inequality (3.12) is facet defining, we need 

to prove that the coefficients of the inequality (3.12) correspond to an extreme direc- 

tion of the pointed cone A, defined in (3.11). Although the computational burden of 

this task grows exponentially with n, there exist known classes of facets for specific 

nonpositive NQPBF’s. We describe below a particular class of NQPBF’s which will 

be used for deriving various classes of facet defining inequalities for QP". 

Motivated by Remark 3.1, let GN and J2=N—J;, and let ae{1,...,n — 2}, and con- 

sider the following quadratic function, where x; = (1 — x) VjeN. 

(~) =—- (x + 2% — aK) + K-11) (3.13) 
je, Jed, je, jeJe 

Then, the following proposition can be readily established. 

Proposition 3.2 The quadratic function f(x) defined in (3.13) is a NQPBF. 

We now consider the linearized inequality L[f] corresponding to the NQPBF (3.13), 

denoted by the (nonhomogeneous) product-form inequality, 

(@-t)) xy t(t—a—1)> y- Yow Yowt YS wy Coe) (3.14) 
jev4 jedp I <jeJ, i < jeu, (i, Ne (dy : Ja) 

where for any JiGN and J2=N—Jd,, let t=|J2| and (J,:J2) = {(i,j): ied:, jed2}. Note 

that the product-form inequality is valid for QP". 
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Remark 3.2 It is also known (Theorem 6 (Symmetry Theorem), Padberg, 1989) that 

the vertex figure of any vertex (x, w) of QP" is the same as that of any other vertex, 

say, the origin, i.e., the facets binding at any vertex (x, W) are obtainable from those 

binding at the origin through a simple transformation. Hence, it is sufficient to char- 

acterize only the facets given by (3.10) that are binding at the origin, and as per Re- 

mark 3.1, have |N(A)| =n. 

From Remark 3.2, we are henceforth interested in finding facets of the type, 

DAxt do aywy <0 (3.15) 
jeN 1si<jsn 

where A is an extreme direction of Ay given below, having all the indices in N ac 

counted among the nonzero coefficients in (3.15). 

jeJ i<j eJ 

Furthermore, according to Remark 3.2, consider the product-form inequalities that are 

binding at the origin and have |N(A)| =n. These are homogeneous product-form ine- 

qualities, having t= a ort=a-+1 in (3.14), and can be characterized as follows. 

= dxy- Dow Dow + > wy <0 WEN, Wl =4..1-20=N—J (3.17) 
jeJ i<jed i<jeJ (i, DeW id) 
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Proposition 3.3. For any J:;GN and J.=N-—dJ, with integer a, 1<a<n-—2, and 

t =|J.|, the product-form inequality of type (3.14) is a facet-defining inequality for 

QP*, denoted by a product-form facet. The number of distinct product-form facets 

equals (n — 3)3°-1+ 2n?—n+ 1. 

Proof. (i) The first assertion can be shown to be a special case of the known class 

of facets by Boros and Hammer (1990) and Deza and Laurent (1988). 

(ii) To count the number of such facets, let f, be the number of product-form facets 

of QP" which have some k particular indices represented among the nonzero coeffi- 

cients, and let f, be the total number of product-form facets QP". Then, we have 

n\_ n\_ n\_ 

fi, = ( ji + ( Ji + weet ( J (3.18) 

2 3 n 

In order to avoid duplications in counting f, for any k >3, note that by interchanging 

J; and J2, and replacing « by a’ in the product-form facet, we will have duplicates 

whenever «—t = (k—t)—a’—1, or a+a’=k—1. Hence, when k( #2) is even, 

since we cannot then have a = a’ in this duplication, and ce{1,...,k — 2}, the number 

of distinct a values that need to be considered is (k-2)/2 for any partition (J;, Jz) of the 

k indices. Similarly, when k is odd, we need «= 1,...,(k —1)/2—1, and when 

a = a’ =(k — 1)/2, we obtain duplicates. Hence, in either case, it is sufficient to con- 

sider a =1,..., |(k — 1)/2| fork >3, but when k is odd, this will create one duplicate 

for any partition (J:, Jz) upon interchanging J, and J, Moreover, noting that there are 

2* ways of composing partition J, and J, in the product-form facet for each a, we get 

f= (Be — 1)2" (3.19) 
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From (3.18) and (3.19) observing that f,=4, we obtain f, = 3( Jerwe — 1) +( )é 
k 2 n {0 0 {A a 

= 5 ( Jie — 3( Je + (2n?—n+1) =(n — 3)3°-1 + 2n?@—n +1, and this com- 
k=0\ k=0\ 

pletes the proof. 2 

We now recall three classes of facets from Padberg (1989). For any SCN with 

|S] > 2 and integer 8, 1< 8 <|S] —1, the clique facet is defined as 

B(B +1) 
> px- » Wis >a 

jes i<jes 

For any SCN with |S[ > 1 and TEN —S with |T| = 2, the cut facet is defined as 

jeS i<jeS jeT (i)e(S : T) 

For any SCN with s = |S| =>1 and TCV—S witht =|T| = 2, the generalized cut facet 

is given by 

(s—t)) xt (t-s—1)) x) — >» wy > w+ » w, soos) 
jeS JeT i<jeS i< jeT (l, J)e(S : T) 

Then, by Proposition 3.3, the following proposition is readily established. 

Proposition 3.4 The clique facet for QP" belongs to a class of the product-form facets 

of type (3.14) with J, = 6, J. =S, a =|S| — B —1, where fe{1,.., [S|] — 2}, SEN, |S] > 3. 

The cut facet for QP" belongs to the class of the product-form facets with {J, =S, 

Je=T, «=|S| —1}, or {J,=T, Je =S,a=|S]}, where SEN, |S] >1, TEN—S, |T] > 2. 
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The generalized cut facet for QP" belongs to the class of the product-form facets with 

Ji=S, J2=T, «=|S], where SEN, |S] >1, TEN—S, |T])>2. # 

3.4. Lifting of the Product-Form Facet 

Consider a facet of the type (3.15) for the case of (n-1) variables x,, 

jeN’ = {1,...,.n — 1}, of the form 

dAx+ Dd Tym, < 0. (3.20) 
jeN’ i<jeN’ 

By Proposition 3.1, note that A(N’)=(A,, jeN’, Jy, for i<jeN’) is an extreme direction 

of the following polyhedral cone: 

(a: a+ Do ay <0 WEN’. (3.21) 
jeJ i<jeJ 

Now, let us consider a lifting of the inequality (3.20) into a facet in N-space. 

Proposition 3.5 Suppose that the inequality given by (3.20) is a facet for QP"-". Then, 

letting N’ = {1,...,n — 1}, the inequality 

AnXn + > anWin + » AX + » Ay s 0 

JeN’ je’ |< jeN’ 

is a facet for QP" if and only if A(n) =n An i€N’) is a vertex of the following 

polyhedron: 
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(A:dg+) din — > A- Yo Ay WSN’. (3.22) 
jeJ jeJ i<jeJ 

Proof. Let us partition the constraints of Ay as follows. 

N’—Block: )4j+ > dy <0 YEN (3.23) 
jeJ i<jed 

n—Block: A,+ Sin <- vA — > Ay WISN’ (3.24) 
jeJ jeJ l<jeJ 

From (3.20) and Proposition 3.1, we have that there are some n(n-1)/2 - 1 linearly in- 

dependent hyperplanes binding from (3.21), and so from (3.23), at the solution A(N’). 

In fact, these equations yield values of A(N’) uniquely when some variable in N’ is 

fixed at the corresponding. value in A(N’) by way of normalization. Hence, if 

A(n) = On Ain for jéN’) is an extreme point of (3.22), then it is uniquely determined by 

some n linearly independent binding inequalities from (3.22). Examining (3.22) and 

(3.24), this means that the corresponding vertex A(N) = (A, for jeN, Ai for i< jeN) is 

feasible to Ay and has (n(n-1)/2-1] +n=n(n+ 1)/2-1 has linearly independent defining 

hyperplanes from (3.23) and (3.24) binding at this solution. Hence, A(N) is an extreme 

direction of Ap, and so from Proposition 3.1, is a facet of QP". = 

Remark 3.3 In the light of Proposition 3.5, we need to characterize vertices of (3.24) 

with right-hand sides having values given by known facets for the (n-1) variable case. 

Note that this is a “simultaneous” lifting process, since the coefficients A(n) = 
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(An, Aj, for jEN’) are being simultaneously determined, as opposed to being sequen- 

tially determined. 

Consider the homogenous product-form facet of the form (3.17) in N’-space defined 

for some J, EN’, {J,fe{1,..., 9 — 3}, dy = N’ — dh. 

-)x- >. Wij » Wij + » wi < 0 (3.25) 
jes, N<Jjedy i<jed, (deW, Jy) 

Let A(N’) denote that the coefficients of (3.25). Accordingly, denote the right-hand- 

side of (3.24) by b,, for any JEN’, when A(N’) = A(N’). Then, given any JEN’, 

(J 7) Ji] =p, [J 7) J] =a, we have that 

    

_ _4 ae 
by =p +P DK dp _ P ue q+1) 

This gives the n-Block constraints (3.24) as 

  

_ —aq+1 _ 
In +) An S (P ue G+) Wen’, where WAGl=pWALI=a. (3.26) 

jeJ 

Proposition 3.6 The following are three vertices of (3.26): 

(i) A, = 0, Aj, = O VjeEN’, 

(ii) Ay = —1, Ain = —1 for jeJs, Aja = 1 for jeJ, and 

(iii) A, = 0, Aj = 1 for jeds, Aj = —1 for jeds. 
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In particular, (i) corresponds to the N’ —space facet itself, which is a facet for the N- 

space by Remark 3.1, (ii) corresponds to J=J,\ {n} and J=J;,, in (3.17), and (iii) 

corresponds to J = J, and J = J, U {n} in (3.17). 

Proof. First of ail, note that the given values of (/,, 4), for jéN’) in (i), (ii), and (iii), in 

combination with (3.25), yield inequalities of type (3.17), and so by Remark 3.1, they 

correspond to facets of QP". Consequently, by Proposition 3.5, the given three sets 

of values of (A,, Ain for JEN’) must be vertices of (3.26). This completes the proof. s. 

Remark 3.4 The question we can raise here is whether Proposition 3.6 defines all 

the vertices of (3.26). By examining the resulting facets obtained for n< 4, with the 

known ones for this case as in Deza and Laurent (1988), this is true for n<4. How- 

ever, as the following example shows, for n=5, this is false. Indeed, for n>5, not 

all facets are of the type (3.17) (see Deza and Laurent, 1988) and in fact, as we show 

below, vertices of (3.26) themselves can produce facets different from this class. 

Example 3.1 Let n=5, J; = {1,2}, J: = {3, 4}, ds = — 1, djs = 2 Wieds, dis = —2 Vjed). Let 

us verify that this A(n) vector is a vertex of (3.26). To show feasibility, we must have 

-{+2p-2q < (p-q)(p-q + 1)/2, i.e., (p — gq)? — 3(p —q) +220 p=0,1,2, q =0,1,2. This 

expression is convex in (p-q) and is minimized when (p —q) = 3/2. Moreover, it is 

zero when (p-q)=1 or 2, and so by convexity, it is nonnegative for all integer values 

of (p-q). Moreover, the following five constraints from (3.26) are binding at A(n) , and 

so yield A(n) as the unique solution. 

Ast Ags = 1, Ag + dos = 1, As + Aqg + Ags = 3, 

As + Aq5 + Ags + Ags = 1, As + Aggy + dos + Ags = 1 
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Consequently, A(n) is a vertex of (3.26). The corresponding facet is 

[— x; — Xo — Wyo — Wag + W739 + Wig + Wag + Wag) + 0 — X35 + 2Wy5 + 2Wo5 — 2Wa5 — 2Wys] < 0. 

This facet is not of the type (3.17), and it has been obtained by lifting a facet of the 

type (3.17) from the N’-space. In fact, as we will show, the above inequality is a 

member of an entire class of facets obtainable in this fashion. m= 

Consider (3.26), and suppose that we restrict 

An =O Wied, and dj,=— 6 Vjed,. (3.27) 

Then, system (3.26) becomes 

(p-—q)\(p—q + 1) 
2 
  A,+ 6(p—q)< Vp =0,1,...,.P, q=0,1,....n —1—P, 

where P= |J,|. This is equivalent to the system 

r(r + 1) 
2 Vr=P+1—n,..., P. (3.28) Ant Ors 

Proposition 3.7 The vertices (/,, @) of the two dimensional polytope (3.28) are all of 

the type 

—R(R — 1 
An --e and@=R, for R=P+2-—Dn...., P. (3.29) 

Proof. Consider any defining hyperplane in (3.28) for r=R, say. Setting this as an 

equality gives A,= R(R+1)/2— @R. The end points of the interval on this plane that 

are feasible to (3.28) will give vertices of (3.28) that lie on this plane. Repeating for 
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all planes, will give all the vertices of (3.28). Toward this end, note that points in the 

above plane are feasible provided 

R+1 r(r + 1 R—r\(R+r+1 
piety 3 ) po 419 ct) 5 ) ie. a(R 1) > Boar) Vr=P+1—n,...,P. 

In turn, this is equivalent to the following. 

g>Stttt Yr=P41—n.,R—tand 0s Stitt yor +4,...P 

This implies that 

@6=R ifR>P+2-—n and @<(R+1) ifR<P-—1. 

Hence, tracing vertices as R varies from P+ 1-n to P, we get vertices of (3.28) as 

€=R for R=P+2-n,...,P, and A, = R(R + 1)/2 — R? = —R(R — 1)/2. This completes the 

proof. # 

The following proposition show that the vertices of (3.29) also correspond to the 

vertices of (3.26) via (3.27). 

Proposition 3.8 The vertex A(n) = (2, = —R(R — 1)/2, A =R Vjeds, Ap = — R Vjed,}, for 

each R=P+2-n,..., P, where P=|J,|, defines a vertex of (3.26). 

Proof. Given any Re{P + 2—n,...P}, since @=R, and J, = — R(R — 1)/2 are feasible 

to (3.28) by Proposition 3.7, we have from (3.27) that 

— R(R —1) 
In=—S » A= RVjedy, Ap =—R Views, (3.30) 
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is feasible to (3.26) for all R=P+2-n,...,P, where |J.| =P. We need to show that this 

is a vertex of (3.26). For this solution (3.30), the left hand side of any constraint in 

(3.26) is given by —R(R — 1)/2+R(p —q) and the right hand side is (p-q)(p-q + 1)/2. 

Hence, the constraint is binding whenever these are equal, i.e., whenever 

(p-q-R)(p-q-R + 1) =0, i.e., (p-q) =R or (p-q) =R-1. 

To complete the proof, it is sufficient to show that the set of binding constraints yield 

(3.30) as the unique solution. Toward this end, let seJ, and teJ, be arbitrarily se- 

lected. (Note that |J,] =>1 and |J,| >2 when n>4.) We show below that the system 

of binding constraints implies that A,, = — An. Since the choice of s and t is arbitrary, 

this in turn means that 4,,=0, VjeJ;, and 4,,=— @ VjeJ, is implied by this system. 

But this reduces the system (3.26) to the system (3.28). Examining the constraints in 

(3.28) for r=(p-q) =R and r=(p-q) =R-1, which are binding at the given solution (3.30) 

as noted above, we get 4,+ @R=R(R+ 1)/2 and A,+ 6(R — 1)=R(R—1)/2. These 

equation uniquely yield J, = _ R(R — 1)/2 and 6 =R, and so this implies that (3.30) is 

a vertex of (3.26). 

Hence, to show that An=—dn, consider a set JEN’ such that JJ(\Ji] =p, 

lJ) Js] =a, {s,t} (J =¢, and (p-q) = (R-1) if R=P, and (p-q) =R if R < P. (Note 

that if R=P, we must have J =J,—{s}, and ifR < P, then since R>P+2—n such 

aJ exists for which p< P—1=|Js]-—1,qan-2—P= (J, — 1, and (p-q)=R.) Since 

the constraint for this J is binding, as also is the one for J U {s,t}, with both having 

the same right-hand-side value since (p-q) remains the same, we get from the two 

equations that 
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Ant > Ain = Ant > Ain + don + At: 
jeJ JeJ 

This implies that As. = — A», and hence, the proof is complete. # 

Consequently, we have the following result. 

Proposition 3.9 The following inequalities define a class of facets for QP": 

-)'x- > Wij — » Wi — » Wi - PEED 5, + RY Wn — RY Win <0 

Jed, (<jedy i<jed, (ls J)e( 4:2) jes, jeJ, 

where J,EN’, [Js] = P > 1, J,=N’ — J, with uy > 2, and Re{P + 2—n,..., P}. 

Proof. Follows from Proposition 3.7 and 3.8. @ 

3.5. Summary and Recommendations for Further Research 

We have developed a class of facets obtained by lifting homogenous product-form 

facets of QP". Motivated by this result, we present some further research tasks: 

1. Study the characterization of vertices of (3.26) for finding other classes of facets 

that can be generated by lifting the product-form facet (3.25). 

2. Study the system of type (3.26) that is formulated via the problem of lifting the 

generalized product-form facet corresponding to a general NQPBF as specified 

by Boros and Hammer (1990). 
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Models and Algorithms for Passive Homing Device 

Operations in Battle-Group Anti-Air Warfare 

Scenarios 

4, Problem Description 

Consider the scenario of a naval battle-group defending itself against an air attack, 

being equipped with surface-to-air missiles (SAM’s), sensors, and target illuminators 

(passive homing devices). The sensors track the approaching targets (airplanes, 

cruise missiles), and provide in-flight guidance for the SAM’s. Each target must be 

illuminated during some last few seconds of the SAM trajectory in order for it to 

“home in” on the target. Because of the common theater that these battle-group 

ships operate within, this expands the battle space, and poses a cooperative en- 

gagement problem that calls for a coordinated use of anti-air defense resources 

among the ships. Also, the number of illuminators which the battle-group jointly 

possesses is very small compared to the number of SAM’s, and compared to the 

number of potential incoming targets. In this resource management problem, the 

task of allocating the targets to the illuminators emerges as a critical problem. Ad- 

ditionally, each target must be illuminated during a given engageability duration that 

is specific to the location of each illuminator, and the illuminators may have certain 

specified unavailability durations due to previously scheduled commitments. The 

cooperative battle-group anti-air defense problem can then be stated as follows: 
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Given a collection of targets approaching on predicted trajectories, and given the 

engageability durations and the illumination times which are specific to each target 

and to the illuminators on each individual ship, allocate the targets among the 

illuminators and schedule them for illumination so as to minimize some appropriate 

merit or reward function, while satisfying the illuminator availability constraints, as 

well as the target engageability interval constraints. (See Boyer et al., 1990, for re- 

lated command and control decision issues.) 

To formulate the problem more precisely, consider the following mathematical de- 

scription. Suppose that there are n targets, indexed ieN = {1.,...,n}, and that there are 

m illuminators, indexed jeM = {1,...,.m}. Each target i has a specified engageability 

duration [r,,, dij], which depends on the location of the illuminator j, and a missile can 

score a successful strike only during this interval. Moreover, if target i is assigned 

to illuminator j, then it must be illuminated during its corresponding engageability 

interval for a given duration A,;, prior to its scheduled engagement time tj;, in order 

to score a successful strike. In addition, there may be certain specified blocks of 

duration for which each illuminator j might be unavailable, because of previously 

scheduled assignments for which the corresponding missile launch has already been 

committed. In this respect, note that we can suppose that the n targets under con- 

sideration in the present scheduling cycle are either carry-over targets from a previ- 

ous cycle, but for which the assigned missile launches have not as yet been 

irrevocably committed, or they are new targets which have appeared on the radar 

track file since the previous cycle. Accordingly, a feasible schedule is comprised of 

a set of illuminator durations for each target, along with an assignment of this dura- 

tion to a particular illuminator, so that the illumination time intervals over the set of 

targets assigned to each illuminator during the present as well as the previous cycle 
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are all disjoint. Among such feasible schedules, we are interested in finding a 

schedule which minimizes the total weighted engagement time. 

Observe that the above problem can be conceptualized as a production floor shop 

scheduling problem in which there are n jobs to be scheduled on m parallel ma- 

chines. For machine jeM, each job ieN has a release time r,;, a completion time 

(due-date or deadline) d;;, and a processing time Aj).. Furthermore, each of the ma- 

chines has certain specified unavailability blocks of time. The problem then is to 

construct a feasible schedule for the jobs on the machines, without preemption or 

splitting of a job, so as to meet the job release time and due date restrictions, and 

satisfy the machine availability requirements, while minimizing the total weighted 

flow time. 

This scheduling problem includes as special cases several multiprocessor schedul- 

ing problems with release times, deadlines, and time-window constraints (Simons, 

1981). For example, it includes the single machine scheduling problem with release 

times and deadlines (Grabowski et al., 1986, Leon and Wu, 1992, Potts, 1980), the 

multiple machine scheduling problem without time-window constraints (Sarin et al., 

1988), problems dealing with the scheduling of unit-time processing jobs with release 

times and deadlines (Garey et al., 1982, Simons, 1983, Simons and Warmuth, 1989), 

and two-processor scheduling problems with start times and deadlines (Garey and 

Johnson, 1979). Although there exists an extensive literature on these problems, to 

the best of our knowledge, this research is the first to consider a general multiple 

machine scheduling problem which involves jobs with machine-dependent release 

times, deadlines, and time-windows, along with machine-downtime side constraints, 

while minimizing the total weighted flow time. 
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The following is an outline of this Part Il. In Chapter 5, we develop a polynomial-time 

algorithm for the case when all the job processing times are equa! (and unity without 

loss of generality), and the data is all integer. In Chapter 6, we develop a strong for- 

mulation for the case of the general problem, denoted by problem GP, and compare 

this with two alternative formulations via their underlying linear programming relax- 

ations. By exploiting inherent special structures of the strong formulation of problem 

GP, we develop some classes of strong valid inequalities which strengthen the initial 

formulation. In Chapter 7, we address the development of several effective approxi- 

mate and exact algorithms. In particular, we develop a branch-and-bound algorithm 

to find an e-approximate or an exact solution to problem GP. This branch-and-bound 

algorithm incorporates the Lagrangian dual procedure for obtaining a tight lower 

bound, and uses the enhanced Lagrangian dual heuristic (HGPLD) for providing a 

tight upper bound. A depth-first-search rule is implemented for selecting a branching 

node and the optimal dual solution of each unfathomed node is used to initialize the 

solution for the Lagrangian relaxation problems of immediate descendant nodes. 

In Chapter 8, we present computational results for various heuristics, and for the 

branch-and-bound algorithm. These results show that the heuristic HGPLD generates 

a primal feasible solution whose quality is better than that of the solution obtained 

by the LP based heuristic (HGPLP), but the computational time of the heuristic HGPLD 

is reduced by a factor of five as compared with that of HGPLP. We also present 

computational results for the branch-and-bound algorithm. In Chapter 9, we present 

an extension of problem GP and a Zero-one integer programming formulation. 

Finally, Chapter 10 concludes this Part Il with some research tasks for future investi- 

gation. 
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5. A-Multiple Duration Model and Algorithm 

Consider a special case in which the job processing times Aj; are all the same and 

equal to A, _ Say. Moreover, suppose that for each ieN, 1; = r, and 

dij =di, for all jeM, where r, and d,, are all multiples of A, and that the start and end 

times of the unavailability intervals on each machine are all also multiples of A. We 

denote this problem a A-multiple duration scheduling problem. Note that this situ- 

ation may have been achieved by conservatively perturbing the data, given roughly 

equal and small processing times Ai, for ieN. In other words, we assume that the 

problem data has been perturbed so that each processing time is set at 

A= maximum{A\}, the values r, ieN, have been increased and the values d,, ieN, 

have been decreased just enough to satisfy the stated assumptions, and similarly, the 

machine unavailability durations have also been suitably expanded. By scaling, we 

can therefore assume without loss of generality that A= 1, and thatr,di, ieN, and 

the start and end times of machine unavailability durations are all nonnegative inte- 

gers. 

Under this assumption, letting T= maximum{di} be the problem horizon given by the 

latest due-date, the interval [0,T] may be decomposed into slots of unit duration, dis- 

tributed over all the machines. Let keK = {1,...,K} index all the available or unas- 

signed slots over all the machines, and let B denote the number of blocked-off or 

unavailable slots due to previous assignments. Of course, we should have K =n, or 

else the problem is clearly infeasible. Let t, denote the upper interval end-point of 

slot k, for keK. We will assume that the slots are ordered so that 1<m2<...5 t%. 

Note that by the nature of the objective function and because of our assumption, in 

any optimal solution, if one exists, all jobs will be assigned to be performed precisely 
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during some unit slot interval. Accordingly, for each job i, let us construct the set of 

feasible slots S;={keK : [t%.—1,%] S[ri, di]}, and define the binary decision vari- 

ables x, to be 1 for keS;, ieN, if job i is assigned to slot k, and 0 otherwise. Note that 

Xix = 1 means that the completion (engagement) time t, of job i equals t. The corre- 

sponding cost with respect to the objective function of making an assignment xx is 

given by 

C,. = Wt, for keS,, ieN (5.1) 

where w; is some positive weight for job ieN. 

Note that the approach of solving an assignment problem to allocate the n jobs to the 

K slots using the decision variables x, with cost coefficients c, would only be 

pseudopolynomial in time complexity, since K is of the order mT. A polynomial-time 

algorithm for finding an optimal assignment of jobs to slots, given the foregoing data, 

can be constructed as follows. 

For each t=0O....,T-1, let us define N(t) = {ie N: r; <t }, n(t)=|N(t)|, and let {k =1,...,a(t)} 

be the slots available over all the machines in the time interval [0, t+ 1]. Consider the 

following result which effectively decomposes the problem into separable subprob- 

lems, whenever possible, and hence admits a polynomial-time algorithm. 

Proposition 5.1 Definet = min{t: n(t)<a(t)}. If the problem is feasible, then it has 

an optimal solution in which the jobs in the set N(t) are assigned to the slots 

(1,...,n(t)}. 
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Proof. Assuming feasibility, consider any optimal solution to the problem. If t =0, 

i.e., n(O) < a(0), then the result is trivially true. Otherwise, some a(0) jobs in N(O) must 

occupy the first a(0) slots in the given optimal solution by the nature of the objective 

function and because no jobs in N-N(Q) can occupy these slots. Let us flag the jobs 

in N(Q) which are assigned to the slots 1,...,a(0) in the given optimal solution. Induc- 

tively, for any 1<t< t, suppose that all the slots 1,...,a(t — 1) are occupied by jobs in 

N(t — 1) for the given optimal solution. Flag the jobs assigned to these slots. Ift =f, 

then the unflagged jobs in N(t) must occupy the slots {a(t — 1) + 14,...,a(t)}, since 

n(t) < a(t), and so these jobs can be made to occupy the slots {a(t — 1) +1, ..., n(t)} 

while preserving the optimal objective value. On the other hand, if t >t, then as 

before, some a(t) — a(t —1) jobs from the unflagged ones in N(t) must occupy the 

slots a(t —1)+ 1, ..., a(t) in the given optimal solution. Flagging these jobs and con- 

tinuing inductively until the time t, we have the result holding, and this completes the 

proof. #8 

Proposition 5.1 prompts the following algorithm for the A-multiple duration scheduling 

problem. 

Algorithm ASP 

STEP 1. Find t= min{t: n(t) <a(t)}, and solve the following assignment problem 

(AP), where for ieN, the cost coefficient cx, is given by (5.1) if keS, and is taken as 

co otherwise. 

n(t) 

AP: Minimize » > CuXix 
lent) = 1 
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subject to 

> Xt for k= 4. n(t) 
ieN(t) 

X, = 1 for ieN(t) 

N 

X;,E{0,1} for ieN(t), k = 1,..n(t). 

Assign each job ieN(t) to that slot k for which x, = 1 at optimality in AP. 

STEP 2. Replace N by N — N(t). If N=, stop. Otherwise, treating r,¢,,, as the 

shifted time origin, consider a new scheduling problem defined on the revised job set 

N from this time onward. Return to Step 1. 

Proposition 5.2 Algorithm ASP can be implemented to find an optimal solution, if one 

exists, to the A-multiple duration scheduling problem in polynomial-time with com- 

plexity O(B + n‘). 

Proof. First of all, note that in order to determine t and the associated set of jobs 

N(t) at Step 1 of the algorithm, we can proceed by simply assigning the jobs in the 

order 1,...,.n to the available slots, taking groups of jobs with the same r; value at a 

time, until the release time of the next group exceeds the start time of the job which 

was last assigned. The jobs thus allocated constitute the set Nit). lf B, blocked-off 

durations were encountered in this process, this effort is of complexity O(B, + n(t)), 

and so over the entire algorithm, this part is of complexity O(B + n). 
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Now, suppose that the algorithm performs q loops, considering assignment problems 

of sizes m,...,n,, where Sn, = n. Each assignment problem of size n,xn, can be 

solved in time O(n) (see, for example, Bazaraa et al., 1990). Since yn < (Sn) = 

n4, the complexity of solving all the assignment problems is O(n‘). Ali the other steps 

of the algorithm are readily verified to be bounded by this quantity, and the overall 

algorithm is of complexity O(B + n‘*). This completes the proof. = 

Remark 5.1. At Step 1 of Algorithm ASP, we have taken cy = oo for kéS;, for each 

ieN. In effect, if the scheduling problem is infeasible, then some assignment problem 

AP being infeasible, will have an infinitely large objective value. In such a case, in 

order to obtain a best compromise solution in the practical sense, as well as to pre- 

scribe a finite, useable value for the penalty to be assigned to the dummy arcs in AP, 

we remark that one can adopt the valid penalty bounds derived by Sherali (1988) for 

this purpose. 

6. General Discrete Data Problem (Problem GP) 

We now consider a general case of unequal job processing times Aj;, for ieN, jeM. 

However, we assume that the processing times, and the job availability interval 

(time-window) endpoints r,; and d\;, as well as the end points of each unavailability 

interval duration on each of the machines jeM, are all multiples of some quantity A. 

(Possibly, A=1.) Scaling by A, we can assume that we have nonnegative integer 

valued data. We denote this general discrete data case problem as problem GP. 

From the perspective of computational complexity, determining whether or not a 

feasible schedule to problem GP exists is NP-complete in the strong sense (Simons 
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and Warmuth, 1989). This complexity result can be proven by a simple reduction from 

the 3-PARTITION problem. Furthermore, if m is arbitrary, then there is a similar re- 

duction showing that the problem in which all jobs are released at time 0 and have 

the same integer deadline is also NP-complete in the strong sense (Simons and 

Warmuth, 1989). This implies that the feasibility problem of problem GP belongs to 

the class of strongly NP-complete problems. Therefore, we may not expect 

polynomial-time or even pseudopolynomial-time algorithms for problem GP, unless 

P=NP. Moreover, the problem remains strongly NP-complete even for the single- 

machine case, and even if only two different integer values exist for the release times 

and the deadlines (Simons and Warmuth, 1989). 

To formulate this problem, recalling that t denotes the upper interval end-point of 

slot k, for keK, let us define for each job ieN, a set 

S| = {keK : [t, _ Ai uy ISIN, y,9 di, yl and 

(t, —A, ,.. T) {] [unavailability intervals 
i, uy 

for the machine corresponding to slot k] = ¢} 

where y, Is the index of the machine that corresponds to slot k. Note that the set S, 

denotes the slots keK for which job i can be feasibly scheduled (independently) to 

complete by time t,. Accordingly, we define the binary decision variables x, = 1 if 

job i is scheduled to complete at the end of slot k, and x, = 0 otherwise. Observe 

that each slot k corresponds to some machine u.,eM, and hence if x,=1, then job i 

is implicitly being assigned to the machine y,.. The cost in the objective function for 

this assignment is c,. = Wt for ieN, keS, where wi, keS;, ieN, are some positive 

weights that reflect the relative threats posed by the targets (see Chapter 8, for spe- 

cific choices of weight functions). Furthermore, in order to ensure that the schedule 
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of the n jobs do not overlap on any of the machines, let us define for each slot keK, 

the set Jd. = {(i, op): ieN, peS, and [t—1, mn] S[t,-—Ai,,, t]}. Note that for each 

kek, J, is the set of combinations (i,o) such that slot k will be occupied if x, = 1. 

Then, probiem GP can be formulated as follows. 

GP: Minimize » > ouX 

ieN keS, 

subject to 

> Xm = 1 forieN (6.1) 
keS; 

» Xip S 1 forkeK (6.2) 

(i, ped, 

X, €{0,1} forkeS,, ieN (6.3) 

6.1. Alternative Formulations of Problem GP 

We now consider an alternative formulation of the general battle-group engagement 

problem which possesses a generalized network structure. Toward this end, define 

Yi, p)k = Xip for each (i, p) ed,, keK. (6.4) 

Then, aggregating (6.4) suitably, we derive the following model GPGN which has a 

generalized network structure, and which is readily verified to be equivalent to model 

GP in the discrete sense. 

GPGN: Minimize » > cuXix 

ieN keS, 

subject to 
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> x = 1 for ieN 

KeS; 

» Y(i, e)k = Ai, X\p for pes, ieN 

Ked ii 9) 

» Yo,pyk S 1 forkeK 
(i, p)edy 

x,€{0, 1} forkeK, ieN 

O< YG ox S1, for (i, p)ed,, keK 

where Ja = {k: (i, pledk }. 

Note, however, that if P denotes the linear programming relaxation of problem P, 

then, because of the aggregation of (6.4), we get the following result, where v(P) de- 

notes the optimal objective function value of a given problem P. 

Proposition 6.1. v (GP) > v (GPGN). = 

Hence, although the underlying linear programming relaxation of GPGN can be 

solved using special generalized network flow techniques (see Bazaraa et al., 1990, 

for example), we would need to contend with a relatively weaker formulation of the 

problem. 

We now develop a second alternative formulation to problem GP, following an ap- 

proach that has been adopted in the scheduling literature for similar problems. To- 

ward this end, let us define, 

Zi = 1 if slot k is occupied by job i and 0 otherwise, 
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R, = (i: (i, pe J, for some p>k } ={i: z, is defined }, for each keK, 

F, = {k: (i, p)ed, for some p>k}={k: 2% is defined } for each ieN, 

Px = { 9: peF, and either p and k are on different machines, or |t,~t | 2A, } = 

slots that job i cannot possibly occupy if Zz, = 1, and 

Cx = { p: slot p is on the same machine as slot k, and t, <% <71,+A,,,—1 } 

= A.,, consecutive slots (where available) preceding and including slot k on the same 

machine. 

The alternative formulation (GPAF) can then be stated as follows, and is readily veri- 

fied to be again equivalent to problem GP in the discrete sense, but as we shall see 

in Proposition 6.2 below, it tends to be a weaker formulation in the continuous sense. 

Moreover, because of the additional advantage of inherent special structures pos- 

sessed by model GP (see Section 6.2), we will prefer to use model GP. 

GPAF: Minimize »& 
ieN 

subject to 

gi = WikTeZik for k €F,, ieN (6.5) 

> Zi < 1 for keK (6.6) 
leR, 

Ya DY xm = 1 for ieN (6.7) 
Ai 

jeM ” keF, 3 4, =] 

> 2p < maxtAi, )}(1 — 24) for keF,, ieN (6.8) 

pePy, 
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z,€{0,1}, forkeK, ieN 

g, = 0, for ieN 

Proposition 6.2 Suppose that Aj;=A; VjeM, for each ieN, and that we = Wi, 

VkeS, ieN. Then, for every feasible solution to GP having an objective function 

value v,, there corresponds a feasible solution to GPAF having an objective function 

value v, that is less-than-or-equal-to v;. 

Proof. Suppose that x is a feasible solution to GP. Define Z. = {p: (i, p)ed,} and 

consider the following transformation: Z. = 3) x, for ieN, keK. Then, since the 
peZik 

constraints (6.2) can be restated as ©} 3} x, < 1, for keK, we have, \Z% <1, for 
iceR_ pEeZix ic Ry 

each keK. Therefore, Z is feasible to (6.6), and we also have 0O< 2 <1 V keK, ieN. 

Moreover, for each ieN, we have that for jeM, 

YS m= YY Vx =A, YR 
keF, 3 2, =} keF, 2 4, =) peZ, pes; > uy =| 

Hence, from (6.1), we get, 

me RD DS R= DK pa1 VieN, 
jJeM td keF, 3 uy, =] jeM peS,24,=] pes, 

and so, z is feasible to (6.7). Next, consider (6.8). Define for any ieN and k eéF,, 

Ax = { 9: po andk are onthe same machine with |7,—t| <A}. 

Hence, we obtain, 
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qePi, qeF, qeAix qeF; qeAi, PELig 

Using (6.7), we get, 

_ _ 1 _ SZa= >, >, ZeSEmax(AjI s+ a= max{Ai}. (6.10) 
qeF; jeM keF, ay, 5) jeM jeM A, keF, 3 2, =] jeM 

Furthermore, since A,,; =A, VjeM 

~ Ue 2 > DY w= >, K%= Aud % = max{A, JZ (6-11) 
qeA, peZig QeAix PEZig () Zik peZ,, JeC;, peZiy is 

Hence, using (6.10) and (6.11) in (6.9), we deduce that 

> Ze < max{A, pa — Z,) for keF, ; ieN, 

gePix ir 

that is, z is feasible to (6.8) as well. Finally, consider the objective function values v, 

and vz corresponding to X and Z in GP and GPAF, respectively, where ¢ = 

max {WitiZix : keEF, } =O for ieN. Accordingly, we have that, v, = >> }\w,,7,xi,, and 
ieN peSj 

that 

YW = » f= Y max(Witk >, Kip! keF} < Yimax{wy. > t)Xijp ! KeF 

ieN ieN pez, ieN peZi, 
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Since for each ieN, the foregoing maximum is realized for some slot keF;, and since 

the weights w,;, are the same for all slots | on that machine p,, we have that vz 

< 2, 2, WisTpXip = v,. This completes the proof. 
ieNpe Si 

Example 6.1 The following scheduling problem illustrates the relative strength of 

model GP over model GPAF. The problem is to schedule four jobs on a single ma- 

chine with time-window constraints. Release times, deadlines, and processing times 

are as follows. 

(ria, dit, Ava, Waa) = (0, 5, 1, 1) 

(ro1, des, Aes, Wes) = (0, 3, 1, 3) 

(roa, dar, Aes, Waa) = (1, 4, 2, 3) 

(rar, dar, Ags, War) = (3, 6, 1, 3) 

A summary of the results is given below. 

Model Number of variables Number of rows v(.) Remark 

GP 13 10 29.0 Integer solution 

GPAF 18 38 15.07 Non integer 

Example 6.2 Note that the foregoing example satisfies the assumptions of Proposi- 

tion 6.2. However, as the following example illustrates, a similar phenomenon was 

observed on instances that violate the assumptions of Proposition 6.2. Consider the 

following problem of scheduling two jobs on two machines having release times, 

deadlines, and processing times as follows. 

(rat, ys, Asa, Wis) = (0, 5, 1, 1), (12, die, Ana, Wiz) = (1, 4, 2, 3) 

(Fo1, Ces, Aor, Was) = (0, 3, 1, 3), (ree, de22, A22, W22) = (0, 3, 2, 3) 
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A summary of the results is given below. 

Model Number of variables Number of rows v(.) Remark 

GP 12 11 5.0 Integer solution 

GPAF 16 39 1.4967 Non integer 

6.2. Special Structures of Model GP 

We have seen that model GP dominates some related, plausible alternative formu- 

lations of problem GP. It also turns out that, in addition, model GP enjoys certain in- 

herent special structures. These structures can be identified as follows: {i) a 

generalized upper bounding (GUB) structure of constraints (6.1), (ii) a block-diagonal 

(angular) structure of constraints (6.2), and also (iii) an interval matrix structure of the 

set packing constraints (6.2). 

Note that the GUB structure can be exploited in solving linear programming relaxa- 

tions, but more importantly, it can be used effectively to partition the search space in 

a branch-and-bound context, and provides a useful construct in various primal and 

dual approaches as we shall see later. Next, let us expose the block-diagonal or 

angular structure of model GP, by suitably rearranging its constraints. Let Q be the 

set of separate pieces of contiguous machine availability intervals, qéQ, over all the 

machines, and over the time horizon [0,T]. Define the sets T, = {r: slot r is part of 

the interval q}, for each qeQ. Note that each T,¢K corresponds to slots that lie within 

the time interval q, for qeQ. Then, the angular structured model GP, denoted by 

GPanguiass Can be described as follows. 
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geQ ieN ke(T, f} Si) 

subject to 

> Xe = 1 forieN (6.12) 
keS; 

[ » Xx <1 forkeT,], for each block qeQ (6.13) 
(i, pyedy 

x, €{0,1} forkeS,, ieN (6.14) 

While this angular structure can be exploited in a Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition or 

Lagrangian relaxation framework, it also turns out that these block diagonal packing 

constraints possess an interval matrix structure. This structure will play a central 

role in the development of heuristics as well as exact algorithms, because it reveals 

a hidden network structure corresponding to an acyclic directed graph (digraph). 

Consequently, problem GP can be interpreted as finding a shortest path satisfying the 

GUB constraints. Let us consider the following proposition that provides a mech- 

anism for transforming the given interval matrix structure into an acyclic directed 

graph. 

Proposition 6.3 The matrix of the set packing constraints (6.2) of model GP is an in- 

terval matrix, and the underlying graph is an acyclic digraph whose first node is a 

supply node with capacity 1 and its terminus node is a demand node with demand 

1, while all other nodes are transshipment nodes. 

Proof. lf the set packing constraints (6.2) are permuted according to slots as they 

appear from left to right on each machine at a time, then each defined variable xx 
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appears in some A,,, consecutive constraints. Hence, the coefficient matrix of (6.2) 

is an interval matrix, and therefore also includes a hidden a network structure. To 

reveal this structure, we simply need to introduce slack variables s,, kéK, in (6.2) and 

then perform row operations which correspond to subtracting from each equation its 

preceding one, and then finally add a redundant equation equal to the negative sum 

of the resulting equations. This yields a node-arc incidence matrix of a graph G 

having a node set V = {1,..., K+1}, and an arc setE = E,UJE,, where E, = {(i, i+ 1): 

for each slack variable s,, i=1,..., K} and E, = {(p, q+1): for each column of the in- 

terval matrix whose first 1 is in row p and whose last 1 is in row q, for each variable 

Xx, KES), ie N}. Also, by virtue of the row operations, the first node has a capacity of 

1, the last node has a demand of 1, and all the other nodes are transshipment nodes. 

Since any arc (i, j) of G is directed from node i to node j only if i < j, the graph G is 

acyclic. Hence, any zero-one feasible solution that satisfies the set packing con- 

straints is a simple (directed) path from the first node to the last node on the above 

digraph G. This completes the proof. @ 

Remark 6.1 We remark here that problem GP can be interpreted as a shortest path 

problem on the acyclic digraph G from node 1 to node K+ 1, but the path must include 

exactly one arc from each of the disjoint arc sets E,, E2,..., E,, where U E;=E,, and 

where each E, ieN, contains arcs corresponding to the variables x, for keS; Note 

that the acyclic digraph G may be a multigraph, i.e., the graph G may have multiple 

arcs between nodes j and j of G. 

Example 6.3 Model GP and GP,nouiar Consider the following problem that schedules 

three jobs on two machines with time-window constraints, as given below. 
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(F445 dis, Aas, W411) = (0, 4, 2, 1), (F125 dia, Ana, W312) = (0, 4, 2, 1) 

(a4, doi, Aas, W241) = (1, 4, 2, 2), (To2, doa, Ao», W22) = (1, 4, 2, 2) 

(34, dai, Agi, W341) = (2, 3, 1, 16), (Ta2, d3.2, A32, W32 ) = (2, 3, 1, 16) 

blocked-off duration of machine 1 = [1,2], 

blocked-off duration of machine 2 = @. 

  

  

            

Machine 1 slots 1 2 3 

Machine 2 slots 4 5 6 7 

Time units 0 4 2 3 4 

Model GP for this example can be stated as follows. 

Row | Xz 

COST] 4 

1 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9   
Consider an equivalent shortest path problem with side constraints corresponding to 

model GP. The arc set of the associated directed graph G, corresponding to the 

variables x; and the slack variables in the constraints (6.2) is as follows. E, = {Xi, 

X18, X18, X17}, Es = {X23, Xee, Xe7}, Es = {Xs2, Xgst, aNd Es = {Sy, Ss, Se, S7, Sa, Se}, Where S; 

represents the slack variable in the ith row in the above table. For this example, we 

seek an optimal shortest path from node 1 to node 7, which must include exactly one 
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arc from each arc set E, for i =1, 2, 3. Such an optimal solution is given by X15 = 1, 

Xo7 = 1, X32 = 1, and all the other variables are equal to zero. Consider the following 

description of GPangua, Where Q = {1, 2}, and T, = [time blocks 3 and 4], T, = [time 

blocks 5, 6, 7, and 8 J]. Since the time-window constraints of the three jobs do not use 

time block 1 and time block 2, T, for i=1,2 does not include time blocks 1 and 2. The 

constraints (6.13) shown in Rows 4-9 of the table exhibit two separable blocks, 

namely, (Rows 4 and 5) and (Rows 6, 7, and 8). Since these blocks have no common 

variables, they can be decomposed into two separable constraints, when the GUB 

constraints are relaxed in a Lagrangian framework. 

Row | Xa 

COST; 48 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9   
6.3. Tight Formulations Using Strong Valid Inequalities 

The initial formulation of model GP can be further tightened by introducing some 

strong valid inequalities. These valid inequalities can be used in the framework of a 

branch-and-cut scheme by solving a readily available separation problem, or by im- 

plementing an ad-hoc procedure for finding a valid inequality that cuts off a fractional 
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optimal solution obtained for the linear programming relaxation of model GP, denoted 

by GP. 

6.3.1 A Class of Valid inequalities from the Facets of the Generalized 

Assignment Polytope 

We can transform model GP into an equivalent set packing problem with all less- 

than-equal-to type constraints, and having a modified objective coefficient vector cy, 

= @—c;,, for a sufficiently large number @, by writing its objective function as maxi- 

mize — 2 2 CitXin and including the (penalty) term Ox (% Xi — 1) in this objective func- 

tion. This transformation yields the following equivalent formulation of problem GP, 

denoted by GPP, where we have further decomposed the variables over the available 

blocks qeQ in order to expose certain special structures. 

GPP: Maximize » » » CiEXik — 10 
gqeQ ieN ke(T, 1 S)) 

subject to 

> oxn <1 forieN (6.15) 
keS, 

[ > X, <1 forkeT,], for each block qeQ (6.16) 

(l, pred, 

X.€ {0,1} for keS,, ieN (6.17) 

We now consider a class of valid inequalities for model GP by exploiting the GUB 

structured constraints (6.15) and the interval matrix structured constraints (6.16). 

Denote as CHGPP the convex hull of zero-one vertices of the polytope associated 

with GPP, that is, 
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CHGPP =conv {xeR™: x satisfies (6.15), (6.16), (6.17)}, where no = | US|= SISif. 
ieN ieN 

In order to generate a class of valid inequalities for CHGPP, consider the following 

surrogates of the constraints (6.16), corresponding to each machine availability in- 

terval qeQ. 

» » Ain xix S Tal for each q e€Q. (6.18) 
ieN keT,f]S, 

Inequalities (6.18) assert that the total job occupancy time over the interval q is no 

more than the total available time |T,|. Note that A,,, = Ai, for each keT, {)S; in the 

time block q, where u,=j for keT,. Consider the relaxed, GUB constrained, gener- 

alized knapsack polytope (GPKP) associated with the constraints (6.15), (6.17), and 

(6.18), that is, 

GPKP = conv{xeR™: > Xi <1 forieN, 
keS, 

» ». Ai xix S Tal for each qeQ, 
ieN keT, 1S 

x;,€{0,1} for keS,, ieN } 

Since a facet of GPKP is also a valid inequality for CHGPP and for problem GP, we 

investigate the facial structure of GPKP. (Recall that a facet of an mo-dimensional 

polytope is a maximal proper face, or, equivalently, a face of dimension ng—1. The 

inequality zx < 2m is a facet defining inequality for GPKP if and only if (i) xeGPKP im- 

plies zx < 7m, and (ii) there exist no affinely independently vertices x! of GPKP satisfy- 

ing mxX'=7, j=1,...,M. Such facet defining inequalities are often themselves 
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referred to as facets. In general, affine independence does not imply linear inde- 

pendence. However, for facets such that 2) > 0, it is well known that the two notions 

are equivalent. Since GPKP is a full dimensional polytope, there exists a set of facets 

uniquely defined up to multiplication by a positive scalar.) 

It can be easily verified that all nonnegativity constraints x, = 0 are facets of GPKP. 

These constraints are referred to as trivial facets for GPKP. In addition, it is shown 

by Hammer et al.(1975) that, since the constraint matrix coefficients of GPKP are 

nonnegative and all constraints are less-than-or-equal-to type inequalities, all non- 

trivial facets are of the form >° >) 7X <7, denoted as (z, mm), having z.20O and 
ieNkeSj 

Ty > 0. 

Proposition 6.4 Suppose that zx < m with m>0 is a facet of GPKP. Then for each 

keS,, ie N, there exists a zero-one vertex x of GPKP such that X,=1 and zx = 1. 

Proof. Since zx< 7m is a nontrivial facet of GPKP and GPKP is a full dimensional 

polytope, there exist no linearly independent vertices xi of GPKP such that zx! = 2, 

j=1,..., 1%. Let R be the matrix whose rows represent these vertices. If for some 

keS,, ieN, we have x;,=0 for j = 1,..., mo, then this implies that R is singular. Hence, 

for each keS;, ieN, x= 1 for some j e{1,..., no}, and this completes the proof. = 

Due to the interval matrix structure of constraints (6.16), we can further restrict the 

investigation of the facial structure of GPKP. Toward this end, consider the following 

proposition. 
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Proposition 6.5 For some qeQ, if Aju = Ai for all k1, k2eT, () Si, (k1 # k2), for some 

ieN, then zi = 7 in any facet 2d TikXik SM Of GPKP with zp > 0. 
ieNkeS) 

Proof. Suppose that mx < 2 is a facet of GPKP such that Zin # Zin. Without loss of 

generality, let atin <i. Since zx <7 is a facet of GPKP, by Proposition 6.4, there 

exists a zero-one vertex xeGPKP such that 2X =7 and Xn=1, so that X,.=O0 by 

(6.15). Denote x =x, except that Xiu =0 and Xize=1. Then x is also feasible to GPKP. 

But 2X = 1 — Tin + Miz > 7%, leading to a contradiction. This completes the proof. m 

Proposition 6.5 implies that we can further restrict our investigation of the facial 

structure of GPKP as follows. For each qeQ, let Yia= da Xk VieN such that 

Taf{)Si#@. For each qeQ, denote by yp, the common value of lk for all keT,. Con- 

sider the convex hull of the following generalized assignment polytope, denoted by 

GPGAP, where n,= S|{ieN:T, {1S 4 ¢}], and where undefined variables are as- 
qeQ 

sumed to be zero. 

GPGAP = conv{yeR™: > Via <1 for eachieN, 
qeQ 

> Avandia S [Tal for each qeQ, 
leN 

Yige {0,1} } 

Remark 6.2 Gottlieb and Rao (1990a, 1990b) describe some classes of facets for the 

generalized assignment problem GAP. All these facets can be implemented as valid 

inequalities for model GP, as shown in the following proposition. 

Proposition 6.6 Suppose that >> >i 7Viq < mo With m > 0 is a facet of GPGAP. Then 
ieNqe® 
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>> dy tek < Mo (6.19) 
leN qeQ keT, (1) 5; 

is a facet of GPKP, which consequently is a valid inequality for problem GP. 

Proof. Since +) > 7iaViq << % is a facet of GPGAP, and since y,= >) Xx, V(i,q), is 
ieNgeQ keTg [1 Sj 

feasible to GPGAP for any feasible solution x to GPKP, the inequality (6.19) is valid for 

GPKP, and consequently, is valid for problem GP. Now, suppose on the contrary that 

the valid inequality (6.19) is not a facet of GPKP. Since GPKP is a full dimensional 

polytope, it follows that the inequality (6.19) is implied by some facets of GPKP. 

Suppose that the inequality (6.19) can be represented by two or more distinct facets 

(7, 7b) jeJ of GPKP such that 2=S(A7) and m= Ah where }1,=1, and 
jeJ je jeJ 

4; >, VjeJ. By Proposition 6.5, these facets can be written as 

>, d, al » Xie] Sp Vie. (6.20) 
ieN geQ keT, N §; 

Now, note that for any jeJ, >) >oziyig < 7b are also valid inequalities for GPGAP. This 
ieNgeQ 

follows because if for any jeJ, we have © \7Yiq > 7b for some binary solution y to 
ieNqeQ 

GPGAP, then by selecting x as a binary vector such that for each (i,q) for which y,, is 

defined, the correspondence Xe Xee yig holds, we see that x is feasible to GPKP, 

but (6.20) is violated, a contradiction. But this means from above that these valid in- 

equalities imply X Leta < mm, which is a contradiction to the hypothesis that the lat- 
ieNge 

ter inequality is a facet of GPGAP. Hence, the inequality (6.19) is a facet of GPKP, and 

this completes the proof. 
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The following proposition provides a separation procedure in order to obtain a class 

of valid inequalities for problem GP from each individual knapsack constraint of 

GPGAP. 

Proposition 6.7 All nontrivial facets associated with the individual knapsack con- 

straints of GPGAP are also facets of GPGAP, which consequently correspond to facets 

of GPKP via equation (6.19). 

Proof. The proof follows by Proposition 5.10 in Gottlieb & Rao (1990a) and by Propo- 

sition 6.6. @ 

Remark 6.3 We can solve a standard separation problem (see Nemhauser and 

Wolsey, 1988) in order to (possibly) obtain a minimal cover inequality from a knapsack 

constraint of GPGAP that cuts off a given fractional solution to GP. A sequential lifting 

orocedure can polynomially strengthen such a minimal cover inequality to a facet of 

the knapsack polytope (see Zemel, 1988), and by Proposition 6.6, such a constraint 

would then correspond to a facet of GPKP. The following example illustrates this re- 

mark. 

Example 6.4 Consider the following problem that has four jobs to be scheduled on 

a single machine with the data, 

(faa, Gir, Ava, Was) = (0, 9, 1, 1), 

( T21, Ges, Aes, Wer) = (0, 9, 1, 1), 

(Ta1, dsr, Ass, War) = (0, 9, 2, 1), 

(a1, Gar, Ags, War) = (0, 9, 2, 1). 
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and has the duration [3,5], blocked-off on the single machine. The available time slots 

are numbered k= 1,...,K=/7. 

  

            
Machine 1 slots | 1 | 2 | 3 | 41/5 |6 |7 
Timeunits 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
  

An optimal solution X to GP is given by X= 1, Xe = 1/2, Xoo = 1/2, Xs = 1, Xag = 1/2, 

X49 = 1/2, and X;, = 0 otherwise. For q=1, we have that T, = {1, 2, 3} and the surro- 

gate inequality of the type (6.18) is 

X44 + X49 + X43 + X4 + Xo9 + X93 + 2X49 + 2X33 + 2X40 + 2X43 < 3. (6.21) 

Consider the corresponding continuous solution y translated to y variables as given 

by Yu = 1, Vi2 = 0, Yor = 1, Vor = 0, Yor = 0, Vor = 1, Yar = 1/2, and Vag = 1/2. Corresponding 

to (6.21), the knapsack constraint of GPGAP is yu + ya + 2Ya + 2¥e4 <3. From this 

knapsack constraint, we can obtain an extended minimal cover inequality, 

Yur + Yor + Yai + Yar < 2, which is a facet of the corresponding knapsack polytope and 

which deletes the solution y. By Proposition 6.7, we have the following facet of 

GPGAP given by (6.19), which is a valid inequality for model GP: Xa + X12 + X13 + Xar 

+ Xe2 + X23 + X92 + X93 + Xg2 + Xe S 2. Note that this inequality cuts off the fractional 

optimal solution of GP. Furthermore, augmenting GP by adding this cutting plane to 

model GP produces the integer optimal solution given by X4=1, Xe=1, Xe = 1, 

Xa = 1, and x, = 0 otherwise. 

6.3.2 A Class of Valid Inequalities from the Clique Inequality of the Set 

Packing Polytope 

In this section, we consider a class of strong valid cutting plane inequalities that are 

derived from the facets of the set packing polytope. 
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For the convenience of presentation, let us define some notation. Let the index set 

Mg, denote indices of the GUB constraints (6.1), and similarly, let Mp denote indices 

of the set packing constraints (6.2). Note that each constraint ieM. corresponds to a 

target i, and each constraint keMp corresponds to a slot k, so that we can assume 

Me = {1,...n}, and Mp = {n+1,....n+K}. Define Mcp = Mc \J Mp. Let us also refer to 

the variables as being simply singly subscripted, and given by x; for j belonging to 

an index set Nee. Furthermore, denote by N; the set of indices of variables contained 

in constraint ieMep, and conversely, let M, denote the index set of constraints in Mcp 

that include the variable x;, for each jéNep. Note that with this revised compact nota- 

tion, model GP can be simply restated as 

GP: Minimize { >) ox): ¥ixj) = 1VieMce, x; < 1 V ieMp, x; € {0, 1} V jeNoe}, 
jeNGp jeNj jeNj 

and similarly, we may restate model GPP as follows. 

GPP: Maximize { ©} ¢x,: x, < 1VieMe, x, < 1 V ieMp, x, € (0, 1} V jeNce} 
jeNGp jeNj JeNj 

For simplicity of notation, let us rewrite model GPP as 

GPP: Maximize{cx : Ax<e, x;e{0,1}}, 

where e = (1,...,1}". The intersection graph G,=(V, E) of the matrix A has one node 

for each column of the matrix A, and one arc for every pair of non-orthogonal columns 

of A, i.e., (i, j) EE if and only if the corresponding columns a, a; of A satisfy afa,; > 1. 

Let Ac, be the node-arc incidence matrix of G, and denote by VP the weighted node 

(vertex) packing problem on the intersection graph G,. Define a clique as a maximal 
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complete subgraph of G,. Then, we have a well-known class of facets for CHGPP (see 

Padberg, 1973). 

Proposition 6.8 The inequality 5>x; <1 is a facet of the set packing polytope if and 
jek 

only if H is the node set of aclique of G. §& 

The size of the associated intersection graph G, is very large to permit the generation 

of all the clique facets of VP. However, the special structure of the matrix A lends it- 

self to a convenient decomposition of its intersection graph G, for identifying all the 

cliques of G. Consider a subgraph Gf of G, corresponding to the block interval 

qeQ. Hence, Gf = {V4, E%}, where V9 = {j eN, : i eT,}, and Et = {(i, j) eE: i, j eV}. 

Note that V = LJ V1. Let R, be a clique of the subgraph Gf. Then, 
geQ 

»% <1 (6.22) 
jeR, 

is a valid inequality of GPP. Furthermore, we can obtain a complete subgraph cor- 

responding to each GUB constraint of model GPP. 

> x) <1 VieMg (6.23) 
JEN, 

Proposition 6.9 Every clique facet of GPP belongs either to class (6.22) or to class 

(6.23). 
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Proof. Since the matrix A has a block diagonal structure, for any j,eV", j, e V%, 

where qi # q2, we have aja, = 1, if j, and j, appear in some common constraint in 

M., and ajja;, = 0, otherwise. Hence, the cliques of G,, except for those of type (6.23), 

can only exist in some subgraph G}, qéQ. This completes the proof. = 

Proposition 6.9 asserts that we need to search only the subgraphs Gf, qeQ, in order 

to generate all the clique facets of CHGPP. Although we have reduced the search 

space for generating all the clique inequalities, finding all the cliques within each Gi 

still remains a hard problem. However, we can devise a simple separation procedure 

to generate a strong valid cutting plane inequality that deletes off a fractional optimal 

solution of GP as follows. 

Separation Procedure: Let X be a fractional optima! solution to GP, so that F = {j: X 

is fractional } # @. If any x, = 1, all the vertices that are adjacent to the vertex j in the 

intersection graph cannot be packed, i.e., x =0, V(i,jjeE. Hence, we can further re- 

duce the size of the subgraph Gj for finding a clique that generates a strong valid 

cutting plane inequality. In order to implement this reduction, we first try to find a 

complete subgraph on the vertex set corresponding to the set of fractional variables 

x; in the block q. If we find such a complete subgraph with vertex set H such that 

a > 1, then we will have identified a clique inequality that cuts off x. Subse- 
je 

quently, we can extend H to a maximal complete subgraph (clique R,) of the subgraph 

Gf by examining the zero variables in V4, and hence obtain a facetial cutting plane for 

GPP. 

The following example illustrates the foregoing process for generating a strong valid 

cutting plane inequality from the facets of the set packing polytope. 
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Example 6.5 Consider the following problem that has three jobs to be scheduled on 

two machines, and has machine blocked-off duration times as specified below. 

(faa, aa, Ais, Wir) = (0, 9, 2, 1), (tie. At2, Ara, Wiz) = (0, 9, 2, 1), 

(Tat, des, Aer, Wer) = (0, 9, 3, 1), ( fe2, de2, Aze, Wee) = (0, 9, 3, 1) 

( P34, d31, As, W311 ) = (0, 9, 4, 1), ( 3,2 ] ds2, Az, W32 ) = (0, 9, 4, 1) 

The machine blocked-off times are as follows. 

Machine 1: [3,5] 

Machine 2: [4,6] 

  

  

                    
  

Machine 1 slots 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Machine 2 slots 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

Time units 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

An optimal solution X to GP is given by Xi9=1/2, Xi1= 1/2, Xog=1, Kar = 1/2, 

X31 = 1/2, and X, = 0 otherwise. For the solution xX to GP, variables X19, X11, Xa11 are 

fractional in block q=3, where T, ={8, 9, 10, 11}. However, the indices of these 

variables {X19, X111, X31} themselves yield a complete subgraph H of the subgraph of 

Gf induced by the fractional variables of V*. The node set of the extended complete 

subgraph of Gf, which includes H in its node set, corresponds to the indices of the 

variables {X19, X110, X1,11, X10» X11, X30}. Hence, the corresponding clique inequality of 

type (6.22) is X19 + X110 + X11 + Xe10 + Xe + Xa11< 1, which cuts off the fractional opti- 

mal solution X to GP. In addition, by augmenting GP with this additional clique ine- 

quality, we obtain an integer optimal solution, given by xX17= 1, X23 =1, X314=1, and 

Xi, = 0 otherwise, which therefore solves problem GP. 
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7. Approximate and Optimal Algorithms for Problem GP 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the worst-case time complexity of finding a 

feasible solution to problem GP is NP-complete in the strong sense. Hence, we may 

not expect even a pseudo-polynomial-time algorithm for obtaining a feasible solution, 

unless P=NP. Even so, we begin below by devising a simple truncated implicit 

enumeration heuristic which appears to work quite well in practice. In particular, the 

special structures inherent in model GP enable us to construct several effective ap- 

proximate and exact algorithms that provide solutions within specified tolerance of 

optimality. These algorithms are presented in turn below. 

7.1. Enumeration, and Primal and Dual Linear Programming and 

Lagrangian Relaxation Based Heuristics for Problem GP 

7.1.1. Truncated Enumeration Heuristic HGP 

This truncated implicit enumeration heuristic exploits the GUB structure of the prob- 

lem when extending a partial solution, and it attempts to construct a good quality 

feasible solution in a constructive depth-first enumeration fashion, truncating the 

process once such a feasible solution has been found. Moreover, due to the binary 

coefficient structure of the constraint matrix, computations such as checks for feasi- 

bility can be made more efficient by using a bit manipulation, or, logical “AND” and 

“OR” operations. 

In the heuristic HGP described below, we use the following notation. 
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PS: Partial solution comprised of an index set x; such that xj =1. 

P,: A set of variables corresponding to unassigned target i, which are forced to zero 

due to the partial schedule PS, i.e. , Pi = {jf : j EN ()N,, for all s EM, {) Mp, 

Vke PS}. 

PBS(i): An index set of variables x, for je(N; — P,), corresponding to an unassigned 

target ie€M. such that putting x; = 1 is Known (by a previous attempt) to cause an 

infeasible partial schedule. 

Heuristic HGP 

INITIALIZATION Suppose that the targets are ordered and reindexed according to 

some suitable rule (see Remark 7.1 below). Each level t of the depth-first enumer- 

ation tree that is constructed then corresponds to the target t, for t=1,..,n. Select 

target t = 1, and let PS = ¢@, and PBS(i) = @ for all ieMe. 

STEP 1. Determine the set P,. 

STEP 2. Find the index j, of target t such that 

kk = argmin { cq : je[N, — (PU PBS(t))] } 

If j, exists, then set PS = PS + {j,}, and go to STEP 4. Otherwise, go to STEP 3. 

STEP 3. ( Backtracking) If t=1 (or equivalently, if PS = @ ), then the given instance 

of problem GP is infeasible. Otherwise, perform the following steps. 
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3.1. Set PBS(t) = @. 

3.2. Replace PS + PS - {j,_,}. 

3.3. Replace PBS(t—1)<— PBS(t—1) + {j.-4}. 

3.2. Replace t <— t- 1. 

3.5. Go to STEP 2. 

STEP 4. ( Stopping criterion) If t = |M.] =n, then stop; we have found a feasible 

solution to problem GP. Otherwise, set t«-t+ 1 and goto STEP 1. 

Remark 7.1 Naturally, heuristic HGP will find a feasible solution in a finite number 

of steps, if problem GP is feasible. For computational purposes, we may need to 

employ some premature termination criteria in order to practically avoid the expo- 

nential worst-case complexity of the heuristic HGP. For example, we can prescribe 

a number n, for the maximum allowed number of backtrackings so that the heuristic 

HGP is terminated if it backtracks n, times. In the same spirit, we can also set a 

maximum allowed limit tugp on the run time for the heuristic HGP. Whenever the 

procedure backtracks, if the elapsed time exceeds Tue, then the heuristic can be 

terminated. Furthermore, we can enhance its performance by rearranging the set of 

targets in the search for a feasible solution according to some rule which reflects the 

problem characteristics as governed by release times, deadlines, processing times, 

and the structure of the cost function. A set of possible alternative criteria for rear- 

ranging the targets are given below. (Based on some preliminary experience, we 

adopted the first of these in the present study.) 

C 

[Mil ” 
  AR1: Arrange the variables x, in ascending order of 
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AR2: Arrange the targets in ascending order of their release times. Break any ties 

by arranging the targets in descending order of AC,, where AC, = c,,-c¢;,, and where 

i = argmin{ci} and}, = argmin{c;}, ieéMce. The value of AC; can be updated while 

dynamically assigning each target to a level as heuristic HGP progresses. Alterna- 

tively, we can directly arrange the targets according to a descending order of AC,, 

using the early release time rule to break the ties, if necessary. 

AR3: Arrange the targets dynamically in ascending order of |N, — Pi|. This rule can 

be expected to generate a smaller partial enumeration tree, and it facilitates finding 

a feasible solution quickly, but not necessarily a good quality solution . 

Remark 7.2. We can also implement some local improvement strategies to be used 

in concert with heuristic HGP. Suppose that HGP produces some feasible solution 

x. Due to the block-diagonal structure of model GP, x can be partitioned into sepa- 

rable blocks qeQ, each comprised of certain assigned targets. We can then improve 

on the feasible solution x by sequentially finding a better schedule for targets within 

each block qeQ, or more generally, by considering suitable groups of blocks from Q. 

This can be done via an exact branch-and-bound algorithm, or via the use of some 

enhanced heuristic as described next. 

7.1.2. Linear Programming Based Heuristic HGPLP 

Despite the effectiveness of heuristic HGP, as will be demonstrated in the computa- 

tional experience section, this procedure can be enhanced to yield very close to op- 

timal solutions by using the linear programming relaxation GP of problem GP. The 

prescribed modification of HGP, based on an optimal solution to GP, operates as fol- 

lows. 
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Heuristic HGPLP 

LINEAR PROGRAMMING STEP. Solve GP, and let X be an optimal solution. if X is 

integral, then stop; x also solves problem GP. Otherwise, v(GP) is a lower bound on 

v(GP). Proceed to the Main Step. 

MAIN STEP ( Prioritized Search with HGP ). Partition the set of targets into M* = 

{ieM,g: xX; = 1 for some j eN} and Mc — M*. Order the targets separately within 

each of these two sets according to Remark 7.1. Then, implement heuristic HGP by 

starting with an advanced starting partial solution PS = {j: x, = 1}, and extending 

this partial schedule by using only the variables that are positive in the linear pro- 

gramming solution, that is, by replacing N, with N¢ at Step 2 of HGP, where Ni = {j 

EeN,: x) > 0}, for t eMe. If a feasible solution is found, then stop with this as the pre- 

scribed heuristic solution for problem GP. Otherwise, implement HGP with an ad- 

vanced partial solution PS = {j: x; = 1}, but now permitting the use of all variables 

in N, for t eMe. 

7.1.3. Lagrangian Dual Based Heuristic HGPLD 

As will be seen in Chapter 8, the linear programming relaxation GP provides a very 

tight lower bound on problem GP, thereby yielding near optimal solutions via the 

heuristic HGPLP. However, solving GP via the simplex method is a major computa- 

tional bottleneck because of the high degree of degeneracy inherent in the problem. 

(See Marsten (1974) for a similar experience in solving large-scale set partitioning 

problems.) To overcome this difficulty, one can perhaps solve the dual to GP using 

a package such as CPLEX (Bixby, 1991) that incorporates efficient pivot selection and 

stalling prevention strategies. An alternative is to exploit the special structure of GP 
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within the context of a Lagrangian relaxation approach (see Fisher, 1981). Toward 

this end, let uj, ieM. be the Lagrange multiplier associated with the GUB constraints 

of model GP. Then, the corresponding Lagrangian relaxation of model GP, denoted 

by LRGP(u), can be constructed as follows. 

LRGP(u): Minimize >» — u)x) + yu 
ieMgjeN; leMg 

subject to 

»x < 1 for ieMp (7.1) 

jeN; 

xe {0, 1}, jeNop (7.2) 

For any ueR'cl = R*, we have that v(LRGP(u)) is a lower bound on v(GP). The best 

choice of u is one which yields the greatest lower bound, and is given as an optimal 

solution to the following associated Lagrangian dual problem: 

LDGP: Maximize v(LRGP(u)). 
ueR 

Since the constraint set (7.1) has an interval matrix structure by Proposition 6.3, as 

well as a block-diagonal structure, LRGP(u) is a separable shortest path problem on 

an acyclic digraph G. Consequently, for any ueR" every feasible extreme point sol- 

ution to LRGP(u) is integral. This integrality condition leads to the following result. 

Proposition 7.1 v(GP)=v(LDGP). m= 

In order to solve the Lagrangian dual problem LDGP, we propose to use a conjugate 

subgradient optimization algorithm. Embedded within this procedure, we execute a 
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heuristic scheme to actively search for improving feasible solutions to problem GP. 

Below, we present a generic statement of the resulting heuristic, denoted by heuristic 

HGPLD, and then address the design of suitable implementation strategies for its 

various steps that help accelerate the solution process. 

Heuristic HGPLD 

INITIALIZATION Let N; be the maximum number of iterations permitted, choose ¢ 

as some suitable termination tolerance, and initialize the iteration counter as k=1. 

Determine an initial feasible solution for problem GP via the heuristic HGP of Section 

7.1.1, and let Z be its objective value. Also, select an initial Lagrangian dual vector 

u‘, and denote by z the incumbent solution value of LDGP. (Initially, set Z = — 00.) 

Proceed to Step 1. 

STEP 1. (Subproblem Solution) Solve the separable shortest path problem 

LRGP(u*). Let x* be an optimal solution having an objective value z* = v(LRGP(u‘)), 

and compute a subgradient ¢* to the Lagrangian dual function v(LRGP(u)) at u = u‘ as 

ék= 4 — > Xk, ieMg. If z*>2, then set 2 =z* and go to Step 3. Otherwise, proceed to 
jeNj 

Step 2. 

STEP 2. (Determination of New Dual Solution) Find a direction of motion d* and se- 

lect a step size A*, (Prescribed techniques for making these selections are ad- 

dressed.) Update the Lagrange multipliers according to uf*+* = uk + A*dk for each 

ieMg. If k>N,, then terminate. Otherwise increment k by 1 and return to Step 1. 
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STEP 3. (Application of Heuristic HGP for Problem GP) Let (UK, ieMce) be the com- 

plete dual solution corresponding to (Uk, iegM.), where the remaining dual values 

uk, ieMp are obtained from the solution to LRGP(u*). Define the reduced cost coeffi- 

cients ¢;=¢— ur, VjeNce, denote Mé = {ieMg: Uxf = 1} and let Mg = Me — Ma. 

(Recall that x* is a binary solution to the set packing constraints). If Me = @, then stop; 

x* is an optimal solution for problem GP. Otherwise, order the targets separately 

within each of the two sets Mé and Mg according to Remark 7.1, and concatenate 

these in the stated order. Then, implement heuristic HGP by starting with an ad- 

vanced starting partial solution PS={j:x*=1 and jeN, for some ieMé} where the 

targets in PS are arranged as they are in Mé. (Note that by its nature, the heuristic 

HGP will attempt to find a good completion to this starting partial solution, if one ex- 

ists, failing which, it will backtrack and revise this partial solution accordingly.) If the 

objective value z of the resulting solution is lesser than Z, then let this solution be 

~ zZ-2Zz 
the revised prescribed heuristic solution to GP and set z=z. Now, if ( ; <€,   

then stop; the optimal solution value for GP is within (1 —e) x 100% of the current 

incumbent solution value. Also, if |[¢*|| is insignificantly small, then stop; u* is a 

(near) optimal solution to the Lagrangian dual problem LDGP. Otherwise, return to 

Step 2. 

We now consider various algorithmic strategies related to the choice of the initial 

dual solution, the direction of motion, and the choice of step lengths. These are dis- 

cussed in turn below. 
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Initial Starting Dual Solution 

The procedure HDGP given below determines an advanced-start dual feasible sol- 

ution to GP, that can be used in the Initialization Step of the Lagrangian heuristic 

HGPLD. Note that defining u; as the dual variable corresponding to constraint i, 

ic¢Mep, the dual to GP can be written as follows. 

DGP: Maximize { > U,: ui <c¢ for jeNgp, 
leMgp ieM; 

u, : unrestricted for ieMc, u; < OforieMp }. 

Dual Heuristic HDGP 

STEP 1. Put u; = max {c,: jeNj} for each i eMe, and let u; = O for all ieMp. 

STEP 2. Dualize the GUB constraints using the dual variables of Step 1, and let the 

resulting reduced costs be R; = cj — uje, where j(G) = M;() Me, for all j ENce. Define 

a violation measure Vi = )U/Rj], where Ni = {jeN,: R; < 0}, for each i eMp. 
Jeni 

STEP 3. Pick t = argmax {V,: ieMp}. If V; = 0, go to Step 5. Otherwise, put u, = 

min {R, : jeN,}. 

STEP 4. Dualize the set packing constraint teMp using the dual variable u,. Ac- 

cordingly, replace R; by R;—u, for all j EN. Hence, we can now replace N, by 

N—NON, and Vv, by V.— DX | Rif for alli eMp. Return to Step 3. 
jENEC Ne 
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STEP 5. Using the current dual solution, dualize the rows in Mp alone, and tet the 

reduced costs be R;x=c,— 3 u; for all j eNep. Put u; = min {Rj : jeNi} for each i 
ieMp 1 Mj 

EMe, leave u;, i Mp as at present, and stop with the prescribed dual solution at hand. 

Proposition 7.2 Heuristic HDGP generates a dual feasible solution for GP with an 

effort having complexity O(m?nT? ). 

Proof. Whenever V, = 0 at Step 3, it is readily verified that a dual feasible solution 

is at hand. Step 5 further improves on this dual solution by revising the dual variables 

associated with the constraints Me, if possible. Moreover, the values of V, are 

nonincreasing, and in each pass through Step 3, some additional V; value is made 

zero. Hence, the heuristic finds a dual feasible solution in a finite number of steps. 

Since |Mp| is O(mT) and |Nep| is O(mnT), the stated complexity of the dual heuristic 

is readily verified. This completes the proof. 

Remark 7.3 Due to the GUB structure of model GP, we can also easily obtain initial 

lower and upper bounds of the objective value v(GP). That is, >> min{c} < w(GP)< 
ieMg JEM 

> max{c;}. 
leMg JEN 

Choice of Direction of Motion 

For selecting a direction of motion at Step 2 of the heuristic HGPLD, we adopt the 

following conjugate subgradient average direction strategy (ADS) of Sherali and 

Ulular (1989): 
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e"{ Te VieMc}, fork>2 (7.3) d'=é', and {dx = eK + 

where ]].|| denotes the Euclidean norm. Note that the direction d* simply bisects the 

angle between &* and d*-', and in this sense, is an “average direction.” Sherali and 

Ulular (1989) show that this direction has both a theoretical basis from a convergence 

viewpoint, and has an empirical computational advantage over the procedures of 

Held et al. (1974) and Camerini et al.(1975). 

Choice of Step Sizes 

The choice of step sizes to be used in the context of subgradient optimization is a 

very crucial issue. In practice, the selection of a proper step size A* which enables 

a near optimal incumbent solution to be obtained in a moderate number of iterations 

requires an elaborate fine tuning. According to Sherali and Ulular (1989) and similar 

to step sizes prescribed by Held et al. (1974), a suitable step size that can be used in 

concert with the ADS direction strategy is given by 

jk - ge 222) 
7.4 

Wa"? 74) 

where Z js the current best known objective value for problem GP, and £* is a suitable 

parameter. Following the experience of Sherali and Ulular (1989), we use the fol- 

lowing “block-halving” strategy in order to accelerate the convergence process. In 

this strategy, the iterations are partitioned into blocks based on an integer parameter 

Nz such that at the top of each block when k mod(N,) = 1, we compute the step length 

A* using the formula (7.3) and with * = B/alk2. Then, within each block, the step size 
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is held constant, except that it is halved each time the process goes through some 

N, consecutive no improvements in the dual objective value. Additionally, each time 

the step length needs to be revised (recomputed via (7.4), or halved) over the N, it- 

erations, the dual iterate is reset to the incumbent solution before using this modified 

step length. Typical parameter values prescribed are N, = 200, N, = 75,N;3 = 5, 

and B =0.75 We will refer to the combination of the ADS conjugate subgradient 

strategy and the foregoing block-halving step size strategy as ADSBH . 

For the purpose of comparison, we attempted various combinations of conjugate and 

pure subgradient direction finding strategies along with various step-size rules. In 

our experience we found ADSBH to dominate the other combinations. (See Sherali 

and Lee, 1991.) Among the latter alternatives, a competitive combination turned out 

to be one which employs d* = &* along with the block halving step size strategy. Be- 

cause of the resemblance of this to Held et al.’s (1974) pure subgradient algorithm, 

we denote this combination by HWCBH. Chapter 8 reports on results using both 

ADSBH and HWCEBH in the context of the Lagrangian heuristic HGPLD. 

7.2. A Branch-and-Bound Algorithm 

In this chapter, we develop a branch-and-bound algorithm based on bounds gener- 

ated via a Lagrangian relaxation procedure, and a depth-first-search rule for selecting 

an active node in the branching process. At each node of this branch-and-bound 

procedure, we employ a suitable formulation to obtain a lower bound by solving the 

underlying linear programming relaxation, as well as to obtain an improved feasible 

solution. Below, we consider various algorithmic strategies related to the Lagrangian 

dual procedure, preprocessing rules, logical tests based on reduced costs, the de- 
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velopment of a branching tree, the node selection rule employed, and the fathoming 

process. 

Notationally, let x* denote the current best primal feasible solution found thus far, and 

let UB denote the upper bound corresponding to x. Also, at each node k of the 

branching tree, let u* denote the best dual feasible solution found to the continuous 

relaxation of the node subproblem, and let LB, denote the lower bound corresponding 

to uk, 

7.2.1. Preprocessing Rules 

Preprocessing rules can be quite useful in reducing the number of variables and 

constraints. These rules employ simple row and column scans to identify redundant 

rows, delete variables that can be fixed at 0 or 1, and to modify matrix coefficients. 

Below, we describe some simple preprocessing rules for detecting infeasibilities or 

reducing the size of the problem by identifying variables that can be fixed at 0 or 1. 

These rules are applied to the initial problem as well as to each node of the branching 

tree, and can be very effective in solving the problem. 

Problem Decomposition Rule: Suppose that all the jobs are sorted in ascending or- 

der of min{rij}. Define h = min{h: max{di} < min{ Tratj}, for1<i<h}, where 

[n+1,, = 00. Then, we can decompose the set of jobs into sets N, and N,, where 

N, = {1,..., h} and N,= N—N,. Treating Nz as the original set of jobs N, this opera- 

tion can be repeated with Ne. In this manner, we can obtain a set of separable 

problems that can be solved independently to obtain an optimal solution. 
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Problem Reduction Rule (Variable Fixing): If |Nij = 1 for any ieMe, then we can set 

the corresponding variable x,= 1, delete x; in the variable set, delete the set of con- 

straints M, from the model, and also put x,=0 for all KEN, teM;, k#j. In the same 

spirit, if for some jeN, there exists an ieMo jéN,, such that LU) (Mi) Me) © Mj f) Me, 
keNj 

then we can set x, =0 and delete this variable from the model. 

An Implication of the Reduced Costs: At each node, we preform a variable-fixing 

procedure prior to any further branching. That is, at the root node, for example, we 

can delete from the model any variable jéNp for which cP = cj — 2 u? > UB —LBy, 

since x, = 1 cannot be optimal. Similarly, we can apply such a variable-fixing proce- 

dure at each node k based on the reduced costs corresponding to the dual variables 

u* obtained for the associated node subproblem, in order to delete any variable from 

the corresponding subproblem whose reduced cost exceeds the bound gap 

(UB — LB,). 

7.2.2. Development of the Branching Tree 

We implement a depth-first-search rule to construct the branching tree. Accordingly, 

we denote by node k the currently active node at the kth level of the branching tree. 

At the kth level of the branching tree (k > 0), the basic branching step selects a GUB 

constraint i(k) corresponding to job i(k) on which we have not as yet branched at a 

predecessor node on the chain to the root node, and creates a node for each jEeNi. 

We consider two rules for selecting a constraint. First, we implement a fixed-order 

rule for choosing a constraint as the branching constraint. That is, at the root node, 

a branching sequence is determined a priori in descending order of the values u?, 

ieMg. As a second rule, we dynamically select a branching constraint i(k) at the kth 

level of the branching tree such that i(k)eargmax { uf: ie (unbranched constraints 
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in the chain from node k to the root node )} and where uk is the best dual solution 

obtained for the most recent Lagrangian dual problem solved at level k. In Chapter 

8, we report computational results using these rules for the selection of a branching 

constraint in the context of a branch-and-branch algorithm. 

Having selected a branching constraint i(k) at the kth level of the branching tree, we 

create a node for each jENiw, fixing x,=1 and x,=0 for al! te(Ni —j) at each such 

node. These nodes for level (k +1) are stored in a linked list of open nodes, denoted 

by A, in descending order of the reduced costs ck =c, — x uk, to be explored further 
ieMj 

in a Last-In-First-Out (LIFO) fashion, where u* is the best dual solution obtained for the 

Lagrangian dual problem solved at the immediate predecessor node at level k. 

7.2.3. Subproblem Generation 

Each node of the branch-and-bound tree defines a new scheduling problem of re- 

duced size. Consider a partial solution FS(k} generated at node k at the kth level of 

the branching tree, obtained by fixing some variable x;=1, jENy, for each level s 

< k of the branching tree. Specifically, let FS(k) be the set of indices of variables x,, 

jENie, S=0,...,k-1, that are restricted to unity on the unique chain of the branching tree 

traced from node k to the root node. At the kth level of the branching tree, we gen- 

erate for level (k+1) a set of subproblems P§*', for sENiw, that can be described as 

follows. 
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pet’ : Minimize{ » C)X;: »% =1VieMe, 
jeNop jeN; 

> x) <1 ieMp, 
JEN, 

Xy = 1 VteFS(k), Xs = 1, xje{0, 1} VjeNcp} 

Note that each Problem Px, for seéNiq«—1, has the same structure as problem GP, but 

the size is reduced. Problem P§ can be further reduced by explicitly deleting zero 

variables and resulting trivial constraints. However, this reduction can be efficiently 

handled by implicitly deleting zero arcs and isolated nodes of the underlying acyclic 

digraph of problem GP. Obviously, some problem Ps is infeasible if (Mp f{) Ms) {1} 

(U M,)# @. These trivial infeasible problems are not stored in the list A of open 

nodes. Instead of storing an explicit representation of the formulation Pf, or for that 

matter, instead of even storing an explicit representation of A, we record minimal 

information that can be used to recover the list A, as well as recover for each node 

in the list A, the level of the node, the index set of the fixed variables at the node, and 

the (near) optimal dual solution of the immediate predecessor. Hence, when we 

(conceptually) retrieve an open node from A, we can efficiently construct an explicit 

representation of the corresponding subproblem. Moreover, note that the foregoing 

preprocessing procedures and the variable-fixing procedure are applied to each new 

reduced node subproblem created. 

7.2.4. Node Selection Rule and Fathoming Process 

Upon completion of a branching step, we scan the list A of open nodes according to 

the LIFO rule, and select a node to explore further. If there are no open nodes, the 

algorithm terminates, prescribing the best primal solution that we have found thus far. 
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Otherwise, we analyze the reduced problem corresponding to the selected node. if 

this problem is shown to be infeasible or is fathomed by comparing its lower bound 

to the incumbent upper bound, then this node can be discarded. Upon fathoming this 

node, we backtrack on A in a LIFO fashion and select another node for investigation. 

Otherwise, we branch further from this node. For each explored unfathomed node, 

of which there is one at each level, the corresponding (near) optimal dual solution 

(uk, ieM.) is saved so that it can be used as an advanced starting solution for the 

immediate descendant nodes. 

7.2.5. Algorithm GPBB 

We now present the proposed detailed algorithmic steps for finding exact and/or ap- 

proximate solutions for problem GP using the foregoing branch-and-bound proce- 

dure. This algorithm requires a specification of the following parameters: 

1. € = guaranteed optimality tolerance parameter. Hence, whenever 

(UB — LB,) 

UB 

for finding an optimal integer solution to problem GP. On the other hand, if 

<e, we fathom node k. lf ¢ =0, the algorithm is an exact algorithm 

O0<e< 1, the algorithm tries to find a feasible solution such that the optimal ob- 

jective value of problem GP lies in the interval [(1 — e)UB, UB]. 

2. Teas = the maximum allowed run time. If the total run time of the branch-and- 

bound algorithm, checked at the top of the loop, exceeds T.s, then the algorithm 

is terminated, and the current best feasible solution is taken as the prescribed 

solution. 
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3. Tuop = the maximum allowed run time for the heuristic HGP, at the end of which, 

this procedure is aborted. 

INITIALIZATION: Initialize the branching tree level of the root node as k=0. Deter- 

mine an initial feasible solution x for problem GP via the heuristic HGP of Section 

7.1.1, and let UB be its objective value. Also select an initial Lagrangian dual vector 

ue as ul = min{c;} V ieMe, and denote by LBs = >) u? the incumbent solution value of 

(UB — LB,) seme | 
LDGP. If — Tsp = é, for some tolerance 0< « <1, terminate with x as the pre- 

scribed solution. Else, proceed to Step 1. 

STEP 1. (Root Node) Solve the Lagrangian dual problem (LDGP) of model GP via the 

conjugate subgradient optimization method described in Section 7.1.3 to find a re- 

vised (near) optimal dual solution u°. Also denote by LB, the (near) optimal objective 

(UB — LB,) 

‘UB 
Otherwise, execute the variable-fixing procedure using the reduced cost vector c’°. 

function value of LDGP. <eé, then stop with x® as an e-optimal solution. 

Put FS(k) = @, and proceed to Step 2. 

STEP 2. (Generation of Subproblems) Select the branching GUB constraint or job 

i(k) as in Section 7.2.2. Let Jam = {jENw:M;OM:=@ V leFS(k)}. (Note that if 

Ji = @, then the subproblem at the preceding level would have been infeasible, 

even in the continuous sense.) Construct subproblems P§*"' for all seJiq, and add 

these subproblems to the linked list A of open nodes, according to a descending or- 

der of the reduced costs ck. Increment k by one and proceed to Step 4. 

STEP 4. (Run Time Check) Check the accumulated run time. If this time exceeds 

the limit tag, then stop. Otherwise, proceed to Step 5. 
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STEP 5. (Problem Selection and Relaxation) Select the subproblem Pf which is the 

most recent member of the list A, and delete it from A. Let FS(k) = FS(k-1) + {t}. 

Solve the Lagrangian dual of Problem PS using an advanced starting dual solution 

available from its immediate predecessor node in the branch-and-bound tree. Let u* 

(UB — LB,) 
< UB <e, then be the best dual solution obtained of objective value LB,. If 

fathom this node and go to Step 7. Otherwise, proceed to Step 6. 

STEP 6. (New Incumbent Solution by Heuristic HGP) Let x* denote an optimal sol- 

ution to the Lagrangian relaxation subproblem of Problem Pf, corresponding to the 

(near) optimal dual solution u* obtained at Step 5. Denote Mé = {ieMe: > x* = 1} and 
jeNi 

let Mg = Mg — Mé. If Mg = ¢, then X* is an optimal solution for Problem Ps. In addition, 

if x* is integral, it is optimal to Pk, and so, if LB, < UB, then let UB = LB, and x= «x, 

and go to Step 7. Otherwise, order the variables separately within each of the two 

cj 
[MI 

Then, implement heuristic HGP using this ordering of the jobs, and starting with an 

  sets Mé and Mg in ascending order of and concatenate these in the stated order. 

advanced starting partial solution PS={j:xt=1 for jeN,, ieMé}, where the jobs in 

PS are arranged as they are in Mé. If HGP terminates before the time limit tcp with 

an indication that the problem is infeasible, then fathom this node and go to Step 7. 

If the objective value of the solution produced by HGP is lesser than UB, then replace 

(UB — LB,) 

UB 

fathom the current node and go to Step 7. Otherwise, return to Step 2. 

x* by this improved heuristic solution to GP, and set UB = cx’. lf <e, then 

STEP 7. (Fathoming Step and Termination Check) Replace FS(k) — FS(k) — {t}. If 

(UB — LBy) 

UB 

lem GP. Otherwise, let Pf be the most recent subproblem recorded in A. Put k=r, 

A=¢or <«, then stop; we have found an e-optimal solution x to prob- 

and FS(k) = FS(k — 1). Return to Step 4. = 
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8. Computational Results 

In this section, we report on our computational experience using a set of test prob- 

lems with size characteristics given in Table 8.1. The data for these problems are 

generated using guidelines provided by the Naval Surface Warfare Center (NSWC), 

Dahlgren, Virginia. Accordingly, the release times r;; were generated uniformly on 

the interval [0,50], the processing times A,,; were generated uniformly over [3,6], and 

the deadlines di; were computed as dj; = ry +Ajj+ i; where 6,; are generated uni- 

formly over [0,3]. The number of blocked-off durations on each illuminator were 

generated uniformly over [0,10], and were then distributed uniformly over the time 

horizon [0, max{di,}]. Also, the weights w= (Ws, keS;, igéN) were taken as either w' 

or w* specified below, again using NSWC guidelines. 

2 
max{d.,—-Tr 
p,q ( Pq p.a) 

2 
(di, hy Ti ay) 

10° WkeS, ieN (8.1) 
(dj, Mk risa 

2 
Wik = ’ and Wik = 

Recall that the objective function of problem GP seeks to minimize 2, 2, Wine eX 

Hence, using (8.1), a preference is given to assigning target i to that slot k on 

illuminator x, for which not only does that engagement occur early in the time horizon 

(i.e., t is small), but also the corresponding engageability time-window duration 

(diu.—,.,) is relatively large. The latter aspect is important in that if the strike is 

planned early in a relatively large time-window interval, then a possible miss or an 

unscheduled re-targeting decision provides sufficient opportunity for using the same 

illuminator on a subsequent attempt. Both the choices of weights in (8.1) reflect this 

bias, using either a relative or an absolute time-window interval term. 
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Remark 8.1 Although we report on computational results using only the weight 

functions (8.1), there are alternative objective functions that merit attention. For ex- 

ample, suppose that we can estimate the joint probability f,, of hitting target i and in- 

flicting damage, given that a missile is scheduled for engagement at the end of time 

tT} using illuminator yu. (NSWC has an operational Force Level Engageability and 

Predicted Intercept Algorithm that is capable of computing the conditional probability 

of inflicting damage, given a hit, based on the predicted intercept angle.) Also, define 

a weight function W, which is a perceived reward function if target i is successfully 

hit (i.e., hit and damaged) at the end of time slot k. (Note that W;, plays the inverse 

role of wx in the minimization objective of Problem GP.) Then, we can use the fol- 

lowing objective function in problem GP. 

Maximize y SY Widuxiy (8.2) 

ieN keS, 

This objective function (8.2) seeks to maximize the total expected reward of suc- 

cessful strikes. If Wi = 1, V (i,k), then (8.2) maximizes the aggregate probability of 

successful (damaging) hits. The cost function (8.2) requires the specification of an 

appropriate weight function wy. One such function can be specified as follows. 

Wr = (di, ly T) ; (8.3) 

The value of weight function (8.3) is proportional to the square of the interval between 

the actual and final strike times. Hence, this weight function emphasizes that the 

target should be (a) struck as early as possible, and (b) should preferably be assigned 

to an illuminator that has a larger engagement time-window, noting that ri... S t% 

<di,. While the weight function (8.3) is determined by the length of the engagement 
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time-window and the earliness of t within this interval, we would like the weight 

function to be also influenced by the location of this interval in the time horizon. 

Consequently, we can suggest a function 

2 
(di uy 7 Ti, ay) 

Wi. = a (8.4) 

The weight function (8.4) reflects both the effect of the length of the engagement du- 

ration as well as that of hitting the target early in the time horizon, and therefore ap- 

pears to be preferable. Note any appropriate positive exponent other than 2 can be 

used in (8.4). In fact, we can generally prescribe 

hadi, yy —f. 

ho(t,) 

i, ate) 
Wk = As 

where h, (.) and hz (.) are some suitable chosen monotone increasing functions. & 

The computational times reported below are all batch processing times in CPU sec- 

onds on an IBM 3090 series 300E computer, with coding in PASCAL, and include 

model generation and all input and output times. For the simplex runs, we used 

Marsten’s (1984) XMP routines, employing the dual simplex option to overcome 

primal degeneracy difficulties. 

8.1. Computational Results for Heuristics HGP and HGPLP 

Table 8.2 presents the results obtained on applying heuristic HGP and HGPLP on the 

first ten test problems of Table 8.1, using the weight function w' as defined in (8.1). 

Observe that the solutions obtained by HGPLP are all guaranteed to be within 95-99% 

of optimality, with a major portion of the computational effort being extended in solv- 
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ing the linear programming relaxation. On the other hand, the heuristic HGP con- 

sumes only 1 % of the time required by HGPLP to produce fairly good, although not 

as good, solutions that lie within 85-97% of optimality. 

8.2. Computational Results for Heuristic HGPLD 

The motivation behind developing the Lagrangian relaxation based heuristic was to 

compromise between the relative quality of the solutions obtained, versus the effort 

expended, by the heuristics HGP and HGPLP. Indeed, as seen from the results given 

in Table 8.3, heuristic HGPLD provides a favorable compromise as desired. Here, the 

runs have been made on the same first ten problems of Table 8.1 using the weight 

function w', and using ¢=0.05, and then again with e=0.01. Note that HGPLD 

produces solutions of comparable, and often better, quality than does heuristic 

HGPLP, but is roughly five time faster than the latter method. Also, although ADSBH 

produces marginally better dual solutions than does HWCBH, the two strategies are 

practically indistinguishable. Table 8.4 presents results on applying Heuristic HGPLD 

to Problems 11 - 26 of Table 8.1, using the weight functions w' and w*. For the sake 

of comparison, we also include the run times for the simplex algorithm (XMP) applied 

to these problems when using the weight function w’. Note that the simplex run times 

are 5-10 times that for applying the entire heuristic HGPLD, while the conjugate sub- 

gradient strategy produces the same linear programming solution value for the 

underlying Lagrangian dual, also yielding a high quality heuristic solution. Hence, 

we prescribe the heuristic HGPLD with the ADSBH direction and step size strategy for 

implementation. 
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8.3. Computational Results for Algorithm GPBB 

Tables 8.5 and 8.6 present computational results for Algorithm GPBB with the fixed- 

order branching rule and the dynamic branching rule respectively, using the first ten 

test problems of Table 8.1, along with weight function w' as defined in (8.1), and while 

using two optimality termination criteria, namely, e = 0.01 and e = 0.005. Note that the 

maximum number of subgradient iterations for the Lagrangian dual problem at the 

root node is set at 300, and the maximum number of such iterations at the other 

branching nodes is set at 30. The maximum run times permitted for these test prob- 

lems are set at tgs = 30 seconds and Tyge = 1 Second. Observe that the algorithm 

GPBB with the ADS strategy works better than the algorithm with the HWC strategy 

for these test problems, and for the most part, finds a solution within the prescribed 

optimality tolerance of 1% within 3-6 seconds of CPU time. 
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Table 8.1 Size Characteristics of the Test Problems 

Problem Number of Targets Number of liluminators Number of Variabies of Number of Rows of Model 

Model GP GP 

Problem 1 30 6 1015 159 

Problem 2 40 8 1808 243 

Probiem 3 40 5 1587 347 

Problem 4 45 5 1981 370 

Probiem 5 45 ? 2684 460 

Problem 6 50 5 1176 178 

Problem 7 50 5 2196 387 

Problem 8 50 5 2141 373 

Problem 9 55 ? 3275 502 

Probiem 10 60 8 4084 563 

Problem 11 20 3 455 175 

Problem 12 25 7 1583 456 

Problem 13 30 5 1256 318               
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Table 8.1 (Continued) Size Characteristics of the Test Problems 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

            

Problem Number of Targats Number of [Huminators Number of Variables of Number of Rows of Modal 

Model GP GP 

Problem 14 35 7 2041 422 

Problem 15 40 $ 1768 355 

Problem 46 40 6 2014 410 

Problem 17 45 7 2684 460 

Problem 18 45 8 3123 553 

Problem 19 50 § 2141 373 

Problem 20 50 8 3292 583 

Problem 21 §5 7 9275 502 

Problem 22 55 8 3589 550 

Problem 23 60 8 4084 563 

Problem 24 60 7 3579 480 

Problem 25 85 7 3809 $23 

Problem 26 65 8 4430 573     
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Table 8.2 Computational Results for HGP and HGPLP using Weight Function w'. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                      

Problem HGP XMP ( Dual Simplex ) HGPLP 

v(HGP) Run time (GP) Run time v(HGPLP) Run time % Optimality 

Problem 4 666 0.09 579.5 48 608 6.8 94.4% 

Problem 2 $43 1.02 854.7 13.5 862 12.6 99.3% 

Problem 3 2070 0.09 2014.5 6.1 2018 7.21 99.8% 

Preblem 4 2210 0.18 2102.6 10.1 2208 12.2 94.1% 

Problem 5 2125 0.18 2083.5 14.5 2090 18.5 99.6% 

Problem 6 4111 0.09 996 14.5 4010 16.72 98.6% 

Problem 7 2756 0.2 2567.5 12.44 2591 13.7 98.1% 

Problem 8 2897 0.2 2525.8 12.1 2548 16.2 99.1% 

Problem 9 2205 0.3 2150.8 33.15 2166 32.2 99.3% 

Problam 10 2639 0.4 2592.0 32.2 2618 32.3 99.1% 
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Table 8.3 Computational Results for Heuristic HGPLD using Weight Function w’. 

PROBLEM v(HGPLD) v(LDGP) Run time ( unit= seconds) % Optimality («= 0.05) 

ADSBH HWCBH ADSBH HWCBH ADSBH HWCBH ADSBH HWCBH 

Problem 1 608 806 577.9 569.7 7 0.9 94.2 94.1 

Problem 2 880 881 843.5 840.1 2.4 15 94,7 94.2 

Problem 3 2070 2070 1971.4 1971.4 0.2 0.2 94.0 94.0 

Problem 4 2152 2168 2059.8 2080.8 1.8 2.8 94.5 96.3 

Problem 5 2124 2124 2022.9 2033.2 0.6 a6 84.0 94.6 

Problem 6 998 1008 950.5 961.7 2.4 2.9 34.4 94.2 

Problem 7 2640 2596 2524.4 2528.4 17 12 94.5 97.4 

Problem 8 2580 2632 2461.2 2518.3 1.3 28 94.2 94.4 

Problem 9 2187 2187 2099.2 2099.2 0.8 0.6 94.9 94.9 

Problem 10 2639 2639 2515 2515 0.4 0.4 94.4 94.1 

PROBLEM v(HGPLD) v(LDGP) Run time ( unit seconds) % Optimality («= 0.01) 

ADSBH HWCBH ADSBH HWCBH ADSBH HWCBH ADSBH HWCBH 

Problem 1 608 598 578.7 579.1 25 2.4 94.3 96.9 

Problem 2 875 879 852.8 852.2 4.4 42 97.7 97.2 

Problem 3 2028 2028 2010.4 2007.8 0.9 1.2 99.2 99.0 

Problem 4 2142 2142 2102.1 2102.1 6.5 6.2 98.1 98.1 

Problem § 2082 2080 2078.0 2077.8 2.9 2.5 99.4 99.4 

Problem 6 998 1002 988.4 $82.8 4.2 6.5 99.1 $8.3 

Problem 7 2578 2596 2566.2 2566.2 48 7.5 99.6 88.9 

Problem 8 2574 2584 2524.5 2524.4 7.1 8.3 98.1 97.7 

Problem 9 2168 2170 2149.5 2148.2 7.8 2.2 99.2 $9.0 

Problem 10 2605 2610 2580.8 2582.5 2.4 2.6 99.1 99.0 
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Table 8.4 Further Computational Results for Heuristic HGPLD with ¢ = 0.05. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                            

* Obj. Ratio 

  

v(GP) 

Problem XMP (Weight function wi) ADSBH (Weight function w! ) ADSBH (Weight function w2 ) 

v(GP) Run time | Solution Obj. v(HGPLD)| Runtime | % Opt v(HGPLD)| Runtime | % Opt 

Ratio# 

Problam 11 1139 1.86 Integer 4.00 1177 0.51 96.1 258545 0.81 94.5 

Problem 12 1017 4.01 Integer 1.00 1027 0.6 98.4 246253 0.5 98.1 

Problem 13 1649 3.92 integer 4.00 1671 0.81 94.5 367863 0.41 96.3 

Problem 14 1703 7.39 Integer 1.00 1721 034 96.9 403773 0.31 952 

Problem 15 2052.0 7.31 Integer 1.00 2099 0.32 94.2 470250 0.42 94.3 

Problem 16 1849 7.31 integer 4,00 1731 0,42 34.2 424815 0.38 94.4 

Problem 17 2083.5 18.2 Frac- 4.00 2124 0.70 94.0 496986 0.43 98.0 

tional 

Problem 18 2112 14.12 integer 1.00 2163 0.2 $4.6 483348 0.32 94.6 

Problam 19 2524.8 14.9 Frac- 1.00 2580 45 94.2 §90356 0.82 98.0 

tional 

Problem 20 2112 20.4 Integer 1.00 2152 0.60 96.9 491452 0.4 96.7 

Problem 21 2150.8 34.1 Frae- 1,00 2187 0g 94.9 533928 0.87 94.9 

tional 

Problem 22 2153.5 21.1 Frac- 1,00 2188 0.6 94.3 544533 0.41 94.4 

tional 

Problem 23 2592.0 32.2 Frac- 1.00 2639 0.65 94.1 634310 0.55 94.8 

tional 

Problem 24 3077 34.8 Integer 0.898 3143 2.71 94.5 770460 3.1 96.4 

Problam 25 : > 120 . - 3198 0.5 94.1 753965 2.1 94.3 

Probiem 26 2875 32.63 Frac- 0.999 2929 2.4 96.1 703559 2.1 94.9 

tional 

v(LDGP) 
, where v(LDGP) is obtained using the ADSBH strategy. 
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Table 8.5 Computational Results for Algorithm GPBB using the Fixed-Order 

Branching Rule along with Weight Function w' and e = 0.01. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

PROBLEM Best UB found v(LOGP) at root node Run time/# nodes % Optimality Ve = 0.01) 

ADSBH HWCBH ADSBH HWCBH ADSBH HWCBH AOS8H HWCBH 

Problem 1 531 582 579.4 579.3 2.8/0 2.9/36 93.8 99.7 

Probie 2 859 867 954.7 855.1 2.7/0 30.0/344 99.5 98.7 

Problem 3 2020 2023 2015.5 2015.5 3.6/0 2.9/0 99.8 99.4 

Problem 4 2142 2160 2102.4 2102.4 30.0/110 30.0/252 98.2 97.4 

Problem 3 2086 2105 2082.8 2083.3 2.4/0 2.2/0 89.9 93.0 

Problem 6 998 1000 988.1 $87.1 3.0/0 30.0/34 99.1 98.8 

Problem 7 2890 2579 2567.4 2567.3 4.5/0 19.2/143 99.1 98.6 

Probiern 8 2557 2552 2525.4 2525.7 30/136 16.2/81 98.8 99.1 

Problem 9 2165 2171 2150.2 2150.3 3.1/0 2.9/0 99.4 $9.1 

Problem 10 2613 2592 2590.9 2591.9 3.6/0 1.2/2 99.2 99.0                       
' Optimality = 100 x [1-(Best UB - v (LDGP) )/ Best UB] 
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Table 8.5 (Continued) Computational Results for Algorithm GPBB using the Fixed- 

Order Branching Rule along with Weight Function w' and e = 0.005. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

PROBLEM Best UB found ¥(LDGP) at root node Run time/# nodea % Optimality (¢ = 0.005) 

ADSBH HWCBH ADSBH HWCBH ADSBH HWCBH ADSBH HWCBH 

Problem 1 581 582 579.3 579.3 2.8/0 1.5/9 99.8 99.7 

Probiem 2 859 860 854.7 855.1 2.7/0- 16.0/153 99.5 89.§ 

Prabiem 3 2020 2028 2015.4 2015.5 3.5/0 6.7/98 99.8 99.5 

Problem 4 2142 2160 2102.4 2102.3 30.0/475 30 0/227 98.1 97.2 

Problem 5 2086 2087 2082.8 2083.3 2.4/0 2.8/0 99.9 99.9 

Prablem 8 998 4000 989.2 $87.1 30.0/26 30.0/34 99.2 ; $8.8 

Problem 7 2578 2873 2587.2 2567.3 28/179 21.4/89 99.7 99.6 

Problem 8 2547 2544 2525.4 2528.7 30.0/145 30.0/102 939.2 98.3 

Preblam 9 2760 2160 2150.6 2150.6 6.0/0 4.8/0 99.6 99.8 

Problem 10 2601 2621 2591.8 2591.9 6.3/0 30.0/159 99.7 98.9                       
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Table 8.6 Computational Results for Algorithm GPBB using the Dynamic Branching 

Rule along with Weight Function w' and « = 0.01. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                      
  

PROBLEM Best UB found v(LDGP) at root node Run time/# nodes % Optimality (¢ = 0.01) 

ADSBH HWCBH ADSBH HWCBH ADSBH HWCBH ADSBH HWCBH 

Prablem 1 581 582 579.4 579.3 2.8/0 2.8/36 99.8 99.7 

Problem 2 858 887 854.7 855.1 2.7/0 30.0/347 99.5 98.7 

Problem 3 2020 2028 2015.5 2015.5 3.5/0 5.5/0 99.8 99.4 

Problem 4 2142 2160 2102.4 2102.4 30.0/158 30.0/252 98.2 97.2 

Problem § 2088 2103 2082.8 2083.3 2.4/0 2.8/0 99.9 99.0 

Preblem 6 $98 1000 988.4 987.1 4.9/0 30.0/34 99.1 98.8 

Problem 7 2590 2579 2567.1 2567.3 4.5/0 19.2/143 99.1 99.6 

Problem § 2557 2552 2525.4 2528.7 30/441 16.1/176 98.8 99.0 

Problem 9 2165 2171 2180.2 2150.3 3.1/0 2.9/0 99.4 39.1 

Problem 10 2813 2617 2590.9 2591.9 3.6/0 12,0/12 99.2 99.0 
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Table 8.6 (Continued) Computational Results for Algorithm GPBB using the Dynamic 

Branching Rule along with Weight Function w' and ¢ = 0.005. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

PROBLEM Best UB found v(LDGP) at root node Run time/# nodes % Optimality (¢ = 0.005) 

ADSBH HWCBH AOSBH HWCSH ADSBH HWCBH ADSBH HWCBH 

Problem 1 581 582 579.3 579.3 2.8/0 2.2/9 99.8 93.7 

Problem 2 853 851 854.7 855.1 2.7/0 30.0/247 93.5 99.4 

Problem 3 2020 2029 2015.4 2015.5 3.5/0 19.9/235 93.8 93.5 

Problem 4 2142 2160 2102.4 2102.3 30.0175 30.0/260 98.1 97.4 

Problem 5 2086 2087 2082.8 2083.3 2.4/0 2.8/0 99.9 $9.9 

Problem 6 993 1000 989.2 987.4 30.0/25 30.0/28 99.2 98.8 

Problem 7 2588 2873 2367.2 2567.3 30,0/242 21.4/88 99.4 93.8 

Problem 8 2550 2544 2525.4 2525.7 300/176 30.0/108 93.4 99.3 

Problem 9 2180 2160 2150.6 2150.6 6.1/0 4.8/0 99.6 99.6 

Problem 10 2601 2617 2591.8 2591.9 8.3/0 30.0/155 99.7 99.0                       
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9, An Extension of the General Discrete Data Problem 

In this chapter, we consider an extension of problem GP and provide a zero-one in- 

teger programming model for the extended problem. Suppose that there are n tar- 

gets, indexed ieN = {1,...,n}, m illuminators, indexed jeM = {1,....m}, and that there 

are p launchers, indexed leL = (1,...,p}. Each target i has a specified availability du- 

ration ([riji, dja], which depends on illuminator j and launcher |, and each target must 

be processed only during such an interval, depending on its assignment. Moreover, 

if target i is assigned to illuminator j, then it must be processed for a given duration 

A,,; without interruption, prior to its scheduled engagement time t,;. In addition, there 

may be certain specified blocks of duration for which each illuminator might be una- 

vailable. Accordingly, a feasible schedule is comprised of a set of illuminator dura- 

tions for each target, along with an assignment of this duration to a particular 

illuminator, so that the target processing time intervals over the set of targets as- 

signed to each illuminator are all disjoint. Among such feasible schedules, we are 

interested in finding a schedule which minimizes the total weighted engagement 

time. We denote this extended problem by problem EGP . 

We assume that the processing times Aj;, and the target availability interval (time- 

window) endpoints r,;, and di,,, as well as the end points of each unavailability interval 

duration on each of the illuminators jeM, are all nonnegative integer valued data. 

Under this assumption, letting T = maximum {di} be the problem time horizon given 

by the latest due-date, the interval [0,T] may be decomposed into slots of unit dura- 

tion, distributed over all the illuminators. Let keK = {1,...,K} index all the available 

or unassigned slots over ail the illuminators. 
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To formulate problem EGP, let t, be the upper interval end-point of slot k, for keK. 

For each target ieN and each slot keK, define Lk = {leL : [%—Aj,,,t%] S 

(Ti ut: Gi uid }. We also define for each target ieN, a set 

S; = {kek : (t, —_ Ai ue T | S CT), sep |: Ci yy iJ and 

(t, — Ai yy Tt) F) [unavailability intervals 

for illuminator 4,] = $, for some launcher leL} 

where 4, is the index of the illuminator that corresponds to slot k. Note that the set 

S; denotes the slots keK for which target i} can be feasibly scheduled (independently) 

to complete by time t,. Accordingly, we define the binary decision variables x, = 1 

if target i is scheduled to complete at the end of slot k, and x, = O otherwise. Ob- 

serve that each slot k corresponds to some illuminator n,eM, and hence if x,=1, then 

target i is implicitly being assigned to illuminator n,.. Moreover, the cost in the ob- 

jective function for this assignment is c, = Mmin{ Win} Te for ieN, keS,, where Win, for 

keS;, ie N, are some positive weights, and so, x; implies that the striking launcher is 

the one that determines the cost c;. Furthermore, in order to ensure that the sched- 

ule of the n targets do not overlap on any of the illuminators, let us define for each 

slot keK, the set J. = {(i, p) : ieN, p eS, and [t.—1, 1%] S [t, —Ay, tJ}. Note that 

for each keK, J, is the set of combinations (i,o) such that slot k will be occupied if x,, 

=1. Then, problem EGP can be formulated as follows. 

EGP: Minimize » > on 
igN KeS, 

subject to 

> oxk = 1 forieN 
keS, 
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» Xp S 1 forkeK 

(i, ped, 

x, € {0,1} for keS;, ieN 

Remark 9.1 Observe that model EGP has a structure that is identical to that of model 

GP. Hence, we can implement all the results and algorithms developed for model 

GP in order to solve the problem EGP. However, since model EGP does not incor- 

porate any constraint that limits the number of assignments made to any given 

launcher, an optimal solution to model EGP might cause a load balancing problem 

on the launchers in practice. For example, launcher | may be scheduled to fire se- 

veral (up to m) SAM’s which are to strike their respective targets at the same time, 

although each target ieN is scheduled to be illuminated by some distinct illuminator 

jeM. In order to overcome any conflict that such a solution might entail, some 

launcher-based restriction needs to be included in model EGP. This topic will be 

considered as a future research task. 

10. Summary and Recommendations for Further Research 

We have constructed a strong zero-one integer formulation for problem GP, and have 

devised an effective Lagrangian relaxation based heuristic that finds good quality 

solutions with an effort that is well within acceptable standards. Furthermore, using 

these tight lower and upper bounds for problem GP, a branch-and-bound algorithm 

has been developed that generates solutions guaranteed to be within 99% of opti- 

mality in 3-6 seconds of CPU time for 90% of the test problems solved. Although for 

the test problems we did not find it necessary to generate additional strong valid in- 

equalities, we have shown via examples how strong valid inequalities can be gener- 

ated by exploiting the structure of problem GP in order to tighten its linear 
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programming relaxation. Such inequalities can be employed within the framework 

of the Lagrangian relaxation procedure to derive improved heuristics and exact pro- 

cedures aimed at hard instances of this problem. In particular, due to the inherent 

theoretical complexity of problem GP, we might encounter a very hard problem that 

weakens the effectiveness of the heuristic HGPLD and consequently deteriorates the 

performance of algorithm GPBB. For example, algorithm GPBB fails to find a 99% 

optimal solution for test Problem 4 in Table 8.5 within 100 CPU seconds. This phe- 

nomenon motivates an enhanced branch-and-bound algorithm that implements 

strong valid inequalities developed in Section 6.3 and Chapter 2. Especially, such 

valid inequalities in Chapter 2 obtained by the Reformulation-Linearization-Technique 

procedure tighten the formulation of problem GP, and are viable candidates to be 

used in the framework of a suitable branch-and-cut procedure. In the same spirit, an 

improved Lagrangian dual heuristic may be incorporated for finding a good quality 

primal feasible soiution to hard test problems, through an implementation of these 

strong valid inequalities. 
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